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Abstract

This thesis presents a systematic rapid prototyping method for the production of ro-

bust linear and potentially nonlinear controllers for automotive control problems. The

general methodology involves model production through system identification and the

design of controllers using various J-spectral factorisation methods that allow the free

choice of the dissipation @ parameter after the design process.

Modelbased controller designs require a highly representative model of the system

dynamics to be successful. System identification is a systematic process that uses

observed input output data from the actual plant to generate transfer functions. This

approach reduces time spent generating first principles model, and reducestherisk of

the system modeller omitting a key parameter, due to the required frequency data being

contained in the signal. This method is applied to two automotive design problems,

the idle speed and spark advance to peak pressure position problem, to generate a set

of linear models across the operating regime.

The controller design methodology of this thesis originates from an identification

based, partial inverse method for producing H. nonlinear controllers. The inten-

tion being to approximately invert the forward plant dynamics, augmented by chosen

weighting functions, to create the controller. Additional partial inverses are required

as a method to guarantee the internal stability of the nonlinear system. A J-spectral

factorisation is required to produce a square invertible equivalent of the first partial

inverse that retains the same (or near) energy transmission properties. This thesis

therefore presents the development steps leading to the identification based J-spectral

factorisation technique.

A widely recognised standard H,, design methodis the 2-Riccati equation method.

This is consequently used here as the benchmark design from which to assess the J-

spectral factorisation methods of this thesis. This is applied to the three design prob-

lems of this thesis, a theoretical low order problem, the identified idle speed problem

and the identified spark advance to peak pressure position problem. The engine based

problemsare successfully applied to the engine andall three designs provide the bench-

mark responses.

A further benchmark for J-spectral factorisation is the discrete Riccati equation

method of Kimura. This originated from a chain scattering approach where the J-



spectral factorisation is performed on a altered causality system, similar to the system

of partial inverses of this thesis. The algorithm is also applied to the three problems

of this thesis and proves comparable to the 2-Riccati equation solutions. This has the

addition of @ dissipation parameter tuning, where the times response can bealtered

without affecting the closed loop robustness.

Dueto the identification method of J-spectral factorisation not being able to achieve

the desired result in a single block identification, a method of convergenceis required.

The Newton-Rhapson method of convergence was selected due to its ease of applica-

tion and transparency. This is demonstrated on a linear parameteric only J-spectral

factorisation. The iterative convergence is polynomial only so first requires that the

first partial inverse system is fixed with a common denominator and the convergenceis

performed on the numerator only. The convergence to a set of initial condition is not

guaranteed, neither is it guaranteed that the solution will be minimum phase. So a set

of initial conditions requires searching and a candidate solution selecting based upon

the energy convergence of the postfactorised system to the prefactorised system. Once

a satisfactory solution had been selected, internal stability checks can be made and the

final controller created. This is applied to the three examples of this thesis and proves

comparable to the 2-Riccati equation and Riccati J-spectral factorisation approaches.

The culmination of the controller techniques is the application of the identifica-

tion based J-spectral factorisation, which utilises Newton-Rhapson iterations. This

technique represents the system as affine Nonlinear Auto Regressive Moving Average

eXogenous maps, so it can potentially handle nonlinear systems and nonlinear weight-

ing functions. The current form of the algorithm thoughstill has convergence issues

and integral action to a usable level can not be added to the system. However there

are large areas for development remaining. The algorithm is applied to the low order

problem only to demonstrate the design technique.

Favourable comparisons are drawn between the 2-Riccati equation, Riccati equa-

tion J-spectral factorisation method and the parametric Newton-Rhapson iteration J-

spectral factorisation method in all three design cases. The identification based J-

spectral factorisation performance for the low order problem is a margin behind, but

it does demonstrate potential for future development.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 Automotive control

The automotive industry is currently in a state of great change driven by the climate

of environmental concern. Well established industries such as this, are having to adapt

to greater political intrusion and consumer demandfor their produceto leave less of a.

‘footprint’ in terms of their carbon dioxide output over the entire product cycle. This:

manifests itself in the automotive powertrain applications with the drive to increase

engine efficiency by reducing the level of the hydrocarbon based fuel used to do the

same or equivalent amount of work as was expected from a previous product generation.

This is being achieved through plant downsizing, in effect making the swept vol-

ume of a reciprocating engine smaller. This is usually accompanied by a reduction in

performance, which the consumer will not tolerate. To regain the performance deficit

additional systems are increasingly being added to the overall package, in particular

forced induction in the forms of exhaust driven turbo charging and crank or cam shaft

driven supercharging, direct fuel injection, variable cam phasing, exhaust gas recircu-

lation, gasoline compression ignition, along with many other minor systems.

The adoption of these however presents a problem to the industrial control engineer

in that they can present strongly nonlinear behaviour and that the many subsystems

react in a difficult to control manner. Traditional linear ‘mapping’ control methods |

may prove inadequate or they may not be allowing the new technology to reach it’s

full potential and very often are labour intensive and time consuming processes. This

highlights itself in the lack of knowledge of robust linear/nonlinear control in the in-

dustry due to the theories potentially impenetrable nature when presented to a busy

industrial engineer.

Though nonlinear systems are beyond the scopeofthis thesis, the control algorithms

presented are intended to be extended to the nonlinear field. Once extended, they are

intended to be relatively easy to use for most engineers with basic theoretical grounding

in traditional control, frequencies response and system identification, to apply to live

1
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problems and do so in a rapid prototyping manner.

1.2 Thesis layout

As described in the previous section, this thesis presents a rapid prototyping design

methodology that the industrial engineer should be capable of applying to live control

problems. The thesis however leads the reader to this point in a systematic manner

outlaying the theories which are the basis of the techniques.

1.2.1 Introduction

This chapter firstly outlines the context of this research and its justification. A brief

summary of the Chapters is then given with the key points covered in each highlighted.

This is followed by the key contributions made in this thesis.

In this thesis the design methodologies are applied to the engineidle speed and spark

advance (SA) to in cylinder peak pressure position (PPP) problems. Though studied

extensively in the past these problems give a good method for comparison between the

new techniques proposed here and the established robust controller design techniques.

The experimental setup for the idle speed control and SA to PPPproblemsis dis-

cussed and the key instrumentation required focused upon. The system is very similar

to the equipment used in an industrial setting, that of a Ford Zetec 1.6 litre engine con-

nected to the University of Liverpool low inertia dynamometer. Control signals to and

from the engine are interfaced with a dSPACErapid prototyping system, via bespoke

powerstage electronics. This allows the user to apply test signals to the engine, capture

the output data, use this to identify the frequency response characteristics, and apply

designed controller algorithms to the same system.

1.2.2 Literature review

A thorough state of the art literature review is given in Chapter 2 for the key concepts

covered in the thesis. Those of linear and nonlinear system identification using least

squares minimisation, an introduction to the robust control formation of norm minimi-

sation, the loop shaping technique, the 2-Riccati equation technique, block formation

and how chain scattering is applied to this. It is then shown how this is adapted to

a systematic partial inverse design methodology and how J-spectral factorisation is

applied to this. Several methodsof J-spectral factorisation are discussed.

1.2.3 Linear system identification

Chapter3 gives an overview of the data driven system identification methodology. This

encompasses, linear and nonlinear system types and their variations. This then leads
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on to test signal selection andfiltering of data collected from an experimental environ-

ment. The main least squares methods of parameter quantification are then reviewed

with the benefits of and disadvantages of ordinary least squares (OLS), singular value

decomposition least squares (SVDLS), orthogonal matrix and right upper triangular

matrix least squares (QRLS) and total least squares (TLS) covered. Structure selec-

tion is discussed in the manual user driven sense and more automated methods. This

is then followed by validation of collated models and a review of the systematic system

identification process.

These techniques are then applied to linear identifications of the idle speed and

SA to PPP problems using the Ford Zetec 1.6 litre engine connected to the idle speed

dynamometer. A range of Auto Regressive Moving Average eXogenous (ARMAX)

models across the idle speed region are created, these models are then validated with

unseen engine data. This process is repeated for the SA to PPP problem, with the

simpler dynamics allowing for the selection of an Auto Regressive eXogenous (ARX)

structure model, again across a range of operating points.

1.2.4 2-Riccati design

The 2-Riccati equation method of the MATLAB Robust Control Toolbox is a widely

accepted methodfor the design of robust 7.. controllers. This is introduced in Chapter

4 with an explanation of the key concepts of the method. This is then used as the

benchmark for comparison with the block controller design techniques introducedlater

in the thesis. Three design examples are performed, thefirst is a low order example

in both the single and mixedsensitivity cases. The second is the identified idle speed

system, this again is performed in the single and mixed sensitivity cases and is applied

successfully to the engine. The third is the SA to PPP problem,also asidentified from

engine data. This is performed in single sensitivity format only due to the design

being realisable under these constraints. Again this was applied successfully to the

engine.

1.2.5 2H. block problem formulation

Chapter 5 introduces the block formation which formsthe basis of the J-spectral factori-

sation controller design techniques of this thesis. This involves generating an approxi-

mate inverse of the forward augmented system to generate the controller. However due

to dimensional and singularity issues this cannot be performeddirectly, so this takes

the form of a series of partial inverses. The first partial inverse is factorised into a

square invertible system by J-spectral factorisation, three techniques for which are cov-

ered in the subsequent Chapters. This factorised system can then be formed into the

final controller. The technique can also guarantee the internal stability (in both linear

and nonlinear cases) and the dissipative nature of the closed loop system. A proof for
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each is given. The techniquealso allowsfor the tuning of the dissipation (Q) parameter

after the design procedure has been completed, where for suboptimal designs this can

fine tune the time response without affecting the system robustness. This formation

can be seen in a similar manneras the chain scattering approach of Kimura [54].

1.2.6 Discrete Riccati equation J-spectral factorisation

The discrete Riccati equation J-spectral factorisation technique of [56] to perform the

block formation controller problem is introduced in Chapter 6. The theoretical con-

tinuous and discrete background is covered and an algorithm is given for this. It is

then applied successfully to the three design examples of the thesis. This is the first

known demonstration of the technique on an applied control problem. Q tuningis also

demonstrated, with the suboptimal idle speed controller demonstrating how the time

response can be tuned whilst maintaining the robustness and the near optimal SA to

PPPcontroller showing little variation in either the time response or the robustness

with the iteration of Q.

1.2.7 Parametric J-spectral factorisation using Newton-Rhapsonit-

erations

The novel J-spectral factorisation design technique of this thesis is shown in Chapter

7. This is a parametric design using a Newton-Rhapson iteration convergence. The

technique is polynomial only and is limited by the order of the forward augmented

system. The parameters must also be linear, however it demonstrates the case for

the identification based nonparametric development of the Newton-Rhapson iteration

concept in Chapter 8. This is also applied successfully to the three design examples

of the thesis, the low order problem, the idle speed problem and SA to PPP problem,

the latter two being applied to the engine. These examples being the first known

applications of a Newton-Rhapson iteration based technique to automotive problems.

Similarly to the discrete Riccati technique, a demonstration of the Q tuning technique

is given.

1.2.8 Nonparametric J-spectral factorisation using Newton-Rhapson

iterations

The final J-spectral factorisation method of the thesis is the nonparametric identifica-

tion based technique using Newton-Rhapson iterations from [91]. This technique can

be extended to produce nonlinear controllers either with nonlinear plant dynamics or

nonlinear system weighting functions, though this is beyond the scope of this thesis. It

can also be used to reduce the orderof the controller during the factorisation, due to the

technique being data driven and as such nonparametric. Though in the current state of

the algorithm there are convergenceissues andit is difficult to generate integral control
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in the design. The technique was applied for thefirst time to the low order problem of

the thesis in the single and mixedsensitivity cases. These designs highlight the issues

with the current development of the technique, as discussed. However there are many

technique extensions to investigate and the potential of the method is demonstrated.

1.2.9 Method comparison

Chapter 9 draws together the results from the separate design techniques and compares

them. The low order problem is used to compareall four of the techniques directly.

The two engine based problems again compare the techniques with the exception of

the identification based algorithm for reasons of technique immaturity. The J-spectral

factorisation designs demonstrated on the engine based problems give very comparable

results with the benchmark 2-Riccati controllers.

1.2.10 Conclusions and suggestions for further work

Chapter 10 provides a conclusion to the work, by reviewing the key findings from each

Chapter. It then outlines future application possibilities and suggestions for possible

extensions and improvements to the current state of the techniques.

1.3. Contributions

The focus of this thesis is the development and implementation of robust controller

design algorithms that can be applied rapidly and allow final tuning online after the

main design process has occurred. Therefore the novel contributions of this thesis are:

e The discrete Riccati equation J-spectral factorisation method of Kimurais ap-

plied to the 7. block formation problem, that is an interpretation of the chain

scattering approach also of Kimura. In this thesis is the first known application

of this technique to actual control systems, in the form of idle speed control and

SA to PPP control. This is also the first exploration of Q operator tuning when

applied to live systems and how with sub-optimal designs the time response can

be tuned without altering greatly the disturbance robustness.

e Two further J-spectral factorisation techniques are applied to the block Hcon-

troller formation. The first is a novel approach that utilises a linear polynomial

parametric Newton-Rhapson iteration convergence that was first published in

[111] and [112]. A full methodology is developed for this that is applicable to

single and mixedsensitivity designs. This is then applied for thefirst time to the

idle speed and SA to PPP examples. Q operator tuningis also investigated with

this method and demonstrates the similarities to the discrete Riccati equation

J-spectral factorisation method.
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e The second further J-spectral factorisation technique is an extension of the linear

parametric technique using Newton-Rhapson iterations that was first published in

[91]. This alternative method now treats the systems as bounded input bounded

output J2 maps and at each iteration a system is identified using updated data.

This identified system is then used to generate data for the next iteration. Stable

and minimum phasecharacteristics are generated through signal appending. This

formation will potentially allow for nonlinear systems and nonlinear weighting

functions due to the identification allowing nonlinear parameters that cannot be

used in the polynomial Newton-Rhapson iteration case, but at present has not

been extended to this. This thesis contains the first known application of the

technique to a control problem in the form of the low order theoretical system, in

both the single and mixed sensitivity cases. The application was restricted to a

linear theoretical problem due to current issues with the technique, in particular

the addition of integral action to the controller. However the application does

highlight the potential of the technique for further development.

e Bespoke MATLAB/Simulink code was written for system identification, Ric-

cati equation J-spectral factorisations and the Newton-Rhapson convergence J-

spectral factorisation techniques. This was performed to give the most flexibility

and adaptability to the development process and sections of the code can be seen

in Appendix B and C.

1.4 Automotive control applications

Two engine based problems are used throughout the thesis, idle speed control and SA

to PPP. The background and experimental setup for these problemsis given here.

1.4.1 Idle speed control

Idle speed control is one of two typical engine problems usedto illustrate the controller

design techniques in this thesis. The application, though treated previously in many

sources, demonstrates the applicability and flexibility of the rapid prototyping of high

performance robust controller methodologies to live control problems.

As mentioned, reduced development costs, controller robustness over a plant lifecyle

and environmental concernsare the drivers behind this philosophyof design. It has been

estimated in [50] that 30% of total cycle fuel consumption in stop start driving, generally

in the urban environment, is used with the engine operating on its idle strategy. As

traffic loads and hencetraffic congestion further increase this proportion will onlyrise.

Therefore in operation, once the manual clutch or torque convertor is disengaged and

the foot operated throttle is in the zero torque demandposition, an idle controller needs

to track quickly to the desired idle speed withlittle overshoot and variance. Oncethere,
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it should be able to cope with driver instigated crank shaft loadings, such as power

steering pumps, air conditioning pumps and variety of electrical loads applied by the

crank shaft driven altenator, plus unexpected changes in environmental conditions that

will cause torque fluctuations.

In principle fuel savings increase as the idle speed is brought as low as possible.

Another estimate from [44], is that a 100 rpm reduction will bring a 1 mile per gallon

saving on a constant volume sample based fuel economy. However vibration problems

become prevalent at very low idle speeds andif the speed is too low any torque distur-

bance may be unrecoverable and the engine will stall. So the idle speed must beset at

a compromise level, where the lowest amountof fuel is utilised but that any vibration

is kept to a minimum and that torque disturbances are easily recoverable.

A great deal of research has been invested in this problem at the University of

Liverpool, where the engine and dynamometer were specifically set up for the idle

speed problem, with funding provided by Ford Motor Company [84]. Manyalternative

sources of modelling and controller design are demonstrated in the review papers [44]

and [102].

A typical idle negative feedback control schematic is shown in Figure 1.1. The

control variables are therefore the air bypass valve (ABV) and the SA, with engine

speed (N) as the feedback variable. The error signal for the controller is then the

desired speed minus the actual engine output. In the absence of a now almost standard

electronically driven throttle, the engine of this generation (an early 1990’s 1.6 litre

Ford Zetec) possessed an ABV which could be used to regulate the inlet air once the

driver has ceased control of the foot operated throttle. The control is expressed in

percentage duty from a fully closed 0% to a fully open 100% and has the capability to

drive the unloaded engine from approximatley 0 to 3000 rpm. Theposition of the SA

can be retarded or advanced in accordance to the control requirement relative to the

crank position, and can have an almost time delay free impact upon the combustion

due to the lack of dynamics in the relation. In the idle speed regime this can have an

effect, but this generally requires a retardation in the SA with a subsequent reduction

in the maximum best torque (MBT) reducing the efficiency of the engine [16].

disturbance

  

 

 

      

ABVduty |

desired error > . engine
controller engine >

speed Bf ee ee> speed

spark timing

 
 

Figure 1.1: Typical idle control layout
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In this thesis the idle speed system is treated as a single input single output (SISO)

model of the ABV to N, the SAis then fixed at a constant angle of 27° before top dead

centre (BTDC). This decision was taken due to the ABV possessing a greater control

action over N than the SA, and that the controller designs of this thesis are inherently

SISO and therefore require models to reflect this.

It is noted that many modern idle speed controllers in automotive applications

have an element of feedforward control in their composition. In this way driver induced

loads can be pre-empted and control action applied before this load appears at the

crank shaft. Therefore the time delay present in the feedback system can be reduced to

a minimum. However this does not account for uncertainties in either the plant or the

disturbances experienced so feedback must always be used in a idle speed controller.

1.4.2 Spark advance to peak pressure position control

Aswith the idle speed problem, the SA to PPP controlis used in this thesis to illustrate

the flexibility of the identification and controller design approaches developed. A large

degree of research has been undertaken in this problem at the University of Liverpool

[11], [15] and [103], and in numerousliterature sources, see for example [46] and [69].

In cylinder PPP can be measured in two distinct ways. The first is direct mea-

surement with a piezoelectric pressure sensor machined into a bespoke recess in the

cylinder head. This is the current installation at the University of Liverpool, and pro-

vides highly accurate insight into the state of combustion in the cylinder. However

this is relatively expensive in terms of cost and the space available in the cylinder head

when consideration is given to packaging ever larger valves, spark plugs and direct in-

jection ports, so is an unrealistic solution for series production. The second categoryis

an indirect method of assessing the pressure, such as through crank shaft acceleration

[13][52], vibration analysis [19] or mounting of piezo transducers in the form of washers

under the spark plug [80]. The current favourite that is receiving numerous sources

of research, especially at the University of Liverpool, is using ion current sensing with

signals produced from the spark plug during combustion to determine the PPP,[72].

This technique removes the need for any actual hardware within the cylinder and uses

the spark plug as a virtual sensor, with only the need for minor electronics and software

upgrades making the concept practicable.

Once the PPP is detected the signal can be used to control the SA to obtain MBT.

The ideal PPP to achieve MBTis a trade off between heat loss in the cylinder, pressure

changes in the cylinder and temperatureof the cylinder. As the PPP is moved after top

dead centre (ATDC), the maximum temperature reduces, therefore heat loss is reduced

and the combustion efficiency increases, [41].

In practice the SA has been tuned in industry to this methodology for a numberof

years. The idea is to produce MBT with the minimum amountof SA possible. This is
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to reduce the possible onset of knock and is performed at a range of operating points

[5]. However this is a form of ‘mapping’ technique andis costly in terms of the time

spent on propagating the required ‘maps’ for the entire range of operating conditions

due to the many multiple thousands of combinations.

A commonly accepted ideal in cylinder PPP is 16° ATDC,[41], and is the approx-

imate compromise between the parameters mentioned earlier to achieve MBT across a

range of operating parameters. This can vary from engine to engine and within operat-

ing regimes, however this value correspondsto the type of engine used at the University

of Liverpool. Using this value, closed loop control of the SA to maintain the PPP at

16° ATDC at various operating conditions can be used instead of the costly ‘mapping’

techniques, as mentionedearlier this has been used in various sources.

The essential aim is to reduce the variance of the PPP in a chaotic combustion

process by a meansof controlling SA, therefore increasing the engine efficiency, this

has been successfully shown in [103] and [105]. The basic control loop is shown in

Figure 1.2. Where the output is PPP that is calculated from the in cylinder pressure

information from an algorithm foundin [11]. This PPP angle is then subtracted from

the desired PPP angle to producethe error signal that is then fed into the controller,

from which a subsequent advanceor retard of the SA is calculated.

disturbance

spark advance
controller >| engine > PPP

  

desired error

PPP
  

      

 
 

Figure 1.2: Typical PPP control layout

The control can also be used in the instance of the onset of knock, which can be

combated by moving the PPP demand closer to top dead centre (TDC), for this a degree

of tracking is required in the controller. It can also be used for cylinder balancing. Each

cylinderpossessesslightly different operating dynamics, due to manufacturing and wear

variations. They however possess very little cross coupling in terms of PPP control,

and as such each cylinder channel can operate as a SISO controller, whilst increasing

the overall engine efficiency by counteracting any manufacturing deficiencies, this is

shown in [15].

1.5 Experimental setup

This thesis features control algorithms applied to two specific engine control problems,

previously highlighted, the idle speed control problem and the SA to PPP control
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problem. Both identifications and designs were performed on the same hardware setup

with varying sensors and software to suit the application.

The idle speed control test requires a setup that allows the candidate engines N

to be controlled by application of the ABV, and the corresponding N to be measured.

Torque disturbances are also required for testing robustness by apply varying loads to

the crankshaft. This is achieved with the engine coupled to a low inertia dynamometer

and control signals and data acquisition being implemented via a dSPACE/powerstage

interface.

For the SA to PPP control, the actuation of the spark plug must be controlled

in relation to the angle of the crank, and the corresponding PPP must be read via

in cylinder pressure sensors and the angle of this occurrence recorded. Again torque

disturbances and loads are required through a low inertia dynamometer and control

signals are processed through a dSPACE/powerstage interface.

A schematic of the layout is shown in Figure 1.3, with more detail of the specific

hardware, sensors and software covered in the following sections.
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Figure 1.3: Identification and control experimental setup schematic
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1.5.1 Hardware

The engine is an early 1990’s Ford 1.6 litre Zetec engine, originally intended for the

series one Mondeo. This is an almost standard spark ignition (SI) production engine

with 4 cylinders, 16 valves, double overhead cam shafts (DOHC) and port fuel injection

(PFI). A table of the most significant dimensions and componentsis shown in Table 1.1.

The only significant modification is the removal of the exhaust gas recirculation (EGR)

system, with the reason that this system haslittle effect at the engine idle operating

speed [11].

The dynamometer attached directly to the engine flywheel is designed specifically

for the idle speed regime and as such possesses a low inertia to replicate the internals

of an idling gearbox. The dynamometeris rated at a maximum of 80 Nm at 1000 rpm,

but can be used up to 3000 rpm with a subsequent reduction in torque available via

field weakening.

Control and other relevant diagnostic algorithmsare designed in MATLAB/Simulink

r.14 using the dSPACEtoolbox, these are converted to C-code via Real-Time Workshop

and Real-Time Interface, which are then downloaded onto a dSPACE AutoBox. This

interfaces with a bespoke powerstage system which was built in-house. The powerstage

intercepts relevant control signals from the engines own electronic engine control unit

(ECU), and sends the user designed replacements to the relevant engine system.

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

   

Cylinder bore 76 mm

Connecting rod length 136.2 mm

Compression ratio 10.3:1

Cubic displacement 1597 cm?

Stroke length 88 mm

Cylinderfiring order 1-3-4-2

Exhaust valve open 64° BBDC

Exhaust valve close 12° ATDC

Inlet valve open 22° BTDC

Inlet valve close 12° ATDC

Torque rating 138 Nm @ 3500 rpm 
 

Table 1.1: Engine parameters

1.5.2 Instruments

The following are the key instruments used in the two experiments.

Pressure sensors

The in cylinder pressure is determined via Kistler 6123 pressure transducers, which are

essentially piezoelectric devices that produce an output signal when they encounter a

pressure differential. These sensors are mounted in threaded recesses machined into
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the side of the engines production head. These are then linked to Kistler 2004 charge

amplifiers, the signals from which are then sent to the dSPACE analogue to digital

card and are sampled at every 1° of crank rotation. These devices do not provide an

absolute measure of the in cylinder pressure, but however record a relative change in

the cylinder pressure over a combustion cycle. As this signal is only used for feedback

for the SA to PPP control problem an absolute measureof the pressureis not required,

only the position that the maximum pressure occursrelative to the crank angle.

Angle encoder

A crank angle encoder is connected to the crank shaft at the pulley end of the engine.

The encoder outputs two signals, thefirst is a pulse every degree which gives precise N

evaluation once interpreted via the algorithms in the dSPACE AutoBox. The second

signal is a pulse every 360 degrees which is used to synchronise the algorithms that run

on a crank based cycle. Thesignal is used to trigger the calculation of the PPP and

the implementation of the SA signal.

Engine speed and torque

A torque sensing vibrometer is coupled between the output end of the crankshaft and

the low inertia dynamometer, this is a Torquemaster TM112 with a rating of 200 Nm.

This instrument provides a torque output measurement and analogue speed that can

be logged on the analogue to digital card in the (SPACE AutoBox. This therefore

provides the feedback output speed required for the idle speed control problem.

1.5.3. Engine inputs

The primary channel to be controlled in the idle speed problem is the ABV,this is also

utilised in the PPP control as a constant value. The Ford Zetec engineof this generation

possessed a cable driven mechanical throttle and as such there is no electronic control

over this. However to control the idle speed an ABV is present which can be controlled

in terms of the percentage duty opening via pulse width modulation and can operate

the engine when loaded up to N of approximately 3000 rpm.

The SA actuation relative to the crank angle also needs to be controlled in both

tests. This is the primary control channel in the SA to PPP control and in the idle

speed control this is used at a fixed angle so as not to play a significant role in the

idle speed dynamics. Both of these conditions are achieved via the combination of the

dSPACEalgorithm and the powerstage.

The fuelling is allowed to operate on the engines own regime, as this control action

does not compete with any outside inputted control signals for other channels. There-

fore it is not significantly strong enough to makeidentification difficult and fixing would
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demonstrably change the dynamics. This control also essentially tracks the throttle due

to the presence of the three way catalytic converter which requires that the exhaust

gas produced is in a small window around the stoichiometric ratio of 14.7:1 air to fuel

[22]. Algorithms for the implementation of these systems can be found in more detail

in [11].

1.6 Conclusions

This Chapter introduces the concept of the thesis of a rapid prototyping controller

design methodology for automotive powertrain control applications. This is required

due to the demands for reductions in costs in the development of powertrain controls

and the difficulty in controlling modern engines with linear ‘mapping’ techniques. The

thesis outline has also been introduced with a summary of the key points from each

Chapter given.

The experimental setup has also been introduced of a Ford Zetec 1.6 litre SI engine.

This is connected to a low inertia dynamometerand is used for the idle speed and SA

to PPP experiments of this thesis. The setup is used for gathering data for system

identification and application of control algorithms.
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Chapter 2

Literature review

2.1 Introduction

The methodology of this thesis is the production of robust automotive controllers by

rapid prototyping means. This encompasses the production of models for controller

design by system identification and the use of robust control techniques to design high

performance controllers for known uncertainty in the model. Therefore presented here

is a review of the relevant literature that reinforces these key concepts. Modelling of

dynamic engine based systems is examined asfirst principle modelling and identifica-

tion. Justification for the use of robust control is explored and several methods for the

production of robust controllers including spectral factorisation methods are examined.

2.2 Engine modelling

The starting point for most controller designs is that of a mathematical model that

represents the underlying physics of a problem. It can be said that the quality of a

controller producedis directly related to the quality of the model upon whichit is based.

Modelling techniques can be categorised in two main philosophies, physical or white

box modelling, where the underlying physical understanding of the candidate systemis

modelled, and black box modelling, where the physical system is excited with a known

input signal and the output is measured, this data is then used to parameterise a model

by statistical means. A third type, known as grey box modelling is effectively a mix

of the two types, where physical models are fully or partially parameterised by system

identification. Each of these methods are appropriate in different circumstances.

2.2.1 White box modelling

White box or phenomenological models are produced through physical understanding

of the system. This involves first principle physics, in particular in the internal com-

bustion (IC) engine there are numerous physical processes occurring simultaneously,

including kinematics, thermodynamics and fluid dynamics. Therefore accurate models

15
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are difficult to obtain or near impossible to modelprecisely if any of the key parameters

are omitted. Techniques for this are covered thoroughly in [36], with particular appli-

cation to powertrain models. The advantages of this type of modelling however are

that once a satisfactory model has been generated this should be adaptable to similar

systems by means of changing basic values. An identified modelis only relevant for the

system from which the data was collected and the range its was operating in, as stated

in [40], also from which an entire white box spark ignition (SI) port fuel injection (PFI)

engine modelis given.

2.2.2 Black box modelling

The phrase ‘system identification’ was first used in [115] and is a method of building

dynamic mathematical models of a system from collected observed data, an increasing

automotive industrial demandfor which has beencited in [97]. The advantage of system

identification is that the user only requires limited knowledge of the candidate system,

due to all of the physical nature of the system being gleaned from data collected from

the system, no first principles modelling of any physical process is required.

The methodology of the identification processes used in this thesis are covered

thoroughly in [60] and [95], with particular emphasis on nonlinear modelling in [93],

the latter of which is a large and expanding conceptual area. These processes can be

summarised into the following key procedures.

1. Selection of input signals

Selection of a relevant input signal is a key requirement, it must be chosen so as

to excite desired frequency ranges and system gains. In linear systems this can

be a two state pseudo random binary switch (PRBS) signal as they can excite a

wide band of frequencies and have near white noise autocorrelation. If nonlinear

dynamics are thought to be present a random walk signalis often utilised. Thisis

used dueto the signal being required to excite not only the relevant frequencies in

the system and but also the gains at these frequencies as the system is no longer

scalable. A systematic methodof signal selection is laid out in [29].

2. Data collection

The sampling rate of experimental data collection is highly important due to only

frequencies at half the sampling rate and lower being identifiable. So generally

data is sampled at higher than the required model sample rate, where possible at

10 to 30 times the model rate [95]. This is also performed due to there usually

being output sensor noise present. This sensor noise can then befiltered out by

passing the higher rate data through a low pass filter to remove any dynamics

that are not present in the actual system. This is then down sampled to the
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desired discrete sampling rate to remove any large outliers that also may affect

the quality of the model. A systematic sampling strategy is again highlighted in

(29).

3. Selection of model type

The main models used for identification tend to be autoregressors, this means

that the model output is based upon a combination of previous input and out-

puts. Howeverthere are subsets of this class where the user must choose whether

a noise colouring model must be present, whether this has separate dynamics to

the main system and whetherthere are nonlinear dynamics present. These main

model types are summarised in [60] and [95], the simplest type being Output

Error (OE), which is a simple input/output relation with no noise modelpresent,

Auto Regressive eXogenous (ARX) then filters the assumed white noise through

the system denominator, Auto Regressive Moving Average eXogenous (ARMAX)

adds a numerator to the colouring filter and Box Jenkins (BJ) has a completely

separate noise filter. The nonlinear equivalents are then Nonlinear Output Error

(NOE), Nonlinear Auto Regressive eXogenous (NARX), Nonlinear Auto Regres-

sive Moving Average eXogenous (NARMAX) and Nonlinear Box-Jenkins (NBJ)

where the X matrix now possesses nonlinear regressor terms. However neural

networks are an increasingly popular and versatile method of producingeffective

identification and control in a nonlinear manner [64] and [93]. The needs of of

each individual system requires assessing before choosing the model type and

also that of the controller design technique to be used, therefore some priori

knowledge is beneficial at this point.

4. Order selection

One of the most difficult parts of identification is the selection of the candidate

regressors. This is the main area when a priori system knowledgeis beneficial.

The user needs to assess if there is any significant nonlinear dynamics present

and how many discrete delays the system presents between the controlled input

and the measured output. Regressor selection has received much research and

automated methods of selection have been developed, a good review paper for

various techniques can be found in [37], with more specific algorithms given in

[9] and [104]. However the application of the parsimony rule from [95] is often

the most pragmatic route; that of choosing the lowest number of parameters

possible. This reduces the complexity of the model and with it the risk of over

parameterisation and rankdeficiency.

5. Model parameterisation
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The chosen autoregressors of the model then require parameterisation. There

are many algorithmsavailable, all with the same basic concept of reducing the

mean square of the error from the observed data to a predicted output. The most

commonly used technique is that of ordinary least squares (OLS), as

9 = (XTX)XTy (2.1)

where @ is a matrix of parameterised regressors, X is a matrix of regressor data, y

is the observed output data [60][95]. As stated this is probably the most common

form of least squares fitting and is used throughout this thesis. This formation

can not handle rank deficient problems, however is computationally quick to

use and is easily adapted to handle nonlinear regressors. Alternative techniques

are orthogonal matrix and right upper triangular matrix (QR), singular value

decomposition (SVD) andtotal least squares (TLS) algorithms. QR and SVD [28]

have benefits in terms of being able to handle rank deficient problems. However

the algorithms tend to beslightly more computationally intensive in comparison

to OLS,especially if used in a recursive sense, and with full rank problems the

solutions tend to be almost identical to those produced by OLS.

TLS [14] and global total least squares (GTLS) [73][74] are useful where there

is noise present in the input as well as the output signal. This is not the case

in the automotive applications used here, due to the signals being generated in

the discrete digital environment of dsPACE/MATLAB.As a consequence such

methods are unnecessarily complex and provides no real advantage over the OLS

method of identification.

. Validation

Any model produced must be validated with data from the real system that has

not been used in the identification of the model, known as unseen data. An

initial visual inspection of the predicted output against that measured from the

real system will give an initial impression to the quality of the fit produced. Once

a modelis sufficiently honed in a visual sense, statistical fit assessments can be

used to give a quantitative understanding of the model quality. A popular method

is to examine the square of the residuals

07 (y(t))
where o”(e(t)) is the variance of the modelresiduals and o?(y(t)) is the variance

of the system output [60][63]. Therefore as R? — 1 the quality of the model

R?=1 oiett) (2.2)

increases.

If the modelis not of sufficient quality the user must revisit most of the steps out-

layed, especially the signals generated for the identification and the structure selection,
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this process generally becomesiterative and multi-staged, where understanding of the

application is generated through experience. In the context of the models required

here, identification must be tailored to the needs ultimately of control. Examples of

identification of the single input single output (SISO) engine based idle speed problem

and spark advance (SA) to peak pressure position (PPP)is covered thoroughly in many

sources [11][67] and [85].

2.3. Robust control

Model based controller designs rely upon an accurate representation of the dynamics

of a system to produce an acceptable level of control. However in most cases there will

be differences or uncertainty, between the model used for design and the actual system.

This presents a problem for the designer that they must take account of during the

design process. Control systems that can tolerate plant variability and uncertainty are

said to be robust, [32]. In automotive applications uncertainty in the plant dynamicsis

caused by wide variation of manufacturing tolerances, varying environmental conditions

and varying wear rates across the entire life cycle of the engine. Engines must also

be able to perform reliably and to exacting standards prescribed by ever tightening

environmentallegislation.

Contemporary robust control stems from a numberof design techniques. The early

frequency based graphical methods of Nyquist [65], Bode [10] and Evans root loci

method [20] provided meansof assessing the level of robustness of a system in terms

of gain margins (GM) and phase margins (PM). Performance was examined via step

impulse responses and assessments could be made on the necessary trade off between

performance and robustness. These design processes are fundamentally iterative and

require insight by the designer, but they also give indications of the key characteristics

of the system and the direction the designer must take. A fundamental issue with

these methodsis that they are single loop processes and cannot be expandedeasily to

multivariable processes [33].

Optimal control theories dealt directly with the multivariable problem, techniques

such as Kalman filtering and the associated Linear Quadratic Gaussian (LQG) con-

troller, [51], being prevalent. However the original assumption was that the model was

fully understood and disturbances were in the form of Gaussian noise. Thereforelittle

attention was paid to uncertainty and the emphasis was upon controller performance

optimisation. These wereoriginally applied to aerospace applications, where models

were highly representative and the designers had a good knowledgeof the disturbance

of the system, which could be modelled as white noise. The optimisation process pro-

duces a unique solution once the designer has decided upon the quadratic performance

criteria, therefore removing much ofthe iterative nature of previous designs.
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Figure 2.1: Feedback control loop

Though when applied to more mundane systems, the techniques were not as suc-

cessful. Models for most applications outside of aerospace were often of poor quality

and the disturbance dynamics were not understood. It was realised that a mulitvariable

technique that simultaneously considered the performance optimisation and the plant

uncertainty were required, [32].

Improved optimal controller design methods such as [75] and [18] showed that clas-

sical approaches such as GM and PM could be applied to the optimal controller designs

as a means of assessing the robustness. However even though LQG could be shown to

generate robust controllers, this was not a fundamental part of the design process, but

had to be checked separately after the design process [32].

The H.. paradigm forwarded by George Zamesin [120] and built on work from [116]

[117] [118] [119] [121], formulated an optimization design process where the uncertainty

of the plant was considered explicitly in the design process. The fundamentals of the

Hoo norm, sensitivities and weighting functions are discussed next. Many approaches

to this have been applied such as 2-Riccati equations, linear matrix inequalities (LMI),

polynomial approaches and J-spectral factorisations. These techniques will be covered

in further sections.

2.3.1 Sensitivity function and system weighting functions

A basic unity gain negative feedback system is shown in Figure 2.1. P(s) and K(s) rep-

resent the plant and the controller dynamics respectively, with s denoting the Laplace

variable. The aim of the controller is to maintain the output, denoted y, at the level

of the desired reference, denoted r. The difference between the two values generates

an error signal, denoted e, that enters the controller. The controller then creates the

input signal, denoted u, which is fed into the plant dynamics that corrects the plant

for the error in the output. Ideally a feed forward controller that is the exact inverse of

the plant (if it could be produced) would producethe perfect controller [94]. Feedback

is a requirement due to there being uncertainty in the plant model used to create the

controller (as discussed) and to reject disturbances experienced by the plant.

Consider the extended output feedback system of Figure 2.2. There are six unique

closed loop input-output transmissions, each of which is known as sensitivity func-

tion. Each is ‘sensitive’ to a particular error signal, the frequency response of which
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can shaped with a suitable weighting function that will impact upon the controller

behaviour. The numberand typeof sensitivities chosen for examination is dependent

upon the application and its characteristic requirements. The most commonly utilised

being primary, control and complementarysensitivities.

 
 

 

 

    K(s) P(s)
 

 

 

  
Figure 2.2: Extended disturbance system

Primary sensitivity function

The first sensitivity generally to be used in a design process is the primary sensitivity

function. Considering the closed loop transfer function from the commandor distur-

bance signal, denoted yg, to the tracking error, denoted ye, the transfer function is

given by
1

pe (epee 2.3ve T+ K(s)P(s) 4 (2.3)
where the primary sensitivity function is then defined by

S(s) = (1+ K(s)P(s)]7 (2.4)

This function is considered to mainly drive the transient performance of the system,

and is required when designing for regulation and tracking as it is the transmission

between yg and ye. The constraints are set by the designer in reference to the specific

design problem but generally high gains are required at high frequencies to prevent the

system from reacting to noise and low gains are desired at low frequencies for a good

tracking response and disturbancerejection.

Control sensitivity function

The control sensitivity is considered as the closed loop transmission from the command

or disturbancesignal, denoted yg, to the controller output, denoted u¢, with the transfer

function formed as

K(s)

— TEKS)Pw 5)Uc

where the control sensitivity function is then defined by

C(s) = (1+ K(s)P(s)]~' K(s) (2.6)
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This function is generally seen as a limit to the amount and rate of control action

used. The physical system will have a limit on the amount and rate of control action

available, and this function can be used to ensure the controller does not demand more

control action than is physically possible. The corresponding weighting function can

be chosen as a linear gain across the entire frequency rate to ensure control limits are

not breached at any point in the frequency range, by scaling the output of the system

to a usablelevel [98]. It can also be tunedfor a specific frequency content, for example

low gains can be applied at high frequencies to prevent the controller from reacting to

high frequency noise.

Complimentary sensitivity function

The complementary sensitivity is the transmission from the demand or disturbance

signal, denoted yg to the controlled output, denoted y., with the closed loop transfer

function as

K(s)P(s)=

NS

oe

EEE

Di

where the complementary sensitivity function is then defined by

T(s) = [1+ K(s)P(s)]~' K(s)P(s) (2.8)

The complementary sensitivity is generally thought about as the robustness of the

system, it is chosen so that the system is robust to known and predicted uncertainty

in the model chosen for the design of the controller. A typical sensitivity would have

gains around 1 dB at the lower frequencies because the DC dynamics of the system

are general well known, with roll off to the higher frequencies as the uncertainty of the

model becomes greater, [94].

System weighting functions

The design problem is essentially one of selecting bounds on the above sensitivity

functions. These boundsare defined as weighting functions which are usually frequency

response transfer functions, that augment the system dynamics as seen in Figure 2.3.

These now become weighted sensitivities and produce associated controlled outputs 2;,

zq and z3.

HOP EP

 

  
Figure 2.3: Augmented feedback loop
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The signal spaces for each of the weighted sensitivities are shown as

Z\(s) = Wi(s)15(s)

Zo(s) = We(s)720(s)

Z3(s) = W3(s)73T(s)

where Z1(s), Z(s) and Z3(s) are the primary, control and complementary weighted

sensitivities respectively. It must also be considered that most designs are mixed sen-

sitivity and the frequency demandsofonesensitivity must be traded off against those

of another. Such a tradeoff is illustrated by S(s) + T(s) = 1, meaning the primary

sensitivity must be traded off against the demandsof the complementary sensitivity.

The most difficulty experienced with this approachis that of the weighting function

selection, where experience and understanding of the systems frequency response is

often required. These highlighted sensitivities and weighting functions form the basis

of the 7. norm minimisation technique discussed next.

2.3.2 H. paradigm

Probably the most popular approach, in terms of a design paradigm,in the field of

robust feedback control is that of Ho type control, introduced in [120]. Using the

weighted sensitivity functions of the previous sections, Z,(s), where n represents the

number of the sensitivity, the 7. technique is concerned with bounding the peak

frequency response of the weighted sensitivity across all frequencies. This is seen in a

Hoo norm sense as

|Zn(S)lleo $1, Vw > 0 (2.9)

This can also be seen as ensuring the sensitivity function F'(s) is less than the inverse

of the corresponding weighting function W(s) acrossall the entire frequency range as

||F(s)|| < ||W(s)7*||, Vw > 0 (2.10)

Therefore the key design choice is the application of the frequency based weighting

functions W(s) to shape the sensitivity functions at specific frequencies. The system

that forms the basis of the formation is the augmented system G¥z,(s)! of Figure 2.4,

where this can be partitioned as

| - eeBet “ (2.11
U

 

In the sequel superscripts are used to denote signal output spaces and subscripts are used to denote

signal input spaces
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Figure 2.4: Augmented system

where if the example is mixed sensitivity with primary, control and complementary

weighting functions, it would become

Wa(s)i—P(s)Wi(s)n
: = 0 | Wo(s)y2 a

2SOs 4 oe

: ! —P(s)

This then forms the augmented system G(s) that is the basis of the block problem

formation, shown in Figure 2.5. The aim is to find a real rational proper controller

W Zz

ae a
G(s)
 

 

 

 

   K(s) ~«—H   
Figure 2.5: Robust control block formation

K(s), such that the transmission of the noise or disturbance input w to the controlled

output z is dissipative, in essence that the 71. norm of w to z is less than unity, as

Gale (2.13)
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where

G;,(s) = Gi1(s) + G'1o(s)K(s)(1 = G2o(s)K(s))~1Go1(s) (2.14)

constrained that A(s) internally stabilises G(s), then the H.. problem is solvable [55].

Many approaches have been applied to this fundamental block norm minimisation

formation, the state space approach [17], polynomial methods [35] and [57], parameter

space methods[7] and [8], game theory [34], entropy methods [27] and J-spectral fac-

torisation in both continuous anddiscrete time cases. The application of the 2-Riccati

equations, LMI’s and various J-spectral factorisation methodswill be discussed in more

detail in later sections.

Controllers of this nature are limited by their outcome being generally the same

order or higher than the order of the augmented forward plant system. Consequently

implementation in control hardware, such as engine control units (ECU) that generally

favours low order proportional integral derivative (PID) controllers and look up tables,

may berestrictive. An estimate from [33] is that 90% of industrial control loops are

PID,so effort has gone into producing low order versions of ., controllers. This has

been examined in [24] [127] [76] [79] [78] and [68]. These order reduction techniques can

be found in commercially available toolboxes, such as the MATLAB Robust Control

Toolbox [98], and can be performedeither on the plant used for design or the controller

after the design process. Though order reduction can be performed, if this route is

sought guarantees for robustness and system performance cannot be assured.

It has also been highlighted in [83] and [122] that due to the pole/zero cancellation

nature of these techniques, if there are modelling uncertainties in the plant, as there

will often be, poles near the imaginary axis (referred to as lightly damped) will no

longer be paired with the cancelling zero of the controller and can therefore cause rapid

excursions into instability. Howeverit is believed that an awareness of these poles plus

any present zeros in the system, coupled with adequate selection of system weighting

functions as part of the design process should provide sufficient robustness and these

lightly damped poles should not be of great concern.

2-Riccati equation control

Algebraic Riccati equation solvers were developed in the 1980’s at originally great

computational expense, however this now encompasses the core of many commercially

available packages, particularly that of the MATLAB Robust Control Toolbox [98].

The technique originated in the papers [17] and [25], the following abridged derivation

of the controller creation is taken from [94]. The essential aim is to create a controller

so that the transmission from the disturbance input w to the controlled output z is

dissipative and this is donebyfirst creating Hamiltonian equivalents of the augmented

system, and under a numberof assumptions solving two Riccati equations, if formulated
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well the solutions of which form the controller. The plantis first cast in the state space

equivalent of the system as

oo LatB
The sub-optimal controller A’(s) is found when thefractional transformation, denoted

= C(sI — A)'B+D (2.15)

 

F,, between the augmented plant andthe controller is

I|Fu(G(s), (8)loo <7 (2.16)

this suboptimal formation is much easier to solve than the optimal case. A numberof

assumptions mustfirst be madeof the plant, [94]. A full derivation from [127] is given

in appendix A. Essentially the first Riccati equation shown as

AlXoo + XoeoA+ OFC, + Xoo(y7BLBT — BoB?)Xoo = 0 (2.17)

solved for X4 > 0, provides a minimum phase (MP) solution. The second Riccati

equation shown as

ATYs, + YonAt +B)Bt + V¥ouly“Of01 — CEOn)Ya, = 0 (2.18)

solved for Y.. > 0, provides a stable solution. The central controller is then formed as

Aco | —Zoolico ZooBe
Ke(e)= 0 I (2.19)

—C) I 0

 

where Foo = —BEXoo, Loo = —YooOF, Zoo = (I — y~2VooXo0)7! and Ag = A+

1?BiBTXx + BoFoo + ZooLooCg. The central controller is then formed in a lower

fractional transformation with the dissipation parameter ||Q(s)||,, to form the final

controller K(s) = Fi(K-(s), Q(s)).

The technique is inherently continuous, for a discrete design the augmented plant

mustfirst go through a bilinear transform to the continuous plane, the controller design

is then performed on the continuous system. After which the controller is converted

back to a discrete system via another bilinear transform. This may induce someloss

of accuracy in the controller, however in most applications the controller must be

implemented as a discrete controller.

Linear matrix inequalities

A second approach and seen as a direct alternative to the 2-Riccati equation solutionis

the use of LMI’s, first proposed in [23] and [49]. These solutions are now embeddedin
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the MATLAB Robust Control Toolbox [98]. Instead of formulation as Riccati equations

they are now formulated as three Riccati inequalities, as

ATX +XA+X(y~?BBT — BoBF)X +C7TC, <0
ATY + YA? +Y(q~-2C,CP — CoCT)Y + B, BT <0 (2.20)
X>0, Y>0, p(XY)</¥

the solution set from which is used to parameterise all suboptimal H., controllers,

including reduced order ones. This formulation addresses the main problem of the 2-

Riccati solution in that singular solutions, i.e. those with poles on the imaginary axis,

cannot be found. The LMI solution means controllers with large damping factors are

no longer precluded. Also the Q dissipation parameter is also replaced by a constant

matrix of fixed dimensions with a norm bound. This formation has also been shown to

be extendable to the discrete plane in [23].

J-spectral factorisation

A further alternative application to the H.. paradigm and the main controller design

focus of this thesis is the use of J-spectral factorisation. Many sources have examined

this approach with those of [1] and [31] receiving early attention. The book by Francis

[21] reviewed early developments along with [96] and [30], these sources all being for

finite dimensioned systems. Infinite dimension systemswere covered in [62] [66] and [48].

Additionally the necessary and sufficient condition of the J-spectral factorisation has

been well understood and covered in [4] [61] [21] [31] and [70]. All of these solutions are

predominately based upon continuous time systemsand aresolved byalgebraic Riccati

equations.

Additionally in continuous time, polynomialsolutions to the J-spectral factorisation

were demonstrated in [58] and in [82]. These techniques are summarised and compared

with other methods of solving the J-spectral factorisation, such as diagonalisation,

successive factor extraction and interpolation, in [81].

The solution to delay-type Nehari and possibly unstable problems has been covered

in [126] [124] [125] and [123]. A more complete literature review of the contemporary

techniques can be foundin [70] with a wider topic coverage of symmetric factorisations

in (71).

A simplified understanding of J-spectral factorisation, is that a possibly nonsquare,

noninvertible transfer function matrix G(s), is required in a square invertible form

G(s), where the total energy transmission properties from the inputs to the output in

maintained. Therefore if the prefactorised system G(s) of dimension (m x n) is defined

by

[Hy _ eae i (2.21)
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where yj is asingle dimension output, y2 is dimension (m—1x1), uz and wz are the input

signals of single dimensions, Gj;(s) and Gj2(s) are single transfer functions, G'o)(s) and

G(s) are transfer function matrices of dimension (m — 1 x 1). The factorised system

G(s) of reduced dimensions (n x n) is required as

H i ue a (2.22)

where now Gi1(s), Gi2(s), Goi(s) and Go9(s) are all single transfer functions and Yt

and yare the reduced dimensions outputs. This is achieved through a factorisation of

the form

G* (—s) JG(s) = G*(—s)J'G(s) (2.23)

where the prefactorised diagonal matrix is J = diag(al,...,am) where a; = 1 and

a2 — Gm = —1 and the postfactorised diagonal matrix is J’ = diag(bl,...,bn) where

b} = 1 and bo — b, = —1, with superscript * denoting the adjoint or reverse time

transpose system.

The chain scattering formation approach of generating H.. controllers is very close

to the method in Chapter 5 of controller formulation, that of manipulating the forward

augmented system through series of partial inverses. This chain scattering approach

was first applied to the continuouscase in [53] and [54], with a very similar approach in

[31]. This is also summarised in [55], with similarities drawn to the 2-Riccati solution

of [17]. This approach is said to give a clarification to the fundamental structural

properties of H. control systems. The duality of the chain scattering formalism was

shown to give the root of the duality of the two Riccati equations solutions, and this

gives the solutions an interpretation in terms of the structural properties of the system,

[59]. A similar approach was taken by [2] and [106] used coprimefactorisation to solve

the (J, J’)-lossless factorisation.

The chain scattering formation takes the shape of a partially changed causality

version of the forward augmented system. Therefore this is considered as a chain

z UF = * (2.24)

where if cast in a state space format

then the problem is solvable, if there are. solutions to the two Riccati equations, the

scattering matrix formed as

first as

ATX +XA+C?JIC —-(XB+CTJID)R7'(BTX + D'JC) =0 (2.26)
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solved for X > 0. Similarly to the direct 2-Riccati equation approach,this first equation

provides a MPsolution. The second Riccati equation as

YA? + AY +YCTJICY =0 (2.27)

solved for Y > 0, providing a stable solution. The factorised solution then becomes

A- BF |-(I-YX)~\(B- HD) A\-1F 7 D (2.28) 

wz __Guy =

where R = D’JD, F = R7!(B™X + D'JC), H = -YCTJ and D is nonsingular such

DTJD = DTJD.

Nonlinear extensions of this are developed in [38] and [107]. These are considered

as extensions of the Riccati approach by solving Hamilton-Jacobi-Bellman equations.

Chain-scattering is extended directly to the nonlinear in [3] and [42].

The the continuous domain results from above were then extended into the discrete

domain in [56] and later in [47]. This step is far from trivial and adds great complexity

to the solution, however this work formsthe basis of the technique in Chapter 6. Also

[56] states that although a knownbilinear transform between the z and s planes can be

applied, this is complex, gives no indication of the structural properties of the problem

and precludes systems with marginally unstable poles. Therefore the complexity of this

approachis justified.

A novel discrete linear J-spectral factorisation from [111] and [112] is covered in

Chapter 7 and a nonlinear J-spectral factorisation from [91] is also covered in Chapter

8. The former being a polynomial parametric technique based upon a Newton-Rhapson

iteration convergence, the latter still using a Newton-Rhapson iteration convergence,

but the system is now cast as NARMAX mapsso the system can betreated as nonlin-

ear.
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Chapter 3

System identification

3.1 Introduction

System identification is a well established systematic method of producing frequency

response models for systems that are either too complex to modelfrom first principles or

where time constraints demand that a highly representative model is produced quickly.

Known as black box models, they are formed from the analysis of observed data from

the system in question. Hence with their flexibility and speed of application to many

real physical systems, this methodology is also now being recognised as a key tool for

the future in the automotive industry [97].

Traditionally models have been produced from first principles physics modelling of

the dynamic system [36], known as phenomenological or white box models, they are

especially difficult to produce in automotive engine applications as the physics required

to create the model are highly complex and varied. The combustion process alone

relies upon pumping dynamics past varied valves and throttle bodies, the type of fuel

used, widely varying atmospheric conditions, the wear present in the system and many

other unseen factors. As such they can generate misleading models which, if used for

controller design, will produce suboptimal controllers at best.

To reduce these possible modelling errors identification relies upon input-output

data being created across the candidate system by effectively exciting the plant in the

required frequency and gain range. This meansthe a priori knowledge requiredis small,

though someis required to effectively design the input signal, no omission of important

parameters will occur dueto all of the required information being contained in the data.

Oncedatais collected a statistical least squares approach is used to connect the input

data to output data via a preselected set of time series regressor parameters. These

must be carefully selected to best represent the system dynamics. The quality of this

connection or fit can be checked offline via a series of well established statistical tests,

such as the simulation error residuals or the R? coefficient of determination.

The key identification concepts form the basis of the identification based Newton-

3l
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Rhapson iteration method of J-spectral factorisation for the control algorithm devel-

oped later in Chapter 8, which is an extension of the linear algebraic Newton-Rhapson

iteration J-spectral factorisation method of Chapter 7. Though most of the concepts

and available techniques of system identification are covered in depth elsewhere, it was

felt due to there core importanceto this thesis, an overview for the reader was required.

This Chapter covers the basic linear and nonlinear model types, structure selection,

design of input signals, handling data, parameterisation techniques and also techniques

to assess identified model quality. This is then applied to the identification of two

engine systems, the first being the idle speed model and the second a spark advance

(SA) to the in cylinder peak pressure position (PPP) model. The idle speed problem is

identified as a relationship between the engine air bypass valve (ABV) and the output

speed (N), and the subsequent problem for the SA to the corresponding in cylinder

PPP. Bothidentifications are performedas series of single input single output (SISO)

identifications around the desired operating point, with data generated from the Ford

Zetec 1.6 litre engine on the University of Liverpool low inertia dynamometer. In the

idle speed case this involves nine model generated operating around three speed ranges

and three dynamometer load ranges, in the SA to PPP case this again involves models

identified at three operating speeds and three dynamometerloads.

3.2 Linear system models

A linear time-invariant model is specified in a standard form from [60] as

y(t) = G(q)u(t) + v(t) (3.1)

here u(t) is the input signal, with y(t) being the system output, the v(t) term being

the additive system disturbance and q is the backward time shift operator. The G(q)

term is then parameterised as rational functions, where the parameters become the

numerator and denominator coefficients as

GO =>alka-* (3.2)
k=1

where k is the sampling instant. The system is represented in discrete time due to the

data being sampled at discrete intervals from the physical system, though these models

can be readily converted to the continuous domainif required via a bilinear transform.

Though this can produce some divergence issues around the Nyquist frequency. The

disturbance v(t) can be generalised as

u(t) = Ge(g)e(t) (3.3)
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which is Gaussian white noise e(t) passing through a parameterised filter G.(q). Ap-

plying the time shift operator to the noisefilter

CO

Ge(q) =1+ >- ge(k)q* (3.4)
k=1

putting the main system dynamics together with the disturbance dynamics

y(t) = G(q)u(t) + Ge(q)e(t) (3.5)

Transfer functions G and G, are unknown and therefore parameters 9 must be added

to reflect this. The parameterised model is

y(t) = G(q, @)u(t) + Ge(q, A)e(t) (3.6)

Theaim of the identification is to estimate the unknown parameter vector 0. The block

diagram representation of this model can be seen in Figure 3.1. This can be generalised

:
G

 

   

 

   

Figure 3.1: Standard linear model

into a standard format that can be further manipulated

Algu(t) = Fouts) +Fe (3.7)
This general system can be formed to represent a numberof standard systems. Selection

of which is part of the identification procedure, and is dependent upon the practical

application and the quality of the model required. The main formsare given below.

3.2.1 Auto Regressive eXogenous (ARX)

One of the simplest forms is to allow the input output relationship to be a linear

difference equation, therefore

y(t) + ayy(t —1) +--+ +any(t — na) = biu(t — 1) +--+ + bp, u(t — ne) + e(t) (3.8)

the adjustable parameters are

6 = [a1 +++ an, by +++ bn)” (3.9)
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where the regressive polynomials can be introduced as

A(q) = 1+ayg7* ++++ + @nag””* (3.10)

B(q) = big?) +--+ + bmg” (3.11)

therefore the ARX model in the common framework from equation 3.5 is

G(q, 8) A(q) (3.12)

G0.9)= (3.13)
meaning fF = C = D = 1 andtherefore

y(t) = qo) +aw (3.14)

The ARsection of the title refers to the autoregressive part A(q)y(t) and the X to the

extra input B(q)u(t), the exogenousvariable in econometrics. The modelis very useful

for many applications especially where a simple model is required with a good signal

to noise ratio. However it is limited in the disturbance term by the inflexibility of the

numerator coefficient and the denominator being the same as the denominatorfor the

main dynamics, this means noise and system dynamics can not be modelled separately.

3.2.2 Auto Regressive Moving Average eXogenous (ARMAX)

Thelack of flexibility on the disturbance term is dealt with in the next modeltype, the

ARMAX model. The flexibility is added by describing the equation error as a moving

average of white noise.

y(t) + ayy(t —1) +--+ +an,y(t—na) = byu(t —1) +--+ + dp,u(t — np) + e(t)

+cye(t — 1) +--+ + cn, e(t — ne)
(3.15)

where the extra polynomial is introduced as

C(g) =1+eiq* +--+ + eneq7™ (3.16)

the adjustable parameters are

0 = [a1 +++ An, b1°++ bn, G1 +> G,| (3.17)

then in the common framework

G(q,@) = as (3.18)

G.(q,0) = 5 (3.19)
A(q)
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meaning F' = D = 1 andtherefore

y(t) = Wt + Gye (3.20)

The ARMAXconstruction now allows control over the noise signal numerator dynamics,

howeverthe overall constructionis still slightly limited by the common denominator for

the main system dynamics and the noise dynamics. This howeveris highly applicable

to many automotive powertrain applications.

3.2.3 Output Error (OE)

The previous two models parameterised the dynamics of the transfer functions G and

G. with a common denominator. It may be more acceptable to parameterise the

denominator separately. It is supposed that with the undisturbed output w(t) becomes

w(t) + fiw(t-1) +--+ + fnyw(t — np) = dbiu(t — 1) +--+ + bn,u(t — ns) (2.21)

y(t) = w(t) + e(t) (3,22)

where

F(q)=1+fiq? +--+ fnjo (3.23)

The disturbance is measurement white noise, where parameterisation is

6= [bi On, free fry] (3.24)

in the common framework as @)

Bq
G(q,0) = == 3.25(0.8) Fy (3.25)
G.(¢,9) =1 (3.26)

the model then becomes, where A= C= D=1

y(t) = —~<u/(t) + e(t) (3.27)

This system has the disadvantage of only seeing the noise dynamics as purely white

noise, with no biasing to any particular frequency range as would be the case with a

‘real’ application.

3.2.4 Box Jenkins (BJ)

The extension of the OE modelis the Box Jenkins model, where individual dynamics

are placed on the noise input term, with the introduction of

D(q) =14+diq71 +-++ + dnaq?”™ (3.28)
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Polynomials used Name of model structure

AB ARX(Auto Regressive eXogenous)
ABC ARMAX(Auto Regressive Moving Average eXogenous)
BF OE(Outputerror)
BFCD BJ(Box-Jenkins)
 

Table 3.1: Some Common Black-Box SISO models

in the common framework

G(q,9) = Fig) (3.29)

_ C(@)G-(q, 4) = D@) (3.30)

the model now becomes, where A = 1

n(t) mul) i yet (3.31)

This is the most complex form of the standard linear equation, this allows free control

over the numerator and denominator dynamics of both the main system andthe noise

path. However this can sometimes prove overly complex for many powertrain applica-

tions, where the noise dynamics are not completely decoupled from the main system

dynamics.

A summary of the model types and the polynomials used is shown in Table 3.1,

taken from [60].

3.3. Nonlinear models

Regressors models can be extendedto contain nonlinear parameters (higher order terms

and cross coupled terms), though with this possibility they cannot be manipulated in

the same manner as the linear models but only considered as polynomials. They do

however follow the same format as the linear models and produce similar acronyms

[12][93].

A standard model can be shown as

y(t) = g(9(t), 8) (3.32)

where g is a nonlinear function parameterised by 6 and with the regressors defined in

o(t) in a similar manner to the linear case as previously described. The signal spaces

remain very similar also with the measured input-output cases treated as u(t — k) and

y(t — k) respectively. The remaining are all based on previous outputs from the model,

the error signal becomes e(t — k|@) and simulated outputs §(t — k|0) and %,,(t — k|).

So as before the main model formats are defined with the corresponding signal

spaces as
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e Nonlinear Auto Regressive eXogenous (NARX), utilises u(t — k) and y(t — k) as

regressors.

e Nonlinear Auto Regressive Moving Average eXogenous (NARMAX), utilises u(t—

k), y(t — k) and e(t — k|@) as regressors.

e Nonlinear Output Error (NOE), utilises u(t — k) and y(t — k|@) as regressors.

e Nonlinear Box Jenkins (NBJ), utilises u(t—k), y(t—k|@), e(t—k|0) and e,(t—k|0)

as regressors.

3.4 Input signal selection

The purpose of an inputsignal is to excite the system so that the collected output data

contains the pertinent frequency components necessary to generate a useful model.

The pseudo random binary switch (PRBS) signal has been used on the University of

Liverpool dynamometer on manyoccasions [6] and [67], especially in the identification

of linear mean value engine models where sampling the data at a discrete point is due

to the accumulation of many separate combustion events, as is the case with models

used in this thesis. The PRBSis essentially a deterministic periodic two state signal,

with an autocorrelation function similar to white noise and as such should excite a

system evenly across the bandwidth of the signal.

If there are significant nonlinear dynamics present a ‘random walk’ signal can be

utilised, this is essentially a signal that excites the relevant frequencies but also the gains

at these relevant frequencies as the system is no longer scalable at each frequency. A

systematic methodofsignal selection is laid out in [29].

3.5 Data collection and processing

Due to only frequencies at below half of the sampling rate being identifiable, data is

collected at a rate much faster than the required sample rate of the identified model,

usually in the range of 10 to 30 times [95]. This data can than be passed through a

low pass or anti-aliasing filter to remove any of the outliers generate due to noise in the

instrumentation and that is beyond the bandwidth of the system and as such has no

consequence on the generated model. Oncefiltering is complete the data can be down

sampled to the rate of the required sample time. A systematic sampling strategy is

highlighted again in [29].

3.6 Model order selection

One of the most difficult parts of identification is the selection of the candidate regres-

sors. This is the main area when a priori system knowledge is required. The user needs
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to assess if there is any significant nonlinear dynamics present and how manydiscrete

delays the system presents between the controlled input and the measured output. Re-

gressor selection has received much research and automated methods of selection have

been developed, a good review paper for various techniques can be foundin [37], with

more specific algorithms given in [9] and [104]. However the application of the par-

simony rule from [95] is often the most pragmatic route; that of choosing the lowest

order model(i.e. least parameters) possible. This reduces the complexity of the model

and with it the risk of over parameterisation and rank deficiency.

3.7 Model parameterisation

Once the candidate autoregressors have been selected they then require parameteri-

sation by a statistical means. There are many commonly used algorithms available,

all with the same aim of reducing the mean square of the error from the observed

output to the predicted output. Summarised here are ordinary least squares (OLS),

orthogonal matrix and right upper triangular matrix (QR) least squares, singular value

decomposition (SVD) least squares and total least squares (TLS).

3.7.1 Ordinary least squares

OLS is the most common and widely used error minimisation technique and has its

routes with Gauss in the prediction of planetary orbits.

The aim is the minimisation of the summed square ofthe residuals.

T= — i (3.33)

where 1; is the residual, y; is the observed data and %; is the predicted data, [45], [60]

and [95]. The standard equation in matrix form is represented as

y=XO+e (3.34)

where y is the measured output, X the user selected matrix of parameter regressors, 0

the selected parameter values and € the equation error. The least squares solution is

(eX) P= xTy (3.35)

which can be rearranged to

0 = (XTX)XTy (3.36)

OLS has the advantage of being widely understood andeasily implemented. It can

handle large order problemsandis easily expandable. However the technique cannot

handle ill-conditioned problems and can tend toward singularity when two or more of

the parameters are close together. This can be partially combated by the application

of X matrix scaling, this provides an artificial difference between states that may be

very similar and therefore prevent the identification from becoming singular, [60].
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3.7.2 QR least squares

Taken from [28], the QR least square algorithm provides similar solutions to the OLS

solution of the previous section. If the observation matrix is defined as

X €R”™ (3.37)

possessing rank r, the MATLAB QR [99] algorithm produces

XIT=QR (3.38)

where

Rui Riz r
R={|0 0 m—r (3.39)

rn—-r

then
2|X0— yl} = |(@"xT) (4) - (Oy) (3.40)

where

79 = " (3.41)
z| n—r

and
T Cc ry= (4) me (3.42)

the full solution is then a

gam Ru (¢~ Fizz) (3.43)
z

if z = 0, the basic solution is

R7}c6= | u | (3.44)

where @ is the assigned parameter vector as in the OLS solution.

The technique has the advantage of being less sensitive to rounding errors. Accord-

ing to [95] if the relative errors in the data are of the magnitude 6 and theprecision in

the computation is 7, then to avoid large errors it requires that in the ordinary method

n < 6” and in the QR method 7 < 6. The technique has the disadvantage of requiring

twice as many computations as the ordinary method, but this is largely overcome by

modern computersin a single identification, but can be an issue in recursive techniques.

3.7.3, SVD least squares

The second of the orthogonal decomposition methods casts the X matrix of the QR

technique in a slightly different format. This SVD algorithm is again taken from [28].

If the observation matrix is again defined as

ser (3.45)
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with a rank of r, using the MATLAB SVDsolver [99], then S is produced such that

 

X =vUsv" (3.46)

then if U = [u1,--+ ,Um] and V = [v,--+ , un], and also y € R”, then the solution

becomes

=) + y, (3.47)
= 5

where for any y € R” thereis

2 3XO — yl|3 = ||(UTXV)(V74) — UTy||, = ||SV79 —UTyl]; (3.48)

As with the QR method the SVD technique is very good at handling ill conditioned

problems,i.e. where the condition number multiplied by the machine rounding error

is very large. Again it has the disadvantage if being more computationally demanding

in comparison to the OLS method, and provides little benefit if the system is well

conditioned.

3.7.4 Total least squares

TLSor error-in-the variables estimation takes account of any noise that may occur in

the input as well as the output signal, this may be due to error on the measurement

device for the input and as such can be very powerful for situations where input sensor

noise is an issue. A thorough review of the technique takes place in many sources

[14][28][108].

The following basic solution to solve the problem comes from [108], and relies upon

the SVD solution that was covered earlier. A TLSsolution is computed of X@ = y

such that (X — AX)@ = y — Ay, where

X €R™*" (3.49)

with

ye R” (3.50)

use the MATLAB SVD [99] solver to determine

[X;y] =USV? (3.51)

then if

Un+1,n+1 # 0 (3.52)

the solution will be

r= —1/(¥n41,n41) [Y1n-+1; ees Deel” (3.53)
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However with this technique no solution is guaranteed. More generic algorithms are

further developedin [108], [73] and [74]. TLS also has the disadvantage of not respond-

ing to the signal truncation stabilisation process of [87] and [86], i.e. not decorrelating

the fit and not moving unstable poles into the unit circle when a string of zero data is

substituted to a section of the output signal.

3.7.5 Least squares comparison

It was found that in the linear case SVD and QRoffer almost identical results to the OLS

algorithm with the downside of being marginally more computationally demanding.

The TLS algorithm is not required in the applications in this thesis as there is no

inherent noise in the input signal as this is user generated and not measured. Also the

TLS algorithm does not allow the stabilisation through truncation that is utilised later

in the thesis.

3.8 Model validation

When parameter estimation is completed validation of the created model with unseen

data is required. Several systematic methodsexist to determine modelvalidity.

The collected input/output data from the engine is split in two sections, the first

half is used for the identification purpose and the second ‘unseen’ section used for model

validation. The unseen input data is passed through the created model in simulation

and the output is compared with the output data collected from the engine. Thefirst

step is a simple visual comparison, if the two signals show some form of correlation

this shows the model order and delays are in some way correct and further statistical

analysis can be applied to gain a quantitative measureofthe fit.

Statistical methods are then used to quantify this initial assessment of the fit. This

generally involves an evaluation of the simulation modelresiduals.

e(t) = y(t) — H(t) (3.54)
where ¢(t) is the modelresidual, y(t) is the ‘unseen’ measured output from the engine

and y(t) is the output from the identified model excited with the ‘unseen’ input data.

Though model residuals provides a good estimation of the specific fit it does not

provide a relative method when comparing the quality to other identified systems. R?

is the coefficient of determination and provides a measure of overall accuracy and can

be used to comparerelative performance between models.

R?=1- oe) (3.55)
o*(y(t))

where o?(e(t)) is the variance of the modelresiduals and o?(y(t)) is the variance of the

system output, [60][63].
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These tests then give an indication of the fit quality and decisions can be formed

based upon this, meaning that if the model is of insufficient quality there are several

possibilities for re-examination that can be tried. Change of the modelorder(effectively

identifying a different set of parameters), change of the model structure type, reacquire

the identification data (data may have been corrupted dueto sensororcollection issues),

or change the excitation signal as this may not have proven satisfactory at displaying

the entire range of the relevant frequencies.

3.9 Identification process summary

The following is a summaryof the identification process with the flow diagram shown

in Figure 3.2, taken from [95].

e Design experiment

— Selection of relevant bandwidth, excitation signal, sampling rate etc

e Perform the experiment and collect the data

e Filter the data using an anti-aliasing filter if required

e Choose the modeltype to identify

e Choosethe initial parameters andlevel of time delay to identify

e Choose the method of least squares fit to perform

e Perform identification

e Validate the model against unseen collected data for the simulation error

e If unsatisfactory repeat or change any of the previous steps
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Figure 3.2: Schematic flowchart of system identification [95]
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3.10 Linear identification of ABV to N

Idle speed control is the first of two models identified for engine based control prob-

lems. The application has been treated in many sources previously, especially at the

University of Liverpool, howeverit is a good place to demonstrate the rapid prototyping

methodology of identification techniques.

Good quality robust and high performance idle speed control is a key requirement

in engine control design. It has been estimated in [50] that 30% of total fuel consump-

tion in stop-start driving, generally in the urban environment, is used with the engine

operating on its idle speed and astraffic loads and conjestion develops further this pro-

portion will only increase. Therefore once the clutch or torque convertor connecting the

engine to the drive train is disengaged and the throttle is in the zero torque position,

the engine is required to quickly track to the desired idle speed and stay there with

minimised variance. It must also be able to cope with disturbances on the load caused

by engine driven systems, such as the altenator being stepped on andoff.

Therefore the starting point for control is a good quality and applicable engine

modelin the sense of being low order and explaining the data. This model generationis

performed here through identification. Idle speed models generated from first principle

modelling has been demonstrated in [36], though these are highly involved and allow

for the possibility of model parameter omission. In this application a series of set

point linear SISO models of the ABV to N areidentified over a range of loads and

engine speeds, with the SAis fixed to 27° (as this gives the closest average to 16° after

top dead centre (ATDC) for the PPP over the identification (ID) range [41], whilst

eliminating its control action) and the fuelling control is provided by the engine control

unit (ECU). A series of linear models are identified to possibly uncover any nonlinear

dynamics within the operating range and quantify the level of plant uncertainty that

can then be included in the controller design. Data for the identification was gained

from the Ford 1.6 litre Zetec engine attached to the University of Liverpool low inertia

dynamometer. In this linear case identification data was producedbyexciting the ABV

with a known PRBSandrecording N reaction to the excitation. In this linear case an

ARMAXstructure was selected for the models and once parameterised were validated

successfully with ‘unseen’ engine data for the simulation error.

3.10.1 Linear identification

The systematic approach as outlined in previous sections is now applied to generate a

linear model for the idle speed problem from the ABV to N.
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Model type

The fundamental choice is the selection of the model type to be identified. The BJ

system is unnecessarily complicated and ARX or OE models would be overly simple

and would cause biasing in the disturbance signal, as such the ARMAX system can be

used. This is due to the torque disturbance characteristics being similar to the control

input characteristics [67]. Therefore the same denominator can be used for the G and

G. models.

Input signal and data processing

The 1.6 litre Ford Zetec engine installed on the University of Liverpool low inertia

dynamometer has a natural idle speed of approximately 900 rpm. If a single linear

model was fitted for the entire range of N that the engine will experience in the idle

regime, nonlinearities and uncertainties may produce a model of poor fit. Therefore

for this linear identification a set of models at various N mean value points, where N

traverses a restricted range within the full idle speed range, are required. At each of

these mean value points the load level is also varied. Inspection of this set of models

will give an impression of the level of parametric uncertainty in the range that the idle

speed controller will be operating. Models were therefore taken at 700, 900 and 1100

rpm, and at each of these points no load, medium load and high load were applied.

To create the required frequency content of the input signal a PRBSsignal was

utilised. The sampling rate of 1 ms was used as this is 30 times the bandwidth, as

prescribed by [95]. The data was then post processed offline by passing through an

anti-aliasing filter to remove the unwanted noisy high frequencyoutliers. This filtered

data was then down sampled to the required model system rate of 30 ms, that is

approximately 180° of crank rotation at 1000 rpm,or the length of one complete stroke

of the four stroke cycle. A section of the preprocessed data can be seen in Figure

3.3, with the equivalent post-processed data. This illustrates the removal of the high

frequency outliers from the data caused by sensor noise.

3.10.2 Identified models

Nine model combinations result from the three selected N mean value points and the

three dynamometer load values. At these nine combinations of operating points two

separate sets of models were identified for comparison purposes. Thefirst set are iden-

tified as well conditioned rational transfer functions using the MATLAB System Iden-

tification Toolbox [100]. The models are therefore minimum phase (MP) andstrictly

proper for the main plant dynamics transfer functions, with the time delay modelled

in terms of discrete multiples of the sampling interval.

The J-spectral factorisation formation of Chapter 5 requires the main plant transfer
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Figure 3.3: Idle speed engine data pre and postfiltering

functions to have the same dimension numerator as the denominator, so they can be

readily inverted. Due to this restriction the second set of models identified have the

time delay simulated by increasing the plant order and identifying the numerator as

non minimum phase (NMP). This introduces some reduction in the quality of fit in

comparison to the first set of models, but are sufficient for the purposes of controller

design.

The first transfer function set were all found to be of 2nd order of the form

(G27 + boz~*) Zk

Ge) ag + ayz7t + anz—? (3.56)

-1 -2
G.(2) =Be (3.57)

where nz are the numberof discrete time delays, with these ranging from five to seven

discrete samples. The model parameter values can be found in the Table 3.2 and the

Bodeplots of the main dynamics shownin Figure 3.4, which shows the plant containing

a second order low passfilter type characteristic.

The second set of models were identified using the same data as for the first set of

models. The best fit quality was found with third order models of the form

a bo + fe! + boz~? + b3z73
G(z) = :

(2) ag + a,2z7! 4+ agz—? + agz—3 (4.88)
 

co + ar Ble c9z72 + c3z7°

ag + ayz—! 4+ agz-2 + a3z73
 Ge(z) = (3.59)
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| N | load | ao lL ay | a2 | by | bg | co | C1 | c2 | n

700 nl 1 -1.914 0.918 14.19 1.934 1 -1.292 0.485 7

700 ml 1 -1.938 0.94 7.005 6.283 1 -1.497 0.6394 6

700 hl 1 -1.938 0.9409 14.76 -2.433 1 -1.513 0.6052 6

900 nl 1 -1.865 0.869 20.69 2.119 1 -1.15 0.3564 6
900 ml 1 -1.893 0.8967 16.81 2.112 1 -1.36 0.5199 6

900 hl 1 -1.895 0.8978 16.21 -0.3399 1 -1.514 0.6223 6
1100 nl 1 -1.865 0.8671 14.97 7.798 1 -1.234 0.4361 5
1100} ml 1 -1.872 0.8742 27.59 -9.178 1 -1.44 0.6201 6
1100 hl 1 -1.879 0.8808 26.25 -8.948 1 -1.545 0.671 6             
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Table 3.2: Strictly proper idle model parameters
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with the assigned parameters for the set shown in Table 3.3 and the Bodeplots of the

main dynamics shown in Figure 3.5. This shows the same 2nd order low passfilter

characteristics as the first set with some decorrelation at the higher frequencies.
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Figure 3.5: NMPidle speed models Bodeplots

3.10.3 Model validation

Model fit and quality is first assessed through a visual check of the output from the

model in comparison to the output from the real system. The comparison of this for 900

rpm and medium load is shown in Figure 3.6. The R? fits for the full range of models

can be seen in Table 3.4. The NMP models showing a small degree in degradation offit

in comparison to the strictly proper 2"¢ order models. Inspection of the Bodeplots for

both the identification sets show a small spread of gains, indicating that there are some

small nonlinear dynamics inherent within the system, that may be better estimated

with a nonlinear identification. Though the expense of the complexity of a nonlinear

identification is likely to outweigh any shortfalls in the quality of the linearfits.

3.11 Linear identification of SA to PPP

Spark advance before top dead centre (BTDC) can be used to control the in cylinder

PPP to the theoretically optimal 16°, that according to [41] will produce maximum best

torque (MBT) or near MBT for a wide range of operating conditions. Therefore using

the SA to maintain the PPP can provide improvements in overall engine efficiency.

This has also been covered extensively in [11], [15] and [103].
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Figure 3.6: Identified idle speed models validation time response comparison

 

 

N_ load 2ng order 3,g order NMP

700 nl 73.86% 50.52%

700 ml 78.1% 65.55%

700 hl 76.26% 70.95%

900 nl 56.27% 60.48%

900 ml 77.06% 64.47%

900 hl 71.74% 69.92%

1100] nol 80.18% 80.65%

1100 ml 78.08% 75.77%

1100 hl 73.33% 72.8%      
 

Table 3.4: Idle speed models R? fit coefficients
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As with the idle speed problem earlier in the Chapter the first point of the design

process is the identification of a relevant good quality model, or in this case a set of

linear models that traverse a reduced regions of the operating range. Models were

therefore identified at 1200, 1500 and 1800 rpm, with three levels of applied load,

representing a range around the ‘Ford World Wide MappingPoint’ of 1500 rpm and 2.62

bar brake meaneffective pressure (BMEP). This identification and control is performed

on one cylinder only for demonstration purposes as it was shown in [15] that all of the

cylinders are essentially decoupled and have a minimal interaction with each other, so

only SISO models are required and control can be implemented that will not interfere

with other cylinder operation or the inverse case of other cylinders not interfering with

the controlled cylinder.

3.11.1 Linear identification

Model type

The system has essentially simple dynamics with very little noise in the sensor channel,

as such an ARMAX model would be overly complex therefore an ARX identification

will prove satisfactory for this application.

Input signals and data processing

This system is essentially discrete as the SA is calculated and fired once in every

combustion cycle and the PPPrelative to the crank angle is a single sampled event in

the cycle, unlike the idle speed whichis essentially an air path and therefore operating

continuously, as is the engine speed. Therefore the signals here possess no real noise and

require nofiltering after data collection. As the system is primarily discrete a PRBS

input signal cannot be used to excite the SA signal as this would not traverse enough

of the frequency range, due to there being no hysteresis in the SA, to provide a good

quality model, instead a ‘random walk signal’ is utilised. Sampling is performed on an

crank angle basis. A sample of the input and output signals can be seen in Figure 3.7

3.11.2 Identified models

All models wereidentified to befirst order proper transfer functions with a time delay of

one sampling interval between the SA and the PPP. Dueto the J-spectral factorisation

formation of Chapter 5 requiring models to have the same dimension numerators and

denominators, so that they can be readily inverted, the time delay was accounted for

here by allowing the identified models to be NMP. The models are all ARX configuration

of the form
=1

G(z) = biz (3.60)
ag + a,z71
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Figure 3.7: SA to PPP collected input/output signals

with the coefficients shown in Table 3.5 and the Bode plot of the system dynamics

in Figure 3.8, with a normalised sampling time for comparison. All the models show

essentially similar DC dynamics with a small spread in gains of approximately 4 dB.

 

 
 

| N load | ao | ay | bo | by Ts | R? af

1200] U 1 -0.00464 0.01526 -0.7544 0.10 19.76%

1200 ml 1 -0.04754 -0.07323 -0.9123 0.10 25.94%

1200 hl 1 -0.04293 0.01497 -0.9695 0.10 37.03%

1500] U 1 0.01386 -0.1094 -0.5484 0.08 9.02%

1500 ml 1 -0.09639 -0.07874 -0.8165 0.08 21.67%

1500 hl 1 0.03506 -0.04758 -0.8703 0.08 27.64%

1800 ll 1 0.02747 -0.4593 -0.1758 0.067 10.33%

1800 ml 1 -0.1781 -0.06497 -0.5931 0.067 18.39%

1800 hl 1 -0.03824 0.06254 - 0.9483 0.067 24.94%          
 

Table 3.5: SA to PPP identified model parameters and R? fit coefficients

3.11.3. Model validation

The R? fits for the individual models can be seen in Table 3.5. These appear to be

quite low in comparison to the idle speed control identifications, however the system is

discrete with a low resolutions for the SA and PPPof 1°, thus precise control is difficult.

The validation time response at 1200 rpm with a high load is shown in Figure 3.9. This

demonstrates close correlation with the observed data, and shows that the models are
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Figure 3.8: SA to PPP identified system Bodeplots

acceptable as the basis of the controller design even though the R? fits suggest poor

model quality.

3.12 Conclusions

The concept of system identification has been introduced andreviewed in this Chapter.

System identification forms a key component of the rapid prototyping controller design

concept for automotive applications of this thesis. The ability to produce models ap-

plicable for controller design quickly and accurately potentially offers large savings in

cost and time in the engine control development cycle. It also forms the basis of the

controller design technique of Chapter 8.

Many dynamic model structures exist, with the most popular parametric linear

and nonlinear types introduced.It is felt that these offer the best flexibility to capture

system dynamics and they are applicable to many engine based problems. The range

of models allows the user to select the structure best suited to the application.

Identification experiment design has also been covered, with the key concept of

signal selection highlighted. This signal must be ensured to excite the relevant frequency

and gains ranges to properly capture the dynamics present in a system. If this is not

achieved poor model quality can result.

Orderselection of the modelis very difficult to achieve with little a priori knowledge

of the system. Search techniques have been developed to try andassist in the selection

process. However the parsimony rule, of selecting the lowest possible order of model,
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Figure 3.9: SA to PPP modelvalidation time response comparison

is often the most prudent choice for model collation.

There are many methods of model parameterisation available, all with benefits and

deficiencies. OLS is a very widely known and easy to apply technique. It is the basis

of the identifications performedin this thesis, however it cannot handle rank deficiency

and is not the most accurate in a computational sense. QR and SVD least squares

are two alternative methods that offer very similar results and have potentially higher

accuracy than OLS. Though they offered no real benefits in automotive applications

and have the deficiency of requiring slightly more computational power. TLS wasfinally

investigated, but with the models identified here not having a disturbance signal on the

input channel, there was not requirementfor it.

The techniques highlighted were applied to two engine problems, the idle speed

control problem and the SA to PPP problem. The two models were identified as

sets of linear models representing reduced regions of the entire model operating range.

The models were linear as most of the design techniques of this thesis are linear, and

inspection of the modelsets revealed a small spreadin the variation between operating

regions. This was assessed as to be manageable as system uncertainty in the controller

designs. Nonlinear identifications to moreprecisely capture this uncertainty would have

been very time consuming andpotentially offer little benefit in model validation terms.

Also a linearisation of the model would have been required for the controller designs.

The controller block formation J-spectral factorisation design techniques require

models to be invertible, so they must have the same dimension numerator and denom-
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inator. Any time delay being approximated by allowing the system to be NMP. Model

sets were identified to these constraints. However a set of comparison models was

generated for the idle speed problem, where they were identified with strictly proper

dimensions and pure time delays. Somedecorrelation at the higher frequencies can

be seen between the NMPandthestrictly proper models, but again this was deemed

acceptable as the basis for controller design.
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Chapter 4

Hoo 2-Riccati equation control

4.1 Introduction

Robust and high performancecontrol is a continuing requirement for automotive engine

applications, with the requirement that controllers must be designed and implemented

rapidly. They must be able to operate satisfactorily where the plant dynamics they are

designed for are uncertain due to the engine operating in a wide range of environmental

conditions and the plant physically changing as it wears overits life cycle.

The algebraic H.. methodology has been extensively examined and can draw its

origins from the groundbreaking work of Zames, in particular in [120], where at its

basis is the norm minimisation of the closed loop transmission from the disturbance to

the controlled outputs, with closed loop system parameters assigned by the application

of dynamic weighting functions. Many techniques have been applied to this controller

formation, however the algebraic 2-Riccati equation H control synthesis of [98] is

considered a standard and widely utilised robust controller design technique. The tech-

nique is highlighted and applied here to provide a benchmarkasit is a close relative

to the main focus of the thesis, the robust 7{.. block formation controller design tech-

niques using J-spectral factorisation that will be demonstrated in Chapters 5, 6, 7 and

8.

This chapter highlights the theoretical background of the technique, then the three

control problems that run throughthis thesis are introduced. Thefirst is a hypothetical

first order plant with a degree of phase lag to make the system causal. The secondis the

idle speed problem as identified in Chapter 3. The third is the spark advance (SA) to

peak pressure position (PPP) model also identified in Chapter 3. With each of the four

controller design methodologies introduced in this thesis a single and mixedsensitivity

design will be performed on each plant, with the exception of the idle speed and SA

to PPP designs in Chapter 8, for reasons of technique immaturity. These designs will

then be compared in Chapter9.

57
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4.2 Algebraic 2-Riccati equation theory

Algebraic Riccati equation solvers were developed in the 1980’s at originally great

computational expense, however over time these have been refined and now form the

basis of many commercially available toolboxes, in particular the MATLAB Robust

Control Toolbox [98], though the technique drawsit origins from the celebrated papers

(17][25][26] and [77].

The 2-Riccati equation 7. sub-optimal control synthesis essentially solves the

small-gain infinity robust control problem. That offinding a stabilising controller K(s)

in Figure 4.1 for the augmented plant G(s) of Figure 4.2, where G(s) is considered in

the packed state space notation form as
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where if this is a full mixed sensitivity case with primary, control and complementary

weighting functions

Wi(s)y. —P(s)Wi(s)1
0 W2(s)y2

0 P(s)W3(s)¥3
1 —P(s)

 

where W1(s), Wo(s) and W3(s) are dynamic weighting functions that can be chosen to

influence the design, such that the closed-loop transfer function satisfies the infinity-

norm inequality
A -

Galles = SUPOmar (Gi, (Jw)) <1 (4.3)

this is performed through the 2-Riccati equation techniques of [17] [25] [26] [77].
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Figure 4.2: Augmented forward system block formation

The sub-optimal controller K(s) is found when the lowerfractional transformation,

denoted Fy [127], between the augmented plant and the controller is such that

\|Fi(G(s), K(s))lloo <7 (4.4)

This suboptimal formation is mucheasier to solve than the optimal case. The algorithm

works best when the Dz and D2; matrices have full rank, [94], if this is satisfied the

two Riccati equations are solved and a solution is given on the following conditions

1. Xoo > 0, from the solution of the algebraic Riccati equation

ATXoo + XoAt CPC, + Xoo(y7?BiBT — BoB?)X. = 0 (4.5)

such that Re A;[A + (7~?Bi BT — BoB7)X] < 0,Vi

2. Xo > 0, from the solution of the algebraic Riccati equation

ATYo + YooAT + BiB? + Yoo(y~?C7PCy — CFC2)Yoo = 0 (4.6)

such that Re A;[A + Yoo(y~2CFC; — CFC2)] < 0, Vi

3. p(XaoYoo) <7

All controllers are then given by the lower fractional transformation

 

K(s) = Fi(K-(s), Q(s)) (4.7)

where

Ago | —ZooLcc ZooBo

Kea) = Fo 0 I (4.8)

—C» I 0

with

Fyy = —BEX50
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Les = —~¥on05

Gee eeVeoh)

Age = A+BiB?Xe, + Bolin + ZealtecOo

where

lQ(s)llo <7

A numberof key tests are then performed on the closed loop system, that if passed mean

controllers generated can guarantee internal stability of the closed loop and generally

present all pass characteristics in the energy dissipation of the disturbance input to the

weighted outputs. A full derivation from [127] is given in Appendix A.

The technique is limited to linear time invariant (LTT) systems and the controller

produced is at least the same order as the forward augmented system. This means

controllers can be of a very high order and therefore are impractical for implementa-

tion in commercial control hardware, such as most engine control units (ECU). Order

reduction can be applied, but care must be taken not to loose the stability proper-

ties inherent in the original design, in many order reduction schemes these cannot be

guaranteed.

The techniquealso allows the user to define the level of Q(s), such that ||Q(s)||,, <

1, with the default level being Q(s) = 0. This however becomes an integral part of the

controller and does not allow for any free selection of this parameter once the controller

is applied to the system,as is the case with the J-spectral factorisation cases later in the

thesis. Online @ tuning can beespecially useful in sub-optimal designs. The technique

can also not cope with pure integral action if this is imposed with one of the system

weighting functions, the solution will not converge. So roll off of the integrator must

be imposed.

The technique is also inherently continuous and therefore the discrete form of the

algorithm converts the discrete augmented system G(z) into the continuous form G(s),

via a bilinear transformation. The controller K(s) is then created in the continuous

domain, and is then converted back to the discrete domain via another bilinear trans-

formation to creates K(z). This may induce a loss of accuracy during the conversionsin

terms of the performance and stability, and due to most controllers being implemented

in a discrete format this may prove to be an issue.

4.3. Low order example

Anillustrative theoretical low order control example is given to demonstrate how the

four control algorithms (2-Riccati, Riccati equation J-spectral factorisation, paramet-

ric Newton iteration J-spectral factorisation and nonparametric Newton iteration J-

spectral factorisation) function. How they compare is demonstrated in Chapter 9. The
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plant, P(z), was chosen as a simple first order, low pass filter system. An equiva-

lent 1 second time delay is simulated by making the transfer function non minimum

phase (NMP). The time delay is simulated in this way because the J-spectral factori-

sation formation of Chapter 5 requires a system with the same dimension numerator

as denominator so that it can be inverted. The transfer function is shown as

_ 0.0165 + 0.237627!
4,9

1-— 0.795127! (4.9)
P(z)

with the system sample time being 1 second. Here a 2-Riccati equation design is

performed and is used as a benchmark for later comparison. Thefirst step in this

process is a single sensitivity design with a primary weighting function only, where

tuning of the output time response is performed. This is then extended to the mixed

sensitivity case with the addition of a control weighting function, to reduce the control

action at the cost of some reduction in terms of the performance of the time response.

4.3.1 Single sensitivity design

Thefirst step is to perform a single sensitivity design. Due to the plant not being real,

user chosen constraints were placed upon the design. These were that the steady state

error must be zero or as close to zero as is computationally possible and that the time

responseshould be the quickest possible whilst complyingto theinitial constraint. Due

to this beinginitially a single sensitivity design no limit on the degree or rate of control

action was imposed.

Therefore the primary weighting function is chosen, using the guidelines in [39][94]

[127], to provide integral action in the lower frequency range to generate a zero steady

state error, hencethe roll off at 107! rad/sec. The parameter 7; is adjusted to change

the augmented output gain level, where

1.15 — 0.85272
With =——
(2) 7Hg99992-1 7

(4.10)

The forward plant is augmented to create the minimum realisation packed notation

state space form as

0.8078 9878| 0.3512 0.3844

 

czy (z) = [Mi-P()Wi(z)| _ |_=0.01247__ 0.9873 -0.3448 0.4808
wu 1 —P(z) 0.09729 —0.4926] 0.782  —0.0129

—0.2868 —0.2922 | 1 —0.0165
(4.11)

with 7; = 0.68, which is the approximate maximum level achieved in this 2-Riccati de-

sign. The multiple input multiple output (MIMO) Bode magnitudeplot is additionally

shown in Figure 4.3, demonstrating the four unique transmissions, from the two inputs

to the two outputs, through the augmented system.
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Figure 4.3: Low ordersingle sensitivity augmented system Bode magnitude plot

The MATLAB Robust Control Toolbox was used to perform the 2-Riccati equation

Hoo design. The single input single output (SISO) controller obtained is shown below

and the Bode magnitude plot of this is shown in Figure 4.4.

—0.4778 —0.5997 —0.06363 —0.974

—1.307 0.5097 —0,057738 —3.922

—0.3477 0.3247 0.9681 —0.4047

—0.9688 —0.4504 —0.03964 | —0.6459

K“(z) =: (4.12)
 

The energy transmission from the noise/disturbance input to the augmented output
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Figure 4.4: Low ordersingle sensitivity 2-Riccati controller Bode magnitude plot

shown in Figure 4.5 for reference purposes. The solution produced is third order with

the energy transmission of the closed loop system being close to all pass and fulfills

the 7H. norm by meeting the 0 dB line. The time response of the system to a unit

step input is shown in Figure 4.6. It shows the system returning to a zero steady state

within 15 seconds and the maximum control action demanded being 2 units. In terms
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Figure 4.5: Low order single sensitivity 2-Riccati energy dissipation Bode magnitude

plot

of robustness measures the gain margin (GM)is 11.4 dB and the delay margin (DM)is

6.021 discrete samples. The variance to +1 unit uniformly distributed noise over 1000

samples, in terms of (u?) and (y”), are 4.27 and 0.47respectively.
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Figure 4.6: Low ordersingle sensitivity 2-Riccati step disturbance time response

4.3.2 Mixed sensitivity design

The next step is to impose further constraints upon the design. This requires a second

or third weighting function adding to the augmented system. In this case the intention

is to limit the amount of control action used, reducing this to a level approximately

half that achieved with the single sensitivity design.

To achieve this the control weighting function was chosen as a constant gain to

limit control usage across the entire frequency range. Therefore the control weighting
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function is defined as

Walz) =" (4.13)
The 7 level remained the same as for the single sensitivity case and the 7 level

increased until the desired characteristic for the control usage was reached. This was

reached at approximately yg = 0.6. The augmented plant in the minimum realisation

packed notation state space form is

0.8078 —0.1958| 0.3512 0.3844

 

Wi(z) —P(z)Wi(z) —0.01247 0.9873 —0.3448 0.4808
G224(2)= 0 Wo(z) =| 0.09729 —0.4926| 0.782  —0.0129

1 —P(z) 0 0 0 0.6
02808 0.2999 1. 0.0168

(4.14)
Again as with the single sensitivity case the MATLAB Robust Control Toolbox was

used to perform the design. The SISO controller produced is shown below with the

Bode magnitudeplot of this shown in Figure 4.7 and total controlled energy dissipation

shown in Figure 4.8. The energy transmission of the closed loop system is again shown

to be all pass and the 7H. norm satisfied by meeting the 0 dBline.

0,109. 0.5295 1,27

Ky(z) = 0.7971. 0.6194 —4.035 (4.15)
0.06903 —0.114] 0.64
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Figure 4.7: Low order mixed sensitivity 2-Riccati controller Bode magnitude plot
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Figure 4.8: Low order mixed sensitivity 2-Riccati energy dissipation Bode magnitude
plot

The time responseis in Figure 4.9. It can be seen to have reduced the control usage

from two units with the primary sensitivity only design approach to one unit with the
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mixed sensitivity approach. The displacement due to the disturbance has also been

reduced back to unity.
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Figure 4.9: Low order mixed sensitivity 2-Riccati step disturbance time response

The system now has a GM of 19.2 dB and a DM of6.08 discrete samples. The

variance to +1 unit uniformly distributed noise over 1000 samples, in termsof (u?) and

(y”), are 0.22 and 0.38 respectively. Therefore over the single sensitivity design the

robustness has increased and the variance has also reduced.

4.4 Idle speed control

The second design performed here is the engine idle speed problem as identified in

Chapter 3. This problem is essentially a disturbance rejection one due to demand be-

ing a constant at 900 rpm and this must be maintained when varying torque loads

are imposed upon the crank shaft by predictable (air conditioner units, power steering

pumps, varying alternator loads, etc) and/or unpredictable sources (varying environ-

mental conditions, fuel quality variations, etc).

The idle speed model was identified for the relation of air bypass valve (ABV) to

crank shaft speed (N) as nine linear models. Each model having a combination of one

of three N mean operating speeds and one of three dynamometer loads. The mean

operating speeds of 700, 900 and 1200 rpm, combined with low, medium and high

loads represent the spectrum of conditions experienced in the idle speed regime. The

SA was fixed at 27° before top dead centre (BTDC). A nominal model wasselected to

perform the design process on from the identified set. The single model wasselected by
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inspection of Bode plots of the set and selecting the model at the middle of the spread

of uncertainty. The model selected was at 900 rpm and low load, shown as

Gz) = 10.87 — 29.0527! + 20.5727? + 3.555278
~- 1 = 2.688z-!.+ 2.41622 + 3.5552-3
 (4.16)

with a sampling time of 0.03 seconds. As stated the J-spectral factorisation controller

design formation of Chapter 5 requires a proper system with the same dimension nu-

merator and denominator so that it can be inverted. The time delay is simulated by

increasing the order of the system and allowing the plant to become NMP.Even though

the 2-Riccati design process does not have this model limitation, the same model was

used for the design for direct comparison purposes.

4.4.1 Single sensitivity design

The first step is to achieve the time response requirements for the idle speed action as

outlined in [67] with a single sensitivity design. The control effort will be constrained

with the later mixed sensitivity design. The primary sensitivity constraints are

e Speed deviation of N, must remain in acceptable limits of |N| < |Nmazc| = 320

rpm

e Settling time of less than 3 seconds

The primary weighting function was chosen to give good zero steady state tracking

error and noise rejection characteristics as

1.15 — 0.8827!
ay V1. (4.17)Wie) 0o0dee

The forward augmented system in the minimum realisation packed notation form is

then

cayiey= [M0 “PEM
0.6368 —1.115 —1.369 1.587 0.03479 —3.229

1.409 0.04285 —1.256 1.259 0.1933 0.3498

—0.9393 0.8677 17931 =1.025 0.264 3.744

 

", O44? 0.02897 «20.1467 1.078. 0.8715 2.647 ee)

—0.5515 —0.2067 —0.3459 0.8088 0.575 —6.249

—1.223 —0.1394 —0.6355 0.6388 1 —10.87 
The MIMO Bode magnitude plot is additionally shown in Figure 4.10, demonstrating

the four unique transmissions, from the two inputs to the two outputs, through the

augmented system, with y, = 0.5.

The MATLAB Robust Control Toolbox was again used to perform a 2-Riccati

equation Ho, solution to provide a benchmark for the idle problem for later compar-

ison purposes with the J-spectral factorisation techniques. Using a search process a
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Figure 4.10: Idle speed single sensitivity augmented system Bode magnitude plot

maximum permissible y; was reached at 0.5. The controller obtained is shown below

and the Bode magnitude plot of this is shown in Figure 4.11, with the energy trans-

mission from the noise/disturbance input to the augmented output shown in Figure

 

 

 

 

  

 

 

4.12.

—0.2754  -—2.458  -—1.702 —0.257 4.191 —9.119

—0.5444 0.4746 —0.3007 —0.2801 0.5048 —0.8767

K"(z) = 0.02162 0.1241 0.03661 —0.03344  —0.4506 0.8103

y\" | 0.01414 0.371 0.1896 0.6513 —0.006044 1.086

—0.002374 0.0623 0.08056 0.2172 —0.1993 1.477

0.02477 0.03349 0.08374 0.007194 —0.02254 | 0.07035

(4.19)
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Figure 4.11: Idle speed single sensitivity 2-Riccati controller Bode magnitudeplot

The solution producedis fifth order with the energy transmission of the closed loop

system is close to all pass and fulfills the 7. norm by meeting the 0 dB line. The time

response of the system to a 100 rpm step input is shown in Figure 4.13; 100 rpm being
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Figure 4.12: Idle speed single sensitivity 2-Riccati energy dissipation Bode magnitude

plot

a typical disturbance encountered due to steppedelectrical loads being placed on the

crank shaft via the alternator. It shows the system returning to a zero steady state

within 1.5 seconds and the maximum control action demanded being 400% ABV. This

is therefore physically unrealisable due to the maximum possible control action being

+50 % and requires further design constraints to the control action.
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Figure 4.13: Idle speed single sensitivity 2-Riccati step disturbance time response

In terms of the robustness of the system, the system possesses a GM of 7.56 dB

and a DM of 6.68 discrete samples. The variance to a 1000 sample +5.5 rpm uniformly

distributed noise disturbance, in terms of (%”) and (rpm?), are 621.52 %? and 10.73

respectively. Which is again too large to be physically realisable.
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4.4.2. Mixed sensitivity design

As mentioned in the previous section the next step is to limit the amountof control

action used, reducing this to a level achievable by the ABV on the engine, where the

limit is +50 % duty. The constraint as laid out in [67] is

e The control action (ABV %) to the largest disturbance must be |ABV| < ABVnaz =

30 %

To achieve this the control weighting function was chosen as a constant gain to limit

control usage across the entire frequency range. Therefore the control weighting func-

tion is

W2 = 72 (4.20)

The 7 and 72 levels were traded off against one another until the desired characteristic

for the control usage was reached whilst maintaining the output performance. In all

cases this was reached at approximately y, = 0.2 and y2 = 300. The plant being

augmented at these levels is shown below in the minimumrealisation state space form,

with the Bode magnitudeplot in Figure 4.14 showing the six unique transmissions from

the two inputs to the three outputs.

[Wi(z) —P(z)W,(z)

Gazy(2)= 0 Walz)
| 1 Pl)
. §=60.8585 —0.8806 -—1.185 2.103 —0.01083 —2.847

1.17 0.2833  —0.5074 1.101 —0.1236 0.209

—0.9723 0.5705 1.589 —1.081 —0.1605 2.33

= —0.08482 —0.01985 0.05868 0.9577 —0.1429 —2.512
 

 —0.3317 —0.1946 —0.4199 0.2452 0.23 —2.5

0 0 0 0 0 300

—1.692 0.1926  —0.9947 1.079 1 —10.87

Again as with the single sensitivity case the 2-Riccati equation design was performed

using the MATLAB Robust Control Toolbox. The controller produced is shown below

with the Bode plot of this shown in Figure 4.15 and total controlled energy dissipation

shown in Figure 4.16. The energy transmission of the closed loop system is again shown

to be all pass and the H. norm satisfied by meeting the 0 dBline.

0.6485 —0.08855 —0.05338 0.05725 —0.03694 0.1085

0.2208 1.011 0.1724 —0.3943 0.1703 —1.299

K*(z) = 0.1828 0.1393 0.9852 0.1412 0.09481 —0.7673

¥ —0.07214 0.2066 0.1367 0.9421 0.2457 0.2327

0.2322 —0.1355 —0.1831 0.1996 0.7732 1.599
 

—0.0009692 —0.0003718 —0.0001958 0.000107 —0.0001655 | 0.0001761
(4.21)
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Figure 4.14: Idle speed mixed sensitivity augmented system Bode magnitudeplot
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Figure 4.15: Idle speed mixed sensitivity 2-Riccati controller Bode magnitude plot
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Figure 4.16: Idle speed mixed sensitivity 2-Riccati energy dissipation Bode magnitude
plot
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The time response of the system to a 100 rpm step is shown in Figure 4.17. It can be

seen to have reduced the control usage from 400 % ABV with the primary sensitivity

only design approach to 8% ABV with the mixed sensitivity approach, with the recovery

time to steady state maintained at 1.5 seconds. The displacement to the initial step

has also been reduced back to 100 rpm.
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Figure 4.17: Idle speed mixedsensitivity 2-Riccati step disturbance time response

The system robustness is maintained in terms of the GM, which is now 7.42 dB and

improved in terms of the DM which is now 15.01 discrete samples. The variance to a

1000 sample +5.5 rpm uniformly distributed noise disturbance, in terms of (%*) and

(rpm?), is 0.021 and 10.46 respectively, which is also now physically realisable.

4.4.3. Engine application

The mixed sensitivity controller was then applied to the engine. The time response to

a step load applied to the crank shaft via the low inertia dynamometer can be seen

in Figure 4.18. A speed drop of 133 rpm was encountered with a maximum control

action of 7% ABV, N returned to within 10 % of the desired speed in approximately

3.5 seconds. The variance, for a one minute test equating to 2000 discrete samples with

a light load to natural engine distrubances, in terms of (%?) and (rpm?), was 0.025

and 10.2 respectively. The robustness tested online is a slight improvement over the

simulation, with a GM of 9.25 dB and a DM of 18 samples. Most of the parameters

therefore concur with the simulation and fulfill the design requirements as laid out. This

design will then be used as the benchmark for the other controller design techniques
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applied to the engine.
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Figure 4.18: Idle speed 2-Riccati step disturbance engine time response

4.5 SA to PPP control

The SA to PPP models were identified in Chapter 3 as Auto Regressive eXogenous

(ARX) models for an individual cylinder, due to there being minimal cylinder interac-

tion this is treated as a SISO design. A set of nine models were identified across a range

of operating engine speeds (1200 to 1800 rpm) and with varying loads (low, medium

and high), to produce models that encompass any uncertainty in the parameters. The

design technique of Chapter 5 requires a model with the same size numerator and de-

nominator so that it can be inverted. The time delay is approximated by the system

being NMP. Howeverfor the design only one model can be used and the nominal model

from the set was selected by inspection of the Bode plot and choosing the model at the

middle of the spread of uncertainty, shown as

—0.07874 — 0.816527!

Pa) 0.006001
with a sampling time of 0.08 seconds. This model is at 1500 rpm and medium load.

(4.22)

The SA to PPP problem is essential one of minimising the variance of the output as

applied in [15] and [103]. This design can be accomplished with a single sensitivity

design, using the primary weighting function only.

The primary weighting function is therefore chosen to provide integral action for

tracking purposes, without an overly rapid response to disturbances andtherefore lim-

iting the control action used.

1—0.9271
~ 7—0.99999z-1 2 (4-29)

W, (z)
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where7; is chosen in an iterative search to fulfill the design criteria and the H. norm.

4.5.1 Single sensitivity design

As with previous designs the first step is the augmentation of the forward system

dynamics with the chosen weighting function, where the level of 7; = 0.999 was selected

through a design search procedure. The minimum realisation state space format is

shown below, with the Bode magnitude plot shown in Figure 4.19. This shows the

MIMOsystems four unique transmissions from the two inputs to the two outputs.

—0.02385 0.9986 0.2481 0.2752

0.647 0.4412 0.999 0.07866

0.7401 0.04413 1 0.07874

0.09781 pose| oad 1.097

God (z) = (4.24)
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Figure 4.19: SA to PPP augmented system Bode magnitudeplot

The MATLABRobust Control Toolbox was then used again to design the controller.

In packed state space notation form this is

1.162 —0.1953 0.003548 —0.9906

0.1858 —0.8064 0.542 —0.1856

0.3876 0.6033 0.6444 —0.1196

0.125 —0.01087 —0.0448 | —0.1436

K%(z) = (4.25)
 

The closed loop transmission is shown in Figure 4.20, showing the nearall pass charac-

teristics of the design. The time responses to +1° uniformly distributed noise variance
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Figure 4.20: SA to PPP 2-Riccati energy dissipation Bode magnitude plot
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Figure 4.21: SA to PPP 2-Riccati simulation step disturbance time response
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and a step that will create a 10° disturbance in the PPP is shownin Figure 4.21, show-

ing a realisable degree of control action to the disturbance. The variance to a 1000

sample +3.3° uniformly distributed noise disturbance (similar in size to that experi-

enced in application), in terms of (0?) are 0.26 for the control channel and 4.118 for

the output. In terms of the robustness the GM is 22.86 dB, with a corresponding DM

of 15.44 discrete samples. This design is therefore physically realisable and within the

design constraints laid out.

4.5.2 Engine application

The controller was then applied to the engine. A series of step tests were performed,

where the PPP demand level was changed as might be the case in an engine control

unit (ECU) if the onset of knock was detected. The tracking response to the step

change is shown in Figure 4.22, and follows the demand as prescribed. Variance was

then checked over a one and a half minute run, corresponding to approximately 1000

samples, in terms of (07), as 0.243 for the control channel and 3.911 for the output

channel, closely following the values found in simulation of 0.26 and 4.118 respectively.

The robustness margins were found experimentally to be 13.06 dB GM(slightly less

than simulation at 22.86 dB), and 15 discrete sample DM (roughly the same as the

simulation 15.44 samples). This will then be used as the benchmark for comparison

with the J-spectral factorisation control designs later in the thesis.
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Figure 4.22: SA to PPP 2-Riccati engine application time response
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4.6 Conclusions

This Chapter introduced the 2-Riccati equation H. controller design technique. This

widely recognised technique is used as the benchmark controller design process, as this

most closely relates the J-spectral factorisation controller design techniques introduced

and developed in this thesis. The theoretical background and algorithm of this tech-

nique were also introduced.

Weighting function choice is the key flexibility that the designer has to influence

the controller outcomes and the technique has the benefit of being able to handle

uncertainty in the model or the system explicitly, by the use of the complementary

sensitivity.

The selection of weighting functions, where minimal design guides exist, is con-

versely one of the main deficiencies of the 2-Riccati equation Hg, technique. Experi-

ence of selection is often required to generate an acceptable design. It is also limited

by the size of the final controller being the same order as the augmented plant system

or higher. Meaning this is not attractive to application in commercial engine control

software, where controllers are often limited to 2”@ order.

The technique was applied to the three design problemsof the thesis. The first being

the theoretical low order problem, in both the single and mixed sensitivity cases. It

shows how the output time response can be tuned with the primary weighting function,

then how the control action can be reduced, without any reduction in the output

performance, by the addition of the control weighting function.

The second application is the identified idle speed problem. Where a model was

selected from a set by inspection of the Bodeplots and choosing a modelat the middle of

the uncertainty spread. The design demonstrated that the primary weighting function

alone could not be used, as the control action was outside of that realisable by the

system. A control weighting function was then added, that in simulation, made the

controller physically realisable and fulfilled all of the design requirements. This was

then applied successfully to the engine, and provides the benchmark performance.

The final application is the identified SA to PPP control problem. Again a model

for design was selected by inspection of the Bodeplots. This design demonstrated that

all of the system requirements could be achieved with the use of the primary weighting

function only, and that it was a near optimal design. In simulation this fulfilled all of

the design requirements and wassuccessfully applied to the engine. Again this provides

the benchmark performance.



Chapter 5

Hoo block problem formulation

5.1 Introduction

Presented in this Chapter and Chapters 6, 7 and 8 are the development andpractical

implementation of the block formulation inverse 7{., methodsfirst proposed in [90] and

[103], with the first automotive practical application presented in [111] and [112].

This chapter presents the block control formation of [17][94][127], and the princi-

ple of approximate inversion of the forward augmented system, by a series of partial

inverses, where the system causality is changed. This also introduces the need for J-

spectral factorisation of the first partial inverse (due to the non invertible nature of the

system), where energy transmission constraints are maintained, to a square system that

is invertible. The formation methodis an adaptation of the chain scattering technique

of [47](53][54] [56].

Proof of the internal stability of controllers generated by this methodis also shown

here. The internal stability proof is not limited to the use of linear parametric models

but is also applicable to the possibly non-linear or non-parametric models that can

be utilised with the identification based J-spectral factorisation technique of Chapter

8 as it deals with lz signal spaces. The unique case of online Q operator tuning is

also discussed, in that it allows the user to tune the time response characteristic of the

closed loop system, without greatly affecting the stability of the system. An alternative

direct inversion I-spectral factorisation formation is also proposed here.

5.2 HH. block problem formulation

The block structure problem of robust control [17][94][127] is known to be a very general

formulation for robust control. It is applicable across a wide range of uncertain systems

and can encapsulate many dynamic performance requirements.

The problem is thus formulated in terms of the general forward augmented plant

of Figure 5.1. The J-spectral factorisation techniques of this thesis all operate in the

discrete plane, so the plant dynamics (P(z)) are augmented with suitably selected

77
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dynamic system weighting functions (W1(z), W2(z), W3(z)) to bias the closed loop

frequency response according to specific design goals. Thus giving the augmented

system

Wi(z)y —P(z)Wilz)n
0 W2(z)72
0 P(z)W3(z)y3
1 —P(z)

where; Wj(z) is the primary sensitivity weighting function, W2(z) is the control sensi-

Gtw(2) = (5.1)

tivity weighting function, W3(z) is the complementary sensitivity weighting function.

If the controller u = K(z)y is connected to the augmented system, the corresponding

closed loop sensitivities can be found. The primary sensitivity from the disturbance w

to the output y is
1

= ———————- 20) ate@PO) ~~
the complementary sensitivity from the disturbance w to the output of P(z) is

K(2)P(z)= 5.3
OO TKGPO ee)

and the control sensitivity from the disturbance w to the control signal wu is

K(z)Ri) =ee 5.4
> TE KGPO) ee)

The design aim is therefore to obtain

S(z) < (Wi(z)n)™ (5.5)

C(z) < (Wa(z)y2)* (5.6)

T(z) < (W3(z)y3)~" (5.7)

This allows control over such requirements as response rate, damping,controleffort,

and both performance and stability robustness to uncertainties in the plant character-

istics. The overall design objective is formulated as the minimisation of a norm cost

function over the generalised disturbance inputs w to the controlled outputs z, using

feedback from the measured output y, to determine the control signal applied to the

input wu.

This augmented formulation is embeddedin the block formulation of Figure 5.2(a).

The targets for closed loop stability, performance, robustness tracking, control effort

etc. are then cast in terms of system norms. Appropriate norm minimisation is then

performed to produce controllers that achieve the system requirements. In particular

the aim of the controller design process is to achieve dissipative characteristics from

disturbance input w to controlled outputs z, so as to satisfy the signal norm inequality

ell? < |woll? (5.8)
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Figure 5.1: Forward causality augmented system block formation

by suitable choice of controller K7/(z) of Figure 5.2(a). In the technique of this thesis

this is performed by ‘approximately inverting’ the forward augmented plant G¥z,(z) to

produce Kuu'(z), also shown in Figure 5.2(a). In the case that Gi#i,(z) is square and

invertible and minimum phase (MP), then w’ © w and 2’ & z, so ||w’||? = ||w||? and

\|z’||? ~ ||z||? and thus

[Jeol]? + [L241% [eo'l|? + fll?

If a dissipative Q?’ Ozlle. < 1, is applied the dissipation inequalityw!?

wl? > We"?

is enforced and thus inequality equation 5.8 is satisfied and the block formation of

Figure 5.2(a) is input-output stable. In the case G%,(z) is either non-square (as in

the mixed-sensitivity problems) or non minimum phase, the required energy properties

cannot be obtainedby inversion. In this case a square MP ‘equivalent’ system Ge?

mapping from u and y to a reduced dimension w’ and z’ is accordingly sought through

J-spectral factorisation so as to give the same energy transmission properties in the

sense that ||w’||? ~ ||w||? and ||z’||? ~ ||z\|? for the same inputs u and y. A J-spectral

formation is required as opposed to an I-spectral formation as a numberofthe signal

spaces become negative during thefirst partial inverse process.

A flow diagram of this process is shown in Figure 5.2(b). The first step is the

creation of the first partial inverse G77 (z) (system #2 in Figure 5.2(b)), which can be

achieved in this linear case through algebraic manipulation, to create Gijj(z) as

w P(z) 1

a} 0 Wilz)n ||u

zo} | Wa(z)y2 0 " (5-9)
23 P(z)Wa(z)73 0

The square system Gv2(z) (system #3 in Figure 5.2(b)), which has the same energy

transmission properties from u and y to w and z in terms of the convergence of

ew" |] = {leo"||
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lz"= 2"
eo? || + [le? I] = [loll + [le|
leo"|| — 2? I] = [ell — [leI
oI] — eI] = [lel] — le"

is accordingly sought through J-spectral factorisation. Three techniques (discrete Ric-

cati equation, parametric Newton iteration, non-parametric Newton iteration), produce

the factorised system Gvz(z) as

eet a
This can then be inverted to produce a secondpartial inverse G7, = [G¥7]~} (system

#4 in Figure 5.2(b)) as

S| = : Go,2(z) —G1,2(z) w!

E ~ Gia (2)G22(z) — Gi.2(z)Gaa (2) eae Gi1(z) | id (5-11)
 

If the composite system I¥7,(z) = Ge(2), shown in Figure 5.2(c), formed

from the composition of G“4.,(z) with Giz (z), is stable, this guarantees the internal

stability of the central controller, as shown in [90], with a more thorough explanation

in section 5.2.2.

Thefinal step in the inversion procedureis then the algebraic manipulation of either

Gv? (z) or G“(2) into the form of the final central controller KY’ (z) (system #5 in
yz!

Figure 5.2(b)), shown as

' '

=fe220) EF Ce
From Gv? (z) where

w = Gi1(z)u+ Gre(z)y (5.13)

a= Goi (z)u + Goo(z)y (5.14)

fromequation 5.14 -

pee ee 2 Eaey (5.15) 

Goa(z)  Goa(z)
substituting equation 5.15 into equation 5.13

G ms Gi1(z)Gwaz 2H) 4 (G,2(e) — See) (5.16)
Go,1(z) Go,1(z)

substituting equations 5.15 and 5.16 into the form of equation 5.12, the central con-

troller becomes

 

Giilz) A — Gi1(z)G2,2(z)

weaCO eae 2 (5.17)u 1 _ Go,2(z) y ‘
Go,1(z) G2,1(z)
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Alternatively from G%4_,(z), where

Uu= Gii(z)w! + Gi o(z)2! (5.18)

y = Goi(z)w! + Goo(z)z" (5.19)

from equation 5.19
Ay !

yw=aGoa(z)2! (5.20)

Goi(z)  Goa(z)
substituting equation 5.20 into equation 5.18

_ Gia(z) a _ G11(z)Go0(z) 4!
u= (ge) y+ (diate Gaile) (5.21)

substituting equations 5.20 and 5.21 in the form of equation 5.12, to generate the central

controller
;

/
G2,2(z)

1 :

Hi - 73) Galt) Gr A (5.22)
. G12(z) _ Gir(2)G2,2(z)  Giilz)}

|

y

G2,1(z) G2,1(2)

Freedom to choose Q(z) independently from the design procedure is an important

degree of freedom with the block design formation that is not normally associated with

the standard 2-Riccati equation approach for suboptimal 1., design. This is explained

in more detail in section 5.2.1. With the addition of Q(z), the single input single output

(SISO) controller K7/(z) is created through the following manipulation

w' = Ky(z)2' + Ky2(z)y (5.23)

u = Ko1(z)2’ + Koo(z)y (5.24)

z’ =Q(z)u’ (5.05)

substituting equation 5.25 into equations 5.23 and 5.24

w' = Kyi (z)Q(z)u! + Ki2(z)y (5.26)

u = Koi(z)Q(z)w' + Ko,2(z)y (5.27)

from equation 5.26

p_ Fia@y (5.28)w=

1— Ki,1(z)Q(z)

substituting equation 5.28 into equation 5.27 the final SISO controller becomes

Q(z)K1,2(z)Ko, (z)
1-Q(2)Fia(z) + Ko2(z) (5.29)Ky(2) =
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Figure 5.2: (a):Block problem formation, (b):Controller design path
(c):Internal stability check

5.2.1 Q operator tuning

The Q operator with this method is completely independent of the actual design proce-

dure as mentioned andis therefore free for the designer to use as an additional tuning

parameter. This can be performed offline during simulation or uniquely this function

allows the user the flexibility to fine tune the control once online. With suboptimal

designs (those where the 7 levels have not been maximised) if the function is a static

gain, changes to the level have shown an impact upon the time response, whilst the

closed loop retains a fairly consistent level of stability robustness, this is demonstrated

in the theoretical and application examples of Chapters 6, 7 and 8. The function used

is also not limited to that of a positive static gain, dynamics systems are permissible,

as are nonlinear and nonparametric models.

5.2.2 Internal stability

Internal stability is defined in [127] ‘as a basic requirement for practical feedback con-

trol. This is due to the condition that all of the interconnected systems may be subject

to a non-zero initial conditions and someerrors, then it cannot be tolerated that these

conditions may cause an unboundedsignal at some other location in the closed loop

system. Internal stability guarantees that all signals are bounded providedall injected

signals are bounded’.

Uyw/z (2) is selected such that whenit is coupledIf the a stable and invertible system C

to Gv2(z) to form I2,,(z) the lossless condition

lz? + |e’? < fe/||? + feo? (5.30)
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is enforced, that means for bounded lg inputs w’ and z’, then w and z will also be

bounded. Due to GY,(z) being stable for the same inputs internal signal u and y will

also be bounded. Now GY,(z) can be considered as w'z/uy € G. Whereall of the

signal spaces are /2 bounded. This can be manipulated into the final central controller

form Kk.wu" (z) which can be considered as w'z/wy € K (wherethe first two spaces are

the inputs and the last two the outputs) or with a change of causality uw’yz’ € K,

where the signals are still bounded, meaning the system is output stable, and internal

stability is enforced.

5.3 Alternative method via I-spectral factorisation and

direct inversion

Though the method previously outlined is very robust in terms of determining internal

stability and guaranteeing the 71. criteria defined by the user, the system of inversion

by partial inverses may prove time consuming. An alternative is provided here where

the method follows the steps of a more straight forward inversion, similar to that found

in [103].

The forward plant dynamics are augmented in the same manner with the chosen

system weighting functions to provide the system G¥iz,(z), in the form

zy Wi(z)n —P(z)Wi(z)n
zo} 0 W2(z)¥2 w
z3| 0 P(z)W3(z)73 "| (5:31)
y 1 —P(z)

The matrix in this format is singular and therefore non invertible. An equivalent square

matrix now requires forming that is non singular and therefore invertible. This can be

achieved through I-spectral factorisation, where the problem is formed in the same

manner as the J-spectral factorisation, but with an identity matrix in place of the J

matrix. This is an I-spectral factorisation because the signal spaces are all in their

original formats. The new factorised system G¥2,(z), is now of the form

|] _ |Gi1(2) got) "| (5.32)

Goi(z) Ge2(z)) Lu

This contains the same energy transmission properties as the original nonsquare format

 

andis also now invertible. This can be formedinto the central controller K.yz (2), where

 

Go,0(z) —Gi2(2) F
—Goi(z) Girlz) |

 

wl 1

I‘ — Gi1(z)Go 2(z) — Gi,2(z)Ga,1(z)
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This formationstill allows the user the freedom to choosethe level of Q with its impact

upon controllers in the suboptimum 7, criteria. The final SISO controller again is

formed in the same manner as

Q(z)Ki2(z)K2,1(z)
1— Q(z)K1,1(z)

This formation gives no guarantees of internal stability, however could provide a quicker

K¥(z) = 4 FG(2) (5.34)

method than the full J-spectral factorisation by partial inverses, and could provide a

means to quickly tune the system design weighting functions. Once these are settled

upon the full partial inverse factorisation can be performed to guarantee that the con-

troller possesses internal stability.

5.4 Conclusions

This Chapter introduces the block formation H., design process for controller creation

by a series of approximate partial inverses of the forward augmented system. This

formation originated from the controller design technique by direct inverse of the for-

ward augmented system by identification. This was originally intended for nonlinear

systems. It was realised that because of the formation of the augmented system, a

direct inverse would be singular.

To guarantee the internal stability of a nonlinear controller generated by this method,

a series of partial inverses would be required so that the signal spaces could be inspected

to be bounded input bounded output. This was dueto the linear assessment techniques

no longer being applicable in the nonlinearsituation. In this system also, thefirst par-

tial inverse cannot be inverted, even in the single sensitivity case, as the solution is

singular. J-spectral factorisation is therefore required to generate a square invertible

system with the same energy transmission properties as the prefactorised and possibly

non-square system. A J-spectral formation is required as opposed to an I-spectral for-

mation as a numberof the signal spaces becomenegative duringthefirst partial inverse

process.

After the factorisation has occurred, internal stability can be checked and the system

manipulated to the final form of the central controller. This form of design also allows

the free choice of the dissipation parameter for post design free tuning that is not

normally associated with the benchmark 2-Riccati equation design approach.

An alternative direct inverse I-spectral factorisation formation is also proposed.

Where the forward augmented system is factorised into a square invertible system.

This is a potentially faster two step process, that could be used for weighting function

selection, but does not guarantee the internal stability of the solution. Subsequently a

full J-spectral factorisation design could be performed to guarantee the internal stability

of the controller.



Chapter 6

Discrete Riccati equation

J-spectral factorisation

6.1 Introduction

This chapteris the first of the J-spectral factorisation techniques to be presented that

implement the block formation H, control structure of Chapter 5. This technique

was first implemented in an automotive application in [111] and [112] but takes the

methodology from [56] and [47].

This chapter explains the implementation of the technique and howthis is an adap-

tation from the chain scattering problem formation concepts. It also explains the use

of Riccati equation solvers in the continuous and discrete case and outlines the design

algorithm. Designs are then performed on the three examples in this thesis, the low

order system, idle speed control and spark advance (SA) to peak pressure position

(PPP) control. The latter two being applied successfully to the engine, and proving

highly comparable to the 2-Riccati equation technique. Theeffect of sub-optimal H.,

design is also shown, and that how online Q operator tuning can be used in suboptimal

designs as a fine tuning mechanism.

6.2 Chain scattering and the linear continuous Riccati

based approach

The chain scattering approach, which can be viewed as an alternative approach to the

two block formation controller design approach, was originally applied to the continuous

problem formation case in [53] and [54], with a very similar approach in [31]. This is

also summarised in [55], with similarities drawn to the 2-Riccati solution already shown.

Whilst J-spectral factorisation was first employed to the 71. problem as an alternative

method to the 2-Riccati approach, it fundamentally follows the same path as the 2-

block approach via a series of partial inverses, as introduced in the previous Chapter,

and as such can be thought of in the same framework.

85
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Thefirst partial inverse, as shown in the previous Chapter, where the original system

causality of inputs w and u to outputs z and y have been changed to inputs w and z

to outputs u and y, is considered in this technique as a chain scattering matrix as

Jet "
where if cast in a state space format

(at :
then the problem is soluble, if there are solutions to the two Riccati equations

ATX +XA+CTJIC —(XB+CTJD)R-1(BTX + DTIC) =0 (6.3)

YAT+AY+YC7JCY =0 (6.4)

such that X > 0, Y > 0, Amaz(XY) < 1, ReXA(A- BF) < 0, RerA(A— HC) < 0,

and where R= D?JD, F = R71(B7X + D’JC) and H = —YCTJ,thesolution then

becomes
A-—BF | —(I- ¥XIUB — HD) Ay—1Tor 7 D (6.5) 

Awe __Guy =

where D is nonsingular such D?JD = DTJD. It is then shownin [55], that if the first

partial inverse is stable, then only the second Riccati equation needs to be applied,

where X > 0, increasing the speed of y convergence, and that the solution now aligns

with that of the 2-Riccati equation approach. This formation can now be manipulated

into the final form of the controller.

Nonlinear extensions of this are developed in [38] and [107]. These are considered

as extensions of the Riccati approach by solving Hamilton-Jacobi-Bellman equations.

Chain-scattering is extended to the nonlinear case in [3] and [42].

6.3 Linear discrete Riccati based approach

The continuous domain results from the previous section have been extendedinto the

discrete domain in [56] and later in [47]. This step is far from trivial and adds great

complexity to the solution. Furthermore [56] states that although a known bilinear

transform between the z and s planes can be applied,this is complex, gives no indication

of the structural properties of the problem and precludes systems with marginally

unstable poles. Therefore the complexity of the approach resulting from remaining in

discrete timeis justified.

Again the aim being to create a square equivalent system Guz (z) of the first partial

inverse system G7; (z) such that

Guz" (—2) IGU2(z) = Guz" (-z) J’Gu(z) (6.6)
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The forward augmented system Giji,(z) (system #1 in Figure 5.2(b)) is converted into

the upwards causality system Gyjj(z) (system 72 in Figure 5.2(b)) by manipulation.

This system is then considered in the packed state space form

GY? (2) = O(2I — A)1B +D= aS (6.7)

The factorisation first requires the development of the discrete adjoint system, (super-

script * denoting the equivalent adjoint)

Gu" (—2) = -—BTAT(2I — AT)!ATCT + (D? — BTATC7) (6.8)

to solve the 2 x 2 matrix E by a zero order J-spectral factorisation of

G*(-1)JG(1) = ETJ'E (6.9)

by Newton-Rhapson iteration convergence, this technique is covered in Chapter 7. The

Riccati equation

A?XA+C?TJC-[A’XB+C7JD][D?JD+B?XB]"1[B7xXA+D7JC|—X =0 (6.10)

is then solved for the X, using the MATLAB DAREsolver [101], such that A+ BF is

stable with F' of the form

F =—(D?JD+B?XB)"(D'JC + BTXA) (6.11)

The stable factorised system Guz (z) (system #3 in Figure 5.2(b)) can now be found

from

x A|—-BWZ _ -1
Guy (2) =M + 7 | (6.12)

where

M =Gy(-1)E™ (6.13)

and

Gn(z) = 3-4] (6.14)

The system Guz (z) is then inverted to produce the downwardscausal system GY, (z)

(system #4 in Figure 5.2(b)). This is then coupled to the upward system Gi/(z) to

produce the system [¥7,(z), stability of which guarantees the internal stability of the

central controller. Once these conditions are satisfied the final central controller can

now be produced in the form wu(z) (system #5 in Figure 5.2(b)). As mentioned

this format allows the user the freedom to choose an Q, subject only to |Q| < 1, whilst

guaranteeing that in the closed loop the relation of w to z is dissipative.
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6.3.1 Discrete Riccati equation J-spectral factorisation design algo-
rithm

The following is a step by step design procedure for the creation of single or mixed

sensitivity linear controllers.

1. Check the the system dynamics P(z) are stable, if not stabilise with feedback,

non minimum phase (NMP) characteristics are permissible.

2. Augment the forward system with chosen weighting functions andinitial + levels,

to create system Git, (z) (system #1 in Figure 5.2(b)).

3. Create thefirst partial inverse G77 (z) (system #2 in Figure 5.2(b)) either through

algebraic manipulation or throughidentification by altering the system causality.

4. Convert the non-invertible system G7; (z) into the invertible 2 x 2 system Ge)

(system #3 in Figure 5.2(b)). Through a Riccati equation based J-spectral fac-

torisation.

(a) Create the adjoint system Gus (-z) using equation 6.8

(b) Determine EF using a zero orderalgebraic J-spectral factorisation with Newton-

Rhapsoniterations to solve equation 6.9, this may involve a search of initial

conditions until convergence is reached (the technique is covered in Chapter

TD):

(c) Solve the Riccati equation 6.10 for X using the discrete algebraic Riccati

equation solver of MATLAB.

(d) Find F from equation 6.11.

(e) Find Gp from equation 6.14.

(f) Find M using Gy and F in equation 6.13.

(g) Finally find G2 (z) from equation 6.12.

5. Invert the system Guz (z) to create the system GY,(z) (system #4 in Figure

5.2(b)). This is achieved through algebraic manipulation or inverse identification.

WZ6. Check thestability of Ga (z) and of the transmission properties through [¥,(z) =

Giz (z)Giy,(z) if not suitable try different candidates in the Newton-Rhapsonit-

eration selection of E or reduce the 7 levels.

7. Create central controller A7(z) (system 75 in Figure 5.2(b)), through algebraic

manipulation or identification from Gv2(z) or Gala).

8. Check the closed loop characteristics of the system, including stability and dissi-

pation.
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9. If necessary change the system weights and repeat the process.

This process is summarised in the flow chart of Figure 6.1.

6.3.2 MATLAB code development

Commercial code is not available for the design technique outlined in this Chapter.

Bespoke code was therefore written in the MATLAB/Simulink environment for the

application of the algorithm. This allowed complete freedom of development of the

design process. The code can be seen in Appendix B, andallows the choice of weighting

functions, performs the plant augmentation, and the partial inverses required. Useis

made of the MATLABdiscrete algebraic Riccati equation solver for the J-spectral

factorisation. The software is then used to assess energy comparison of the factorised

system and the internal stability of the controller, before generating the final central

controller.

6.4 Low order example

This simple first order example was first introduced in Chapter 4 using the benchmark

2-Riccati equation design procedure. The design is performed here with the Riccati

equation J-spectral factorisation, first in a single sensitivity case, followed by a mixed

sensitivity design. The effect of post-design Q tuning is then shown in both design

cases in terms of the step response, the steady state variance to a uniformly distributed

noise source and the robustness of the systems.

6.4.1 Single sensitivity design

As prescribed by the previoussection the first step is to convert the forward augmented

system into Gif (z), the first partial inverse of the system. This can be achieved in a

numberof ways, either through identification of the forward system and changing the

causality of the signal or simple algebraic manipulation, the latter is performed here.

This gives the system with 7; = 0.68 now in the packed notation state space form as

 

0.7951 0 0.5 0
GY? (2) = P(z) 1 [AB] _ 0 1 0 0.5
we | 0 mWilz)} LeC}D]~ 05014 0 10.0165 1

0 ons | 0 0.782
(6.15)

To perform the J-spectral factorisation of Gijj(z) to Gu? (z), a simple zero order

algebraic J-spectral factorisation by Newton-Rhapsoniterationsis first used to deter-

mine &. Initial conditions require selecting which impact upon the final controller,

these were heuristically chosen to be Fi, = 2, Bij, = 12, Fi., = 4, Bin, = 9, thus
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Figure 6.1: Discrete Riccati J-spectral factorisation design flow
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giving the solution

EE Bre aes! (6.16)
—0.0254 0.9008

in eleven iterations. The MATLABDiscrete Algebraic Riccati Equation solver is then

used to determine X and then Gy

0.7951 0 0.5 O

  

  

=n = + | - x58 8 . “2 (6.17)

1.137 -—0.6652} 0 1

from which

M=|Sos00 2.30 6.8
Thereafter the stable factorised upward system is

0.7951 0 —0.5 0

Co (@) = MO ; 7 | =l—: o_O (6.19)
—2.212 1.894 0.4904 0.6881

—2.126 1.937 0.5669 0.4166

The energy was then checked across the new factorised system to find if the energy

transmission was the same as the original system from u and y to w and z. With

satisfactory energy convergence the stable inverse system GY,(z) was now created

through manipulation. Due to Gyj(z) being stable and minimum phase (MP) this

required no further stabilisation. With the two systems being stable, this implies

(z) is shown in theTY(z) is stable and hence the central controller is stable. GY

packed state space notation form as

—0.6629 1.464 1.121 —1.852
a A|B —0.5683 1.333 -1.525 1.32
Uy _— oa

Crutar (2) = | C|D ] ~ 2.916  —2.928 Se 3.703 48-20)
1.137 —0.6652} 3.051 —2.639

 

The last step is to create the controller Ku(2). This is performed through manipula-

tion as outlined earlier, so the controller without Q inherent in the system is shown in

the state space form as

0.9842 —0.2949 0.1746 0.4988
A|B —0.1106 —1.065 1.223 -1.113

WU — —

Kay @) = C | ~ 0.0811 0.2572 0.865 0.3278 (6.21)
0.1119  —2.722 1.764 —0.7348

 

with the multiple input multiple (MIMO) Bodeplot of the central controller system

shown in Figure 6.2. This shows the four unique transmissions, from the two inputs z’

and y to the two outputs w’ and u, in this system.
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Figure 6.2: Low ordersingle sensitivity Riccati J-spectral central controller Bode mag-

nitude plot

Closed loop Q tuning

The separately selected Q can be any static or dynamic system that fulfills the require-

ment ||Q|| < 1. To demonstrate the effect of this function, it is restricted here to a

static function where Q € (—0.99, 0.99) and this can be shown to vary the closed loop

characteristics of the system in terms of its closed loop frequency response, the step

time response, the variance to a steady state disturbance and the system robustness.

The closed loop frequency response can be seen in Figure 6.3 with varyinglevels of Q.

When Q = 0, the system behavesas a dissipative all passfilter, as Q — 1 this character

tend toward a unity gain all pass filter, with the exception of Q = 0.5 which moves

away from the 0 dB line. Taking Q in the negative direction, a similar trend can be

observed.

The time response to unit step disturbance for varying levels of Q is shown in Figure

6.4. At the lower values of @ the response is very similar to that gained with the 2-

Riccati equation solver, with a settling time of around 15 seconds, a zero steady state

error and a control action of around 2 units. As Q is increased to just below unity the

use of the control action increases to 3 units, there is also a large overshoot and the

settling time relaxing to around 20 seconds. Taking Q in the negative direction, the

general trend of the positive direction applies without the last anomalies.

The steady state error trend across 1000 samples due to a +1 uniformly distributed

noise disturbance can be seen in Figure 6.5. This shows a general trend that at the
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smallest values of Q (ie. @ < 0) corresponds to the highest variance for both the

control action and the output, which reduces to around the Q = 0.8 area. Where for

further increase in Q the variance rises sharply for both channels. Therefore in terms

of (u”) the control action variance ranges from 0.5 to 12, with a corresponding output

variance in terms of (y?) ranging from 0.37 to 0.62. The variation in the gain margin

 15 T T r T T r 7 r
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“o” 0.5
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Figure 6.5: Low order single sensitivity Riccati J-spectral variance

(GM) and the delay margin (DM)of the system can be seen in Figure 6.6. This shows

that as Q is varied the system retains a reasonably constant level of robustness, with

the GM varying from 10 dB to 24 dB, and the DM varying from approximately 1 to

7.5 discrete samples.

Collectively these four points demonstrate that though the central controller fulfills

all of the design criteria set out, the Q function canstill be used as a final tuning devise

once online, whilst at the same time retaining the robustness of the system. In the case

here this is limited to a static gain. The function Q is not limited to this and justifies

further investigation.

6.4.2 Mixed sensitivity design

The goal with the mixed sensitivity case is to reduce the level of control action used to

approximately half the value used in the single sensitivity case. As prescribed thefirst

step again is the conversion of the forward system G%jj,(z) into the first partial inverse

system Gy (z). This is achieved through algebraic manipulation of the matrix. This
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Figure 6.6: Low ordersingle sensitivity Riccati J-spectral robustness margins

give the system with 7; = 0.68 and 72 = 0.6 as

 

0.7951 0 0.5 0
P(z) 1 0 1 0 0.5

Gvi(iz)=] 0 muWi(z)} =|] 05014 0 [0.0165 1
y2Wo(z) 0 0 0.408} 0 0.782

0 0 0.6 0

Now the J-spectral factorisation is performed of Gyj(z) to Gu? (z), Matrix £ is first

created via an zero order algebraic J-spectral factorisation. Initial conditions were

heuristically chosen as Ej,, = 64, Ej,, = 1, Eig, = 1 and E;,, = 100, this giving a

final solution of
RE esas iene|

0.8383 1.0763

The MATLAB DAREsolveris then used to solve equation 6.10 for X

—7.2847 7.0414

oe oan —6.8123

and then Gy is determined as

0.7951 0 " 0

 

GC -(41+4]- 0 1 0 0.5
TTF I |” 7.129 6861; 1 0

7.125 Saal 0 1

from which
m= [Ree eae

—9.6548 —9.2574
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following on the stable factorised square upwards system is

 

Oflt20 0s 0
4 A|-B 0 1 -0  -0.5WZ a -l a

Guy (2) = M a I |- 15.76 —16.32|—4.987 2.778
-15.66 16.33 5.201 3.006

The energy transmission is now checked for the new system Guz (z) and compared to
uythat across Gyy(z). With a satisfactory condition the stable inverse (ae (z) is now

created. Due to Gv2(z) and Guy (z) being stable and MP the implication is that

Tit" (z) is stable and therefore the central controller is internally stable. GY4_,(z) is

shown in packed notation form as

—2.769 3.43 2.79 2.979

avy (2) — |A|B] _ |=3863_ 422 |4.827 4.629
wet 4) = 1G | e199 ey 2558 6,158
 

7.125 —6.439 —9.655 —9.257

The final step is the algebraic manipulation of G%¥.,(z) to create the final central

controller KMHa). So the controller without an inherited Q is

0.9171 0.8238 —0.0485 —0.5605

Ke" (2) _ A | B | es 0.1637 —0.6278 0.09583 —0.2343

2 C 0.07836 —0.7007 —0.9588 —0.1036

0.1923 0.5779

 

0.0123 —3.015

with the Bode magnitude plot of the central controller shown in Figure 6.7, showing

the four unique transmissions.

Closed loop Q tuning

As with the single sensitivity case the application of the separately selected Q can be

shown to vary the closed loop dissipation characteristics of the system in Figure 6.8.

This shows as Q tends toward unity the system transmission from the disturbance to

the controlled outputs tend to an all pass filter, with the trend repeated with Q altered

in the negative direction, with an exception at Q = —0.5 with this moving further from

the 0 dB line.

The time response for varying levels of Q to a unity step disturbance is shown in

Figure 6.9. In this mixed sensitivity case the selection of Q does not make a large

difference to the time response of the system to a unit step. However in comparison

to the single sensitivity case it can be seen to reduce the controller usage level to just

over unity whilst retaining the time response characteristics of the output.

The variance of the control action and the output across 1000 samples to a £1

uniformly distributed noise disturbance across the range of Q can be seen in Figure

6.10. Again this shows how @ can be used to manipulate the controller, with the lowest
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sponse

level of variance for both channels being around Q = —0.95, then increasing towards

Q = 1. The range of variance for the control action in terms of (u?) is 0.2 to 0.35, and

the range for the output level in terms of (y?) is 0.363 to 0.373.

The robustness margins with variation in Q are shown in Figure 6.11. This shows

fairly consistent levels of robustness across the entire range of Q, with the GM ranging

from 17.5 dB to 25 dB, and the DM staying consistently around 6.1 discrete samples.

As with the single sensitivity case this demonstrates that Q can have an affect for

online tuning on the closed loop system without affecting the robustness of the system.

It also shows that the block design formation is remarkably close to designs achieved

with the 2-Riccati equation benchmark. Though with the freedom to choose Q after

the design process now a possibility.

6.5 Idle speed control example

The idle speed modelas identified in Chapter 3 and which designs were performed on

in Chapter 4, is again used here to perform a controller design in the mixed sensitivity

case with the Riccati equation J-spectral factorisation technique. As demonstrated

with the 2-Riccati equation approach the idle speed systems physical requirements

cannot be achieved with a single sensitivity design alone. Therefore a mixedsensitivity
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design with primary and control weighting functions is performed. This design is then

successfully applied to the engine, where online Q parameter tuningis used to highlight

the benefits of using the 7.. block formation controller design technique.

6.5.1 Mixed sensitivity

As mentioned the idle speed controller design cannot be achieve by using the primary

weighting function alone, as this generally means the control action is too high to be

physically realisable. So a control weighting function is added in an attempt to reduce

the control demandlevel to a realistic amount, with the weighting functions again the

same as those used in the 2-Riccati design for direct comparison of the techniques. The

first step is the conversion of the forward system Gi,(z) into the first partial inverse

system Gy (z). This is achieved through algebraic manipulation of the matrix, thus

giving the system with 7; = 0.2 and 72 = 300 as

P(e) 1

Giiy (2) = 0 11W1(z)
|y2W2(z) 0

[ 0.8585 —0.8806 —1.185 2.103 —0.01083 —2.847

LAT 0.2833 —0,5074 1.101 —0.1236 0.209

—0.9723 0.5705 L089 —1.081 —0.1605 2.33

= —0.08482 -—0.01985 0.05868 0.9577 —0.1429 —2.512
 

 —0.3317 —0.1946 —0.4199 0.2452 0.23 —2.5

0 0 0 0 0 300

—1.692 0.1926 —0.9947 1.079 1 —10.87

The next step is to perform the J-spectral factorisation of G7jj(z) to Guz (z). Thefirst

step in this subprocessis to create the matrix FE, via an algebraic J-spectral factorisation

using Newton-Rhapson iterations. Initial conditions of which are heuristically chosen

as Ej, , = 64, Bi,, = 1, Hi,, = 1 and Ej, = 100, this giving a final solution of

Ae —29.1484 0.9875
~ |—301.2974 0.1232

The MATLAB DAREsolveris then used to solve equation 6.10 for X and then Gy is

determined as

 

2.088: 1.208 0.7263 0 4 0
2 0 0 0 p26

ae Al=B | ft 0 0.5 0 0 0 0
nt Fier {es 0 0 0 1 0 0.25

0.08377 —0.06489 0.0538 —0.001456|/1 0
9.622 =7.587° 8.659 —0,4198 ‘ 1

from which
Me ee cael

1.0697 —0.0386
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Following on the stable factorised square upwards system is

a A|-BWZ _ —1Lies (z) =M Fg |

2.688  —1.208 0.7263 0 —4 0

2 0 0 0 0 0

| 0 0.5 0 0 0 0
— 0 0 0 1 —0.25
 

—7.895 6.314 —7.465 0.3695 —12.76 0.9413

27.88 —21.56 17.45 —0.4406 —353.1 0.1783

the MIMO Bodeplot of the reduces dimension transmissions is shown in Figure 6.12.

With energy transmission convergence and internal stability conditions met, the re-
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Figure 6.12: Idle speed mixedsensitivity Riccati J-spectral factorised system Bode

magnitude plot

uyduced dimension factorised system, G,7_,,

2.353 —0.9482 0.5111 0.005824 —0.00216 0.01141

(z) is shown in packed notation form as

2 0 0 0 0 0
“ 0 0.5 0 0 0 0
~ —2.381 1.897 2.165 1.103 —0.2674 0.009662
 

0.08377 —0.06489 0.0538 —0.001456 0.0005401 —0.002852

9.522 —7.587 8.659 —0.4123 1.07 —0.03865
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The final step is the algebraic manipulation of GH) to create the final central

controller KE#2). So the controller without an inherited @ is

mere = [A
0.9295 0.277 0.06792 —0.07953 0.004812 0.2204

 

—0.5597 1.175 1.383 1.325 —0.019366. 0.02191

_ 0.2274 —0.4709 0.6074 —0.1559 —0.008412 0.1141

~ —0.05503 0.4843 —0.04515 0.6606 —0.007289 —0.02413

—1.984 0.4811 4.431 6.51 0.03613 0.9349

0.0187 —0.009491 —0.04225 —0.04383 —0.002832 0.0005049

with the Bode magnitude plot of the central controller shown in Figure 6.13, demon-

strating the four unique transmissions through the system.
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Figure 6.13: Idle speed mixed sensitivity Riccati J-spectral central controller Bode

magnitude plot

Closed loop Q tuning

The mixedsensitivity idle speed system design was put through a series of tests with

varying levels of the parameter @, where Q € (—0.99,0.99). In a frequency response

sense the application of the separately selected Q can be shownto vary the closed loop

dissipation characteristics of the system in Figure 6.14. This shows as Q — |1| the

system from the disturbance to the controlled outputs tend to anall passfilter.
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Figure 6.14: Idle speed mixed sensitivity Riccati J-spectral energy dissipation Bode

magnitude plot

The time response to a step disturbanceof 100 rpm for varying levels of Q is shown

in Figure 6.15. In this mixed sensitivity case the selection of Q makesa subtle difference

to the time response of the system to a 100 rpm step. However in comparison to the

2-Riccati single sensitivity case it can be seen to reduce the controller usage level to

just under 20% ABV whilst retaining the time response charactersistics of the output.

The variance of the controller output and system output were measured across

1000 samples, with a +5.5 rpm uniformly distributed noise disturbance input w. The

controller output variance can be seen in Figure 6.16. This shows a fairly symmetric

relation, with the minimum variance around Q = 0. The variance increasing as Q — 1

in both the positive and negative directions, the range in terms of (%?) being 0.021

to 0.97. The variance of the output of the system can also be seen in Figure 6.16.

This relationship is not as symmetric as for the controller output, with a skew to the

negative side of the plane, and with higher variance on the poisitive side of the Q axis,

in terms of (rpm?) this ranges from 10.3 to 11.1.

The robustness margins are shown in Figure 6.17. For the GM,this shows a range

of 5.2 dB to 8.6 dB, with the DM ranging from 5 to 16 discrete samples. This therefore

means the controller remains robust for the entire range of @ values and to a comparable

level to the 2-Riccati controller design. This design is therefore now physically realisable
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Figure 6.16: Idle speed mixed sensitivity Riccati J-spectral variance
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Figure 6.17: Idle speed mixed sensitivity Riccati J-spectral robustness margins

and can be applied to the engine.

6.5.2 Engine application

Controller designs were validated on the Ford Zetec 1.6 litre engine setup. The designs

were put througha series of repeatable tests to obtain an understanding of the robust-

ness of the closed loop and theability to cope with predicted loads. With a target idle

speed of 900 rpm, the system was subject to a load via the dynamometersimilar in

magnitude to that experienced in the idle speed regime.

Figure 6.18 shows the time responseto a crankshaft step load disturbance with the

Q parameter tuned on line. This shows how the time response can be tuned, but how

this is traded off against the variance in the signals, that will be shown in a separate

plot. When Q = 0, the signal can be seen to be very similar to that of the 2-Riccati

approach with a speed drop of 128 rpm, and a maximum control action rise of 7%

ABV. As Q — 1, the speed drop to the disturbance increases to 159 rpm at Q = 0.99,

with a control action of 9% ABV to compensate for the larger drop. As Q — —1 the

speed drop reduces, however at. Q = —0.99 the speed drop is only 86 rpm, but this

returns to a significant overshoot of 91 rpm. It can also be seen that as Q — |1| the

variance of the signals increases, particularly in the control action, as is shown next.

Thevariance tests were then performed over a one minute run of approximately 2000

samples, assessing the reaction to natural crank shaft torque output variations. The

ABVand N variance can be seen in Figure 6.19, with the control channel in terms of
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Figure 6.18: Idle speed Riccati J-spectral step disturbance engine time response

(%) varying from 0.023 to 0.31 and the output channelin terms of (rpm?) varying from

7.86 to 16.5. This follows the general trend with the simulation results, that the variance

minimises around the Q = 0 point and that the variance on either side is symmetric.

Thesize of the variance is different due to differences in the frequency and gain content

of the disturbances, it does show that the Q level provides an opportunity to chose the

controller output variance. The system output variance can also be seen in Figure 6.19.

Though not as clear as the relation for the control variance, the figure shows how the

variance reduces to a point around Q = —0.7 to Q = —0.4, andincreases in both the

negative and positive directions. However it does show that the Q parameter can be

used to tune the output variance and that this can be traded off against a reduction or

otherwise in the controller output variance dependant upon the designers aims.

The comparison of the experimentally obtained GM and DMis shown in Figure

6.20. This showsa clear tracking of the theoretical GM and DM,withslightly increased

robustness. This also shows that the Q value can be used to tune the controller without

greatly affecting the overall robustness of the system.

6.6 SA to PPP control

As in the previous chapter a single cylinder design is performed on the SA to PPP

models as identified in Chapter 3, with the nominal model as selected in Chapter

4. This again only requires a single sensitivity design using the primary weighting

function, with the main aim to minimise the variance in terms of the control action

and the system output.
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6.6.1 Single sensitivity design

As with the 2-Riccati equation design thefirst step is the augmentation of the forward

plant with the chosen weighting function, the design was performed at 7, = 0.999.

The design algorithm was then followed as per the theory section and the previous two

designs. The first step being the creation of the first partial inverse system Gia?)

 

being

0.0382 —0.03175 —0.008207 1.104

G2(z) = P(z) 1 _ —0.01405 0.9994 0.2486 0.2329

ee | OWE 0.6711 0.424 1 —0.0016

0.7554 0.02494 1 —0.0016

(6.22)
As prescribed a simple parametric J-spectral factorisation by Newton-Rhapsonit-

erations is first performed to determine E. Initial conditions that gave a convergent

solution were selected by trial and error to be E;,, = 8, Ei,. = 10, Ej,, = 0.5,

Ei.. = 1, thus giving the solution

  

  

0.8133 1.0733

oS ie rie Kaze)

The MATLAB DAREsolveris then used to determine X and then Gy

0.03774 0 1
A | —B 0 di 0 0.25

Gn = F/I | ~ =262.4 —1246/1 0 ee)
2203 1050-0. “J

from which , wis
0.3371e —0.3371le

i rae 2.8194e3 | (0125)

Thereafter the stable factorised upward system is

0.03774 0 -1 0
a A | —B 0 0.9999; O —0.25WZ _ —1 ese

Cuy (2) = M Fo | ~ =2457 —2257 2369 283.2 oe
—2457 —2257 2368 283.2

The energy is then checked across the new factorised system to find if the energy

transmission is the same as the original system from u and y to w and z. A suitably

close relation was determined, the stable inverse system GY,(z) is now created. Due

to Gy, (z) and G4,(z) being stable and MPthis implies TY(z) is stable and hence
Uythe central controller is internally stable. G (z) is shown in the packed notation form

  

as

262.4 124.6 ee 337.1
= A|B 550.7: 261517047 —704.8uy _ as

Cu) = Lets] = —262.4 —1246| 337.1 —337.1 on
2203 ~=1050 —2819 2819
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The last step is to create the controller Ku(z). This is performed through manipula-

tion as outlined earlier, so the controller without Q inherent in the system is shown in

the state space form as

 

1 0.3668 |Sooos0e2 0.2727

Kult(2) = —0.001409 oa 0.0005062 —0.00071 (6.28)
—0.0005241 —0.652 1 —0.0003547

—0.4212 —0.9429 0.0004223 —0.1196

with the Bode magnitude plot in Figure 6.21, showing the four unique transmission in

the MIMOcentral controller.
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Figure 6.21: SA to PPP single sensitivity Riccati J-spectral central controller Bode
magnitude plot

Closed loop Q tuning

As with the low order and idle speed examples the Q factor can be used to alter the

characteristics of the controller. However as this is a near optimal design due to the

nature of the system, the Q factor starts to have less of an impact on the closed loop

characteristics of the controlled system. In simulation this can be shownin several ways.

The key tests in terms of the time response are the variance and the step response, and

the robustness can be checked in terms of the GM and DM.

The energy dissipation Bode magnitude plot is shown in Figure 6.22. This shows

the system has an almost all pass characteristic, and that this increases marginally as

\Q| - 1.
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Figure 6.22: SA to PPP single sensitivity J-spectral Riccati energy dissipation Bode

magnitude plot

The response of the system to a step that would cause a 10° change in the PPP

and a +1° uniformly distributed noise disturbance is shown in Figure 6.23. This shows

that as this is a near optimal design that varying the Q has verylittle influence on the

simulated time response, but that the time response is within the design parameters.

The variance of the control action and the system output to a 1000 sample +3.3°

uniformly distributed noise are shown in Figure 6.24. This show that for both the

control action and the output the variance shows a uniformity across the range of Q

as this is a near optimal design. The variance of the SA in terms of (0) being 0.295,

with the variance of the PPP in termsof (0?) being 3.8. Both being comparable to the

levels produced with the 2-Riccati design.

The GM and DMareshownin Figure 6.25. Again as this is a near optimal design

they display uniformity across the range of Q values, with the GM being 25.87 dB and

the DM being 15.23 discrete samples. These again are comparable to the 2-Riccati

design and are physically realisable, so can be applied to the engine.

6.6.2 Engine application

After the simulation validation, the controllers were then applied to the engine, where

a step test and variances were checked, along with the online robustness.

The step test to a change in the PPP demandis shownin Figure 6.26 for Q = 0, this
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Figure 6.25: SA to PPPsingle sensitivity simulation robustness margins

is an arbitrary set point because of the near optimal nature of the design. This situation

may arise when knockis detected and the PPP needsto be tracked to alternative value

to avoid engine damage.

Engine parameter variance is shown for one and a half minute runs which equates

to approximately 1000 samples in Figure 6.27, this follows the trend from simulation

that the variance is fairly uniform across the range of Q, and that the experimentally

obtained variances tally with those from simulation.

Stability margins from the engine application are also seen in Figure 6.28, with

the experimentally obtained values also shown. Again this shows that the margins are

consistent across the Q@ range, in both the GM and DM.In terms of the GM they

are slightly below those found in simulation, but in terms of the DM theyareslightly

higher.

6.7 Conclusions

This Chapter introduced the discrete Riccati equation J-spectral factorisation technique

as applied to the H. block formation. Parallels can be drawn between the chain scat-

tering approach of Kimura and the block formation technique of this thesis. Therefore

the Riccati equation J-spectral factorisation in its discrete equation form is used here

as a second close benchmark to the novel discrete J-spectral factorisation techniques of

later Chapters. The discrete format is used because models from system identification

are generated in a discrete format, and controllers are generally implemented in a dis-
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Figure 6.26: SA to PPP Riccati J-spectral engine step response
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Figure 6.28: SA to PPP Riccati J-spectral engine stability margins

crete way in engine control software. Conversions from the discrete to continuous plane

and back can generate convergence problems. So remaining in discrete is potentially

beneficial.

The theory for the formation is covered and a design algorithm is also given. Com-

mercial software to implement the algorithm is not readily available, so bespoke code

was written in the MATLAB/Simulink environment. This performstheseries of partial

inverses and the checks to guarantee the internal stability of the central controller. Use

was made of the MATLABDiscrete Algebraic Riccati Equation solver.

The technique was applied to the three problems of the thesis. The low order

example was performed in both the single and mixed sensitivity cases. This was seen

to react in a similar manner to the 2-Riccati equation approach, where the primary

weighting function is used to tune to output performance and the control weighting

function then added to reduce the control action used. Dissipation parameter tuning

was then also demonstrated. This allowsa final post design process fine tuning of the

system time response without affecting the robustness of the system.

The second application was the idle speed problem. This was performed only in

the mixed sensitivity case with primary and control weighting functions as the design

requirements for the control action cannot be met by single sensitivity design alone.

Again this design is very comparable to the 2-Riccati equation design and fulfills all

of the design requirements in simulation. Application to the engine was successful and
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again comparable to the 2-Riccati equation application. Dissipation parameter tuning

was demonstrated on an engine problem for thefirst time, allowing fine tuning of the

output response without affecting the system robustness margins.

Thefinal application was the identified SA to PPP problem. This again was single

sensitivity only as the design requirements could be met by this formation. Simulation

results proved similar to the 2-Riccati equation controller benchmark. This being a near

optimal design meansthat the dissipation parameter haslittle impact upon the system

output. This proved the case in the application to the engine, where the time response

and stability margins were again comparable to the 2-Riccati equation benchmark.
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Chapter 7

Parametric J-spectral

factorisation with

Newton-Rhapson iterations

7.1 Introduction

This chapter introduces the second J-spectral factorisation technique that is applied to

the block 7. control formation of Chapter 5. This parametric method using Newton-

Rhapson iterations was first introduced in [111] and [112]. The technique is an adap-

tation to the J-spectral of the polynomial I-spectral factorisation of [113][114] and

[109]{110], additionally in [57]. This chapter gives the algorithm showing how thisis

achieved.

The techniqueis applied to the first order example, the idle example and the spark

advance (SA) to peak pressure position (PPP) example of previous chapters. The

latter examples are then successfully applied to the engine and these are the first

known examples of this Newton-Rhapson iteration based technique being applied to

automotive control problems.

The key element of this technique is that it demonstrates the validity of a Newton-

Rhapson iteration based J-spectral factorisation.

7.2 Linear parametric J-spectral factorisation with Newton-

Rhapsoniterations

This technique also follows the block H. control formation of Chapter 5 and utilises an

alternative but relatively simple method of convergence. Sources [109] and [110] pro-

posed a method for the I-spectral factorisation of polynomials with a Newton-Rhapson

method of quadratic convergence, this was also shown in [{113]. The author of the

latter paper then extended this to the matrix case where the system is now multiple

input multiple output (MIMO) in [114]. These last four sources then form the ba-

117
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sis of the spectral factorisation algorithms to solve single input single output (SISO)

and MIMO I-factorisation of polynomial equations in [57], via a Newton-Rhapson type

convergence. The iteration for both SISO and MIMOcases begins by defining the

convergence parameter ((z)

(2) = G*(—2)IG(z) (7.1)

where the forward time matrix G(z) is dimensioned m x n, the adjoint system G*(—z)

is dimensioned n x m, the identity matrix J is dimensioned m x m, the convergence

parameter ((z) is dimensioned n x n. The desired reduced dimension square matrix

property is

B(z) = Ni(-z)1Xi(z) (7.2)

where i is the numberof the iteration, the selected initial condition for the convergence

N;(z) are of dimensions n x n, the determined parameter is X;(z) of the dimension

n x n and the identity matrix J is of dimension n x n. Once X;(z) is determined then

the Newton-Rhapson iteration convergence is performed as

Nisa(e) = 5 (Ne(2) + Xi(2)) (7.3)
until Nj(z) & X;(z), at which point X;(z) = G(z). This was then extendedin [89] into

the J-spectral factorisation.

Therefore utilised in the 1H, block formation, the forward augmented system Gz, (z)

(system #1 in Figure 5.2(b)) is first converted into the upward form G'?7(z) (system

#2 in Figure 5.2(b)) by algebraic manipulation. This is then factorised into the system

Guz (z) (system #3 in Figure 5.2(b)). The J-spectral factorisation is then performed

to obtain

Gig(—2)J'Gug(z) = B(z) = Gus" (-z)IGN (z)

where the dimensions are defined as Gyij(z) is m x n, Guz" (—2z) isnxm, J' ismxm,

B(z) isnxn, Gv2(z) isn Xn, Gur" (—z) isnxnand J isn xn. The reduced dimension

iteration then takes place as

B(z) = Nj (—z)JX;(z) (7.4)

by solving for X;(z) dimensioned n x n, with N;(z) dimensioned n x n as arbitrar-

ily chosen initial conditions for the iteration. The Newton-Rhapson iteration for the

subsequent factorisation is then

1
Ni+i(2) = 5(Ni(z) + Xi(2)). (7.5)

The N;(z) is then substituted into equation 7.4, and the sequence is repeated. This

continues until Nj(z) ~ X;(z). At this point X;(z) = Gv2(z). A simple illustrative

example of this process is shown in the subsection 7.2.1.
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This process is polynomial only and hence requires a fixing of a common denomi-

nator. This has the advantageoffixing the system as stable and also guaranteeing the

inverse GUY (z) is minimum phase (MP). The process requires a heuristically chosenw'2!

set of initial conditionsfor the factorisation and does not guarantee convergence or MP

characteristics for any solution. Therefore a search procedure of initial conditions is

performed where solutions are ranked on parameter convergence, energy convergence

with the prefactorised system and MP characteristics.

The search first checks the phase characteristic of the factorised system. Initial

conditions that produce a MPsolution are saved with their energy convergencelevel of

Iw? - 2) 5 |f(w? - 2] (76)
where w and z are the output signals of the prefactorised system Guy (2) and w’ and

z’ are the outputs of the postfactorised system Gui7'(z). Non minimum phase (NMP)

solutions are discarded at this stage. The saved systems are then ranked in terms of

the energy convergence, the highest being first. These are then searched to determine

which will be the best to create the controller. The highest energy convergence will not

always give the best controller, which makes the further search necessary at this stage

of development of the algorithm.

The technique now follows the route of the block formation solution to create the

final central controller Ky,z'w!

obtained is the same order or higher than that of the augmented forward system, and

(z). This technique has limitations in that the controller

the parameters are restricted to the linear case.

7.2.1 Algebraic J-spectral factorisation with Newton-Rhapson itera-
tions illustrative example

A simple first order square matrix example is shown here to demonstrate the use of the

algebraic J-spectral factorisation technique with Newton-Rhapsoniterations.

Let the system to be factorised compromise first order polynomials

w,) — |@u(2) Gre(z)] _ [gon +9127) Go + 9112271
Gay (z) = = -1 -1

Gai (z) Goo (z) 9021 + 91212 W022 F J1o2%

The equivalent adjoint (the reverse time transpose) of the forward time polynomials

being

Guz" (—z) = i1(—2) ya _ es +9117 9021 ae

we i2(—2) Goo(—-2) Hor2 + 91122 G22 + G122%

following the governing 3(z) matrix is calculated as

_ prwe* WZ _ 1 (—z) G5 (—z) 1 0 G (z) G (z)
B(z) = Guy (—z) Ji. Guy (2) -| «(—2) ont] 0 ‘ en a

=6(z) + Bo(2°) + Br(27*)
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where now

(91129011 ae 91229021 ) (91129012 ae Gi9093)

(9011 9012 GtOtia = G090e5 — 1219109)

(90129012 F 91129112 — 90229022 — Gigs Gigs)

(9011 9112 — 9021 G122 1

(90129112 ce 90229122)

B*(z) = eae ae 1219021 ) (9111 9012 =aa

Bo(z° (90119011 F 91119111 — 90219021 — 91219121

(90129011 F 91129111 — 90229021 — 91229121

S
E

(90:3 9ia1 = 90029101

for the Newton-Rhapsoniteration

By (27) = ae ~ 9021 9121

B = Nj (z)JXi(z)

let matrices for the heuristically chosen starting point of the J-spectral factorisation be

eC ae Nj2(z) =e aes + Pine. Pon +Ds

: No1(z) No2(z) N02 + N19, oe N22 + iene

and the adjoint equivalent is

N3(-z) = Nii (-2) nee te ee + 114,2 2001 ae

: Nip(—2) N22(—z) No M122 Nag + M1992

The side to be calculated in each iteration is

ee me a) i ie die Zoiee

: Xo1(z) X22(z) T0921 oie at L0g2 1 eee

and the adjoint equivalent

* phe Xf\(-2) X3,(—2) — {%0u F L112 Lg, + Lig, 2
x; (—2) ae * =

Xi2(—z) X29(—2) LO FLiy22% L099 + Lg9%

therefore the equivalent @ for the J-spectral factorisation can be shown as

wenoBES BC ES Ey0 -l X91 (z) X99(z)

where

Gx(z) ee fees Bi 7191 £02) (1412012 =e ieee

(M1y22011 a T9900 ) (Mio2012 = T2203)

Bo(2°) (N01, 2011 F 14,0111 — 2021 L021 — M2191) (0412012 + 11412149 — 2021 L099 —ey

(Roi22011 Mpay = agXOn — Mga P12) (No22012 + N1:9L1i9 = M093Z090 — Moe Ping)

Bi(z7') = eae a N01 F191) (20112142 -a

(R012111 Fa T0991; ) (0122142 Te N09 F199 )

The matrices above now require expression in terms of the parameters of X(z). Note

the symmetry of cross-diagonal @ terms, where (f,, = @1,, and Gf,, = (1,2. For the z

section

7011

Ti

Bi, Pins 1141 %011 — 121X021 Mi 0 0 0 Mlo1 0 0 0 Z0i2

Bi, ti Pins ae 1412012 — M191 L029 as 0 0 Nyy 0 0 0 Noy 0 Tio

Bia Pir 1122011 — M122%021 Nig 04 OF 0 Ny, 0 0 O} Zoo,

ce Bios TN112%012 — M2202 O20" nay, .0 0 GO. mig 8) ig

T020

Too
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for g~+

L011

Ti

Pry 011 %141 — 021 F121 0 mo, 9 O DO ~=no,, 0 0 012

Par — O1i1%lig ~ M21 7122] _ 0 0 O no, 9 0 0 =o} |i»

Bro 012% 111 — 022%121 0 No. 9 9 DO =No. 0 0 L021

Bigs N012%1i2 — 0228 129 0 0 0 No». 9 0 0 Noy» Toy

T0990

L199

for 2°

Pou (2011011 F714, L141 — Ny, L021 — M9219; )

Por _ (M011 20.2 + M111 F112 — N01 L022 — M191 2199) =

Poor (20127011 F M1 y9%111 — Ny2%021 — M1992191 )

Boo (2012012 F N1y221y2 — N022L022 — M1992 155)

T011

T1441

N01 Mi 0 0 =o, —M1a 0 0 L012

0 0 NO. May 0 0 2021 N19) Tlie

R012 M1i2 0 0 2022 —Mla2 0 0 021

0 0 No.2 Mis 0 0 2092 Moa} Pla

T0222

Too

the three matrices combine to generate a square system as

Mir NO 0 0 Mo, 2001 0 0 L011 2614,

N12 0 0 2011 M19 0 0 —N021 T1iy 2Bir.

0 M012 M11 0 0 2022 M191 0 O12 2Bin,

0 0 Nig N12 0 0 No. N20 Tlie} _ 2Bio.

N01. M1 0 0 N02, M121 0 0 £001 - Pou

0 0 N01 M111 0 0 2021 71a1 Toy ors

NOi2 Ny. OO 0 =Nog2_ Ngo 0 0 L022 Boo

0 0 N02 Mie 0 0 —N2022 M120 Loo Boos

equivalent to

N;*(—z)Xi(z) = B(z) (it)

solving for X(z) with known values for N(z) and G(z). The Newton-Rhapsoniteration

now takes place on the X;(z) matrix.

1Nisa (2) = 5(Nil2) + Xil2))
These are now the new values for the J-spectral factorisation until convergence of N(z)

with X(z). If values are imposed upon theinitial system to be factorised

a
G22(z)

1+0.2z7!

1+ 0.427!

1+0.1271Gi1(z) _ | ‘

1+0.327
Gig) = en (2)
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The G(z) matrices are therefore

a OR sO ee 2 ee OAs 0.6

an | 0.6 0.6 = | 21428 |i6 > 0.4 0.6

Arbitrary initial iteration values which stabilised after a low numberof iterations were

Netz) = Ni,(z) Ni2,(z)] _[1+1271 12+0.6271
A) | Nos (a) Nea (2)| (140822 10477

The design iterations took 13 steps to converge upon a solution, these are shown in

appendix C. With the factorised system as

a) = Eas Gra(2) S ae —0.5765z~! —3.0465 — ee|
Go (z) G22(z) 3.0465 + 0.6421z-! 3.0465 + 0.946821

 

7.2.2 Algebraic J-spectral factorisation design method

The following is a design procedure using parametric J-spectral factorisation using

Newton-Rhapson iterations for the creation of single or mixed sensitivity linear con-

trollers block Hg controllers.

1. Check the system dynamics P(z) are stable, if not stabilise with feedback, NMP

characteristics are permissible.

2. Augment the forward system with chosen weighting functionsandinitial 7 levels,

to create system G%,(z) (system #1 in Figure 5.2(b)).

3. Create thefirst partial inverse G7(z) (system 72 in Figure 5.2(b)) either through

algebraic manipulation or through identification by altering the system causality.

Check the stability of the system.

4. Convert the non-invertible system G77, (z) into the invertible square system Gv2(z)

(system #3 in Figure 5.2(b)), through algebraic J-spectral factorisation with

Newton-Rhapson iterations.

(a) Search is carried out through initial condition input to the diagonal input

matrix.

(b) Rank solutions in terms of energy convergence to the prefactorised system

and phase characteristics.

(c) Manually search solutions to determine the best possible candidates.

uy
w! 2!

5. Invert the system Guz (z) to create the system G (z) (system #4 in Figure

5.2(b)). This is achieved through algebraic manipulation.

6. Check the stability of G¥4_,(z) and of the transmission properties throughvee) =

G7(z)GWY,(z) if not suitable try different candidate.
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7. Create central controller K7’(z) (system 75 in Figure 5.2(b)), through algebraic

manipulation from GY(2).

8. Check the closed loop characteristics of the system, including stability and dissi-

pation.

9. If necessary change the system weighting functions and repeat the process.

This process is summarised in a flow chart of Figure 7.1.

7.2.3 MATLAB code development

Design code for this process was written as part of the development project in the

MATLAB/Simulink environment. This code allows the user complete freedom over

the design, in terms of weighting function selection, y levels, initial conditions for the

convergence, numberof iterations for the convergence, selection of the non unique J-

spectral factorisation solution and selection of the Q operator level. It also performs

the process of partial inverses automatically and visually shows the energy convergence.

A section of the code is given in appendix C. This is for the J-spectral factorisation of

an initial G32 system of second order polynomials.

7.3 Low order example

As with the 2-Riccati equation and Riccati equation J-spectral factorisation techniques

a controller design in performed onthefirst order example in both the single and mixed

sensitivity cases.

7.3.1 Single sensitivity design

As this process follows the block H. controller formation, the first partial inverse is

identical with the Riccati J-spectral factorisation technique of Chapter 6. Divergence

occurs with the requirement for a common denominator system. This determines the

order of the factorisation, in this case second order. A search of initial conditions is

performed to determine a stable and MP system using the Newton-Rhapsoniteration

based parametric J-spectral factorisation with the same or close to the same energy

transmission characteristics, as the original common denominator system. This search

involved 500 initial conditions, where the initial matrix is

_ k+0z7!+027-? 04+027!4+ 027?

= 0402-2 +02-2 14027! +0272 (7.8)Ni(z)

where & = 1 — 500. This matrix was chosen for search simplicity, however any of the

parameters can beiterated to generate theinitial conditions. From the matrix selected

the best compromise between stability and energy transmission convergence was found
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Figure 7.1: Parametric Newton iteration J-spectral factorisation design flow chart
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at k = 37. This factorised system is then converted to state space form for better

computational accuracy, as

 

 

0.7951  —8.949e78 2 9.677
~ —8.873e78 1 —8.744e-7 —2.214
‘WZ __

Guy (2) = 7799 0.8944 1.077 1.211 (7.9)
1.119 —0.8992 —1.114 1.08

This requires inverting and checking for stability. As the solution so far is stable

and MPthis will be the case, meaning the final controller will possess internal stability.

The packed notation state space realisation of GY,(z) is

 

—0.6629 1.323 11.62 13.03

a —0.6291 1.333 —13.28 —12.84uy _
Cuter?) = 0.729 —0.6613) —5.81  -—6.515 (7.10)

0.2842 —0.1502 5.998 5.799

Again the central controller is created by the algebraic manipulation of the GY,(z)

matrix, with the state space equation shown below and the Bode magnitude plot in

Figure 7.2 showing the four unique transmissions through the MIMOsystem.

Ky" (z) = ae (7.11)

where

1.143 1.424 —0.9697 2.732 —0.07113
—0.6499 0.03001 —0.2223 0.4445 0.006804
—0.1886 —0.1586 0.832 0.4166 —0.005099

A=] 0.5519 0.4641 0.4916 —0.219 0.01492
—4,263e-'!  —3.583e71! —1.432e-! 1.121e710 1
3.586e-!4  6.865e7!4 —5.579e7$4 -1.021e78 —3.247e7 11
1.338e-918 2.612e-18 —2.122e-38_— 3.88e-18 — 1.58714

—0.02937 —0.04009
—0.04202  —0.04183
—0.01612 —0.01715
0.04717 0.05019

—4,38le—1!  —3.878e—12
1 3.953e—14

—5.053e714 1

—0.7326  —1.968
—0.7681 —0.0579
—0.3148 0.2253

B=1| 0.9205 2.127
3.77e7> 1.561

—0.001273 1.409
1.145 0.001672

cu 0-523 1.556 —0.3711 1.493  -—1.309 —0.05401 0.002022
—0.4085 —0.1338 —0.4065 1.439 —0.01187 —0.02101 —0.04565
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Figure 7.2: Low order single sensitivity parametric J-spectral central controller Bode

magnitude plot

Closed loop Q tuning

As with the Riccati equation J-spectral factorisation, the Q parameter can be iterated

to fine tune the controller. Dissipation characteristics are shown in Figures 7.3, tending

to 0 dB all pass characteristic as |Q| — 1.

The time response for the closed loop system subject to a unit step disturbanceis

shown in Figure 7.4. This shows distinct similarity to the 2-Riccati equation solution

and the Riccati based J-spectral factorisation, with a settling time of approximately 20

seconds and a maximum controller demand of approximately 2.5 units at Q = 0. Very

little variation occurs in this time response as Q is varied, except for when Q = —0.99,

where the controller demand extends to 3.5 units and the settling time relaxes to 20

seconds.

The variance to a +1 uniformly distributed noise input over 1000 samples in both

the control and output channels is shown in Figure 7.5. This shows that the lowest

level for variance in both the control and output channels occurs around Q = 0.95, and

both increase as Q — 1. The rangeof the controller variance in terms of (u?) is 0.1 to

12 and the output variance in terms of (y”) is 0.37 to 0.62.
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Figure 7.5: Lowordersingle sensitivity parametric J-spectral factorisation variance

The robustness margins of the system are shown in Figure 7.6. This shows that the

gain margin (GM) remains consistent across the Q range at 10 dB, with a spike to 26

dB. The delay margin (DM) too remains reasonably level at 6 discrete samples, with a

slight tail off near Q = —1.

Results for the parametric Newton-Rhapsoniteration J-spectral factorisation design

are reasonably close to the designs performed by the 2-Riccati approach and the Riccati

equation J-spectral factorisation. Again with this technique possessing the ability to

iterate the Q parameter online, after the design process is complete.

7.3.2 Mixed sensitivity design

As before the mixed sensitivity design is now performed to bring a reduction in the

control action used, to approximately half of that used in the single sensitivity design.

Thefirst independent step again in this approach is the production of a system with

a common denominator, in this case second order. The next process is to perform the

J-spectral factorisation with Newton-Rhapson iterations. As before the solution is not

guaranteed to be MP, possess the required energy characteristics or converge upon a

solution so a search of initial conditions is performed until a suitable solution is reached.

The search involved five hundredinitial conditions in the form of

_ [k+0z274+0z2-? 0402714027?
Nilz) = 0+0z7!+0z2-? 200+ 027!+ 02-2

(7.12)

where k = 1 — 500, with the best compromise solution arriving at k = 159. Again the

system is converted into a state space format for better computational accuracy in the
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Figure 7.6: Low ordersingle sensitivity parametric J-spectral robustness margins

MATLABenvironment as

 

0.7951  —6.733e-9  5.35e76 —4 —1.156e~4
1.795 1 —4,687e—5 —4 0.006362

Gui (z) = 0.002585 8.494e-1! 1 —0.005643  —4.428 (7.13)
1.547 0.002077  —1.445 —3.858 2.123
—1.532 —0.002078 1.446 4.131 —2.413

This system now requires inverting and checkingfor stability and phase characteristics.

In this instance the system is MP and stable and is therefore internally stable. The
% ¢ uy :state space realisation of Gy77,,(z) is

~2.769 —0.004453 3.099 17.92 15.77
—1.764 0.9955 3.094 17.87 15.72

(z) = -3.946 -0.004633 4.224 33.98 31.74 (7.14)
0.8911 0.001113 —0.7747 —4.479 —3.941
0.8906 0.001045 —0.7272 -7.669 —7.163

Guw!2!
 

The central controller is created by algebraic manipulation of the system GY,(z),

with the state space equation shown below and the Bode magnitudeplot in Figure 7.7,

showing the four unique transmissions in the central controller.

KY(2) =a (7.15)
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where

0.1234 1.181 0.7933 —1.02 0.04788
—0.2318 0.3896 0.5651 —0.5713 0.06088
—0.2378 1.286 0.8434 0.03894 —0.03745

A= 0.276 1,499 0.1817 0.9548 0.04347
~ 1.805e-29 —9.369e-19 —4.068e-1° —4.618e—10 1

2.036e-11 =A09Ger++ —7.070e- —1,409e- —9.785e°°
1.596e-"  -891le- 6.2542 117be1! —1.488e"1?
—6.1l6e-?.. 1.93ies 0407e, 4b04e — 12. 5.702e-8

—0.01133 0.03304 0.05818
0.08866 0.0782 —0.03042
—0.09896  —0.0637 0.0637
0.1149 0.07393 —0.07394

—2.653e°" 485eo" 1304071”
1 —§,08ie2: 2.095e-9

5.813e—12 1 —2.56e7
4.909e-3 6.268e—18 1

—0.2024 0.5844
—0.3922 2.094
0.433 1.135

Ba 70-2992 -1.225
0.5723 :—2.781
0.9673 1.464
0.7827 —0.04838
0.1162 1.057

cu 1182 -2.122 -0.6105 1.421 —1.793 1.06 —0.003457 —0.1071
0.01277 0.4053 -—0.1102 0.2082 -—0.02298 -—0.07063 —0.04239 0.2325

p — 70-9839 —0.1304
0.2421 0.5841

Closed loop Q tuning

Again a similar analysis to the single sensitivity design is performed in termsof the

frequency response, time responses and the system robustness, all with varying levels

of Q. The dissipation characteristics are shown in Figure 7.8. Which again shows the

effect of a variation in the level of Q. As Q tends to unity the Bode magnitude fits

closer to the 0 dB line and becomesanall pass character.

The time response to a unity drop in the output can be seen in Figure 7.9. The

response to the step input disturbance showsa similar pattern to that of the 2-Riccati

and Riccati J-spectral factorisation techniques, with a similar use of control action and

settling time. A reduction in the control usage from approximately two units to oneis

seen, with minimal effect of the Q value changing.
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Figure 7.7: Low order mixedsensitivity parametric J-spectral central controller Bode

magnitude plot
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Figure 7.9: Low order mixed sensitivity parametric J-spectral step disturbance time

response

The variance to a 1000 sample +1 uniformly distributed noise disturbance can be

seen in Figure 7.10 for both the control and the output channels. This can be seen to

have minimum values at around Q = 0.9 for both the control and output responses.

This, similar to the single sensitivity design can then be seen to increase as |Q| — 1.

The range for the controller variance in terms of (u”) is 0.18 to 0.35, and the output

variance in terms of (y”) is from 0.363 to 0.373.

The margins of the system can be seen in Figure 7.11. Again as with the single

sensitivity the GM remains level across Q at 17.5 dB, with a peak to 24 dB. The DM

remains almost constant at 6.1 discrete samples.

The design compares favourably with the mixed sensitivity designs using the 2-

Riccati and Riccati J-spectral factorisation techniques, though again with the freedom

to choose the Q value offline.

7.4 Idle speed control

A controller using the parametric Newton-Rhapson iteration technique is now designed

for the second example of this thesis; the idle speed problem identified in Chapter 3.

This is again only performed in the mixed sensitivity case due to the constraints being

unrealisable with a primary weighting function only andis successfully applied to the

engine.
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7.4.1 Mixed sensitivity

A single sensitivity design only will not fulfill the design constraints on control action.

Therefore the aim of the mixed sensitivity case is to reduce the level of control action

required to make the system physically realisable. This method asprescribed earlier

follows the same processas the Riccati J-spectral factorisation techniquefor creating the

first partial inverse. The first independent step in this approach is then the production

of a system with a common denominator, here being fourth order. The next process

is to perform the J-spectral factorisation with Newton-Rhapson iterations. However

the solution is not guaranteed to be MP, possess the required energy characteristics

or converge upon a solution. So a search of initial conditions was performed until a

suitable solution is reached. The search involved over five hundred initial conditions in

the form

_ [k+0271 + 02-2 +0273 +0274 §=0 +0271 + 027? + 0273 + 02-4
Nilz) = 0+ 02°)+027-024 0e* 100+ 027! + 02-7 + 02+07

Where k = 1 — 500, with the best compromise solution arriving at k = 89. The

systemis converted into a state space format for better computational accuracy in the

as= [StF (7.16

MATLABenvironment, now

where

0.9399 —0.8087 0.2198 0.07016 —0.001068 —0.2114

1.693 0.4598 0.258 0.08234 —0.001253 —0.2481

—1.049 -—0.38414 0.1091 —0.2667 0.004059 0.8034

ie 1.164  —2.273 0.5269 1.499 —0.3182 —0.6099

0.657 —0.9246 0.1247 1.823 0.1254 —0.44

2127 24 —0.515 2.229 0.5529 1.424

—2.857 0.5555 —0.36 lid —0.3566 0.6537

0.9451 1.646 —0.1554 -—1.328 -—0.3703 —1.648

—0.3244 —0.05752

—0.3808 —0.06751

1.233 0.2187

—0.9362 —0.166

—0.82 —0.1454

0.1608 0.02861

1.946 0.1775

—0.4012 0.8733
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—2.249  —0.4882

9.142 —0.1744

—0.2733 —0.0378

—11.95 —0.05605

B=! 9564 0.03578
—~3.838 0.3385
3.823 0.3316
2.15 —0.02814

—0.1508 0.8523 0.04368 —0.4949 0.1222 0.1318 0.1633 0.03198

es 0.7958 7.3856 —1.147 —3.232 0.6758 1.447 2.609 0.4616

p — {167-5 1.104
~ {390.7 —0.6044

This system now requires inverting and checking for stability and phase characteristics.

In this instance the system is MP and stable. Thestate space realisation of GY,(z) is

GY,(z) =a (7.17)

where

1.524 —0.6147 0.08551 0.4421 0.1757 0.1932

—1.961 0.7103 —0.006621 —0.08239 —0.03142 0.04043

—3.166 1.071 1.062 —0.1952  —0.05831 0.4861

A= —0.03398 —1.253 —0.19 0.2984 —0.1707 0.1006

—0.8127 —2.221 0.5491 2.003 1.445 0.5802

—0.7723 —1.09 0.5746 0.993 1.433 0.8218

—2.812 2.618 0.1954 —1.541 —1.725 —0.6737

0.4267 0.681 0.5978 —0.5791 —0.843 —0.346

0.3081 —0.3184

0.1105 —0.1042

1.03 —1.009

0.2073 —0.2039

1.178 —1.162

0.4347 —0.3064

0.8917 0.3264

0.891 0.3909

—0.6301 0.2755

0.2058 —0.06591

0.2574 —0.1137

B= 0.006273 —0.02379

—0.05058 —0.002452

0.06714 —0.03972

0.3854 —0.1652

—0.2008 0.09582
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_ {0.002744 —0.02151 0.002128 0.007965 0.003081 0.004818

~ 0.5418 —2.517 0.1715 0.797 0.3287 0.6855

0.009533 —0.009453

1.239 —1.248

C

—1.184 0.5075 J

D= paces 0.003344)

The central controller is created by algebraic manipulation of the system Cr, (z), with

the state space equation shown below and the Bode magnitude plot in Figure 7.12

showing the four unique transmissions in the central controller.

Aae(Z) = Pr (7.18)

where

0.8294 —1.016 0.9946 1.319 0.4479 —0.00202

—0.04626 0.8636 —1.523 —2.331 0.1156 0.1729

—0.06305 0.1 0.8116 2.705 0.07227 —0.1348

0.00863  —0.01074 0.002905 1.001 —0.01402 —0.006051

A= —0.2365 —0.3008 1.873 2.438 1.457 —0.01659

0.4874 —0.4753 —0.06747 -—8.075e-° —0.8248 0.6046

—0.1922 0.2332 —0.1311 —0.209 0.3203 0.1733

0.1932 —0.2966 0.1314 0.2326 —0.2987 —0.08352

—0.01765 0.02543 —0.01516 —0.02468 0.02781 0.002879

—0.04794 0.2525 0.9035

0.206 0.06782 —0.4035

—0.2764 0.02698 —0.0003455

0.004368 0.007976 0.08242

—0.256 0.04233 —0.985

0.2571 1.3 2.233

0.91 —0.5673 —0.8888

0.05829 0.6065 2.063

—0.002618 0.01817 1.016

—0.01881 0.03722

0.02086 —0.1474

0.001775 0.2918

—0.002696 0.3565

B= 0.0282 0.1128

—0.00931 —0.0291

0.0007197 —0.03928

—0.01589 —0.0166

—0.03302 —0.03348
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Figure 7.12: Idle speed mixed sensitivity parametric J-spectral central controller Bode

magnitude plot

_ 0.3388 —0.4921 —0.05451 0.2458 —0.5043 0.1013

~ |0.002854 —0.004095 —0.0004541 0.0004834 —0.004485 —0.0007979

0.2217 —0.5934 1.809

C

0.0009693 —0.0029 0.01493

p = 04288 —0.8448
~ {0.002559 0.001547

Closed loop Q tuning

Similarly to previous examples the system is assessed for various design parameters

with the tuning of Q. The closed loop dissipation characteristics are shown in Figure

7.13. Again this demonstrates as |Q| — 1 the Bode magnitudefits closer to the 0 dB

line and becomesa nearall pass character.

The time response to a 100 rpm step disturbance can be seen in Figure 7.14. The

responseto the step disturbance showsa similar pattern to that of the Riccati J-spectral

factorisation technique, with a similar use of control action reduced to a physically

realisable 10 % and settling time of 1.5 seconds.

Again the variance for the control action and system output was calculated offline

to a +5.5 rpm uniformly distributed noise disturbance over 2000 samples, to compare

with the gathered engine data. This can be seen in Figure 7.15 and shows how the
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variance increases for both the control action and the output speed as |Q| — 1. In the

control channel in terms of (%”) this varies from 0.021 to 0.98, and in the output speed

channel in terms of (rpm?) this ranges from 10.28 to 11.53. Both ranges comparable

to the Riccati equation J-spectral factorisation technique.

 

 

 

 

of,
(rp

m?)

 

   
Figure 7.15: Idle speed mixedsensitivity parametric J-spectral factorisation variance

The robustness margins can be seen in Figure 7.16. These again show the variation

with iterating the @ parameter. The GM ranges from 6.3 dB to 8.6 dB, with the

DM varying from 6 to 16 discrete samples. This shows that the Q level can be varied

without loosing the robustness in the design. The design is now physically realisable

and can be applied to the engine.

7.4.2 Engine application

Controller designs were validated on the Ford Zetec 1.6 litre engine setup. The designs

were put througha series of repeatable tests to obtain an understanding of the robust-

ness of the closed loop and the ability to cope with predicted loads. With a target

idle speed of 900 rpm, the system was subject to a load similar to that experienced

by stepped electrical loads acting on the crank shaft via the alternator during the idle

speed operating regime.

The time responseto this disturbance is shown in Figure 7.17. Again the parameter

Q was tuned on line and demonstrates how the time response to a step load can be

tuned but is traded off against the variance inherent in the signals. At Q = 0 the

speed deviation is 104 rpm with a controller demand of 7% ABV. Thespeeddeviation

increaces as Q — 1 to 148 rpm, with the control action remaning roughly the same. As

Q — —1, the speed deviation reduces, but at Q = —0.99 this is accompaniedbya large
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Figure 7.16: Idle speed mixed sensitivity parametric J-spectral robustness margins

overshoot due to too much proportional action which can be seen with the large 14%

controller demandto the initial disturbance. This can also be seen to alter the variance

of the signal, especially in the control channel which minimises at around Q = 0.5,

which is also shown next.

The variance from data collected over one minute runsfor the control action and the

system output to natural torque variation in steady state can be seen in Figure 7.18,

with the control action in terms of (%*) varying from 0.028 to 0.62, and the output

action in terms of (rpm?) varying from 9.74 to 24.06. These can be seen to roughly

follow the trend of the simulation, with slightly different gains due to the different

torque disturbances experienced on the real system.

The margins from experimentation can be seen in Figure 7.19. This can be seen

to follow the trends of the simulation, with slightly more GM across the Q range

and slightly more DM when Q > 0 andslightly less when Q < 0, however this does

demonstrate that the Q value can be used to further tune the controllers without

compromising the robustness of the closed loop system.

7.5 SA to PPP control

The SA to PPP control problem as identified in Chapter 3 is now solved using the

parametric J-spectral factorisation design technique. As before this will be performed

as a Single sensitivity design, with the primary weighting function used as this can fulfill

all of the design requirements in terms of time response and robustness, but again is a
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Figure 7.17: Idle speed parametric J-spectral step disturbance engine time response
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Figure 7.19: Idle speed parametric J-spectral engine robustness margins

near optimal design so the effect of Q tuning will be reduced.

7.5.1 Single sensitivity design

As this process follows the block H. controller formation, the first partial inverse is

identical with the Riccati J-spectral factorisation technique of Chapter 6. The system

with a common denominatoris first determined as a second order system. A search of

initial conditions is performed to determine a stable and MP system using the Newton-

Rhapson iteration based parametric J-spectral factorisation with the same or close

to the same energy transmission characteristics, as the original common denominator

system. This search involved 500 initial conditions, where the initial matrix is

(7.19)
ar (Rte FOr, 0402t+2

~ 10+027'4+ 027? 1402714027?

where k = 1 — 500. The best compromise between stability and energy transmission

convergence was found at k = 129. This factorised system is then converted to state

space formfor better computational accuracy, as

 
 

0.03774 9.151e~® 4.339 —2.66e—5
— 9.156" 0.9999 —4.193e5. —2.797
Guy (2) = |g 399 1.863 16.91 1.962 (7.20)

Aad 1868 26.86 3.166
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This system now requires inverting and checking for stability. As the solution so faris

stable and MPthis will be the case, meaning the final controller will possess internal

stability. The packed notation state space realisation of G4(2) is

—61.85 11.6 16.37 —10.15

—334.6 62.75 89.5 —56.35

—14.26 2.673 3.773 —2.338

119.7 —22.08 —32 20.15

(7.21) Guy (z) =

The central controller is created by the algebraic manipulation of the GX_(z) matrix,

with the state space equation shown below.

Ky(2) = Ls (7.22)

where

0.9794 0.009086 —0.06733 0.0123 —0.0004368 0.03226
0.1003 0.9555 0.329 —0.06011 0.002134 —0.1576

Aaa 70-4771 0.2112 —0.5652 0.286 —0.01015 0.7498
3.144e-7 -1.463e-" 1.03e78 0.9999 6.968e-9  —4.926e~*
7.416e—!2 —2.257e-!% 1.708e7-!2. 4.757e710 0.9999 —1.389e—1°
4.297e-!! —1.307e74!  9.895e-12 —2.167e711  —1.143e719 0.9999

0.05114 —0.02443
0.08497 —0.01606
—0.2876 —0.01626

—0.04649 —0.5828
0.0009645 —1.946

—0.1415 0.1643

B=

C= | 4.917 3.818 —2.446 9.466  —2.778 1.642

—0.5102 —0.222 0.1003 0.3862 —0.08896 —0.4733

_ 0.6296 —0.03125

~ {0.03723 —0.1179

with the Bode magnitude plot shown in Figure 7.20 of the four transmissions in the

D

central controller format.

Closed loop Q tuning

As with the Riccati equation J-spectral factorisation, the Q parameter can beiterated

through to fine tune the controller. However in this case, due to the nature of the

system, a near optimal design is required meaning the impact of Q is reduced. Dissi-

pation characteristics are shown in Figure 7.21, marginally tending more to 0 dB all

pass characteristic as |Q| — 1.

The time response for the closed loop system subject to a disturbance that causes

a 10° step change in the PPP is shown in Figure 7.22. This shows distinct similarity
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Figure 7.22: SA to PPP parametric J-spectral time response

to the 2-Riccati equation solution and the Riccati based J-spectral factorisation, with

very little variation occurs in this time response as Q is varied.

The variance to a +3.3 uniformly distributed noise input in both the control and

output channels is shown in Figure 7.23. This shows minimal variation across the Q

range with a SA variance in termsof (0”) of approximately 0.295, and a PPP variance

also in terms of (07) of 3.86.

The robustness margins of the system are shown in Figure 7.24. This shows that

the GM remainsconsistent across the @ range at 26 dB, with a spike to 27 dB. The

DM too remains reasonably level at 15 discrete samples.

Results for the parametric Newton-Rhapsoniteration J-spectral factorisation design

are reasonably close to the designs performed by the 2-Riccati approach andthe Riccati

equation J-spectral factorisation.

7.5.2 Engine application

The design was then applied to the engine, for comparison to the analytic results. The

step responses is shown in Figure 7.25, for Q = 0 as with this discrete Riccati design,

as this is a near optimal design and Q tuning haslittle impact upon the overall time

response. Step changes were madein the demand for the PPPlevel around the desired

optimal 16°. Tracking is fairly instantaneous due to the minimal delays in the system.

The variance over one and a half minute runs, equating to roughly 1000 samples,
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Figure 7.23: SA to PPP parametric J-spectral simulation variance
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Figure 7.25: SA to PPP parametric J-spectral engine step response

was checked for a range of online tuned @ values can be seen in Figure 7.26. Again

this showsclose correlation to the values obtained in simulation, with little variation

across the Q range. The average SA variance in terms of (07) is around 0.3, and the

PPP variancealso in terms (07) is around 4. It must also be considered that the engine

application works to a resolution of 1° of crank angle, so precise control is difficult.

The experimentally determined GM and DMarein Figure 7.27. These again show

close correlation to the simulation results, with slightly less gain margin across the

Q range, with an increase in the DM. This again correlates closely to the 2-Riccati

benchmark and the discrete Riccati J-spectral factorisation results.

7.6 Conclusions

This Chapter explains the novel parametric discrete iteration J-spectral factorisation

technique using Newton-Rhapson iterations that is applied to the block 7H. control

formation. This technique was developed from the requirement to demonstrate a con-

vergence technique for the identification based J-spectral factorisation. The Newton-

Rhapson convergence wasselected for its ease of application and transparency.

The technique here is for linear parameter polynomial systems only, where a com-

mon denominator system of the first partial inverse needs fixing first and the conver-

gence is performed on the numerator matrix only. The technique is an extension of
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Figure 7.27: SA to PPP parametric J-spectral engine margins
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an established I-spectral factorisation to the J-spectral, but gives no guarantee of con-

vergence or of generating MP characteristics. Therefore a search of initial conditions

must be performed and candidate solutions compared for energy convergence of the

factorised system to the prefactorised system.

An algorithm for this technique is given and bespoke MATLABcode was written,

with an example of the Newton-Rhapson iteration convergence code in the Appendix.

The design technique was applied to the three design examples of the thesis. The

low order example was applied in the single and mixed sensitivity cases and performed

in a similar manner to the 2-Riccati and Riccati J-spectral factorisation methods. Also

demonstrated wastheeffect of dissipation parameter iteration to tune the time response

without affecting the system robustness. Again this performed comparably to the

Riccati J-spectral factorisation design.

The technique was then applied to the idle speed control problem. This time only in

the mixed sensitivity sense as the design requirements for the control action cannot be

met with a primary sensitivity design only. The design reacted in a similar manner to

the two previouscontroller design techniques, andfulfilled all of the design requirements

in simulation. Successful application on the engine followed, with a demonstration

of the dissipation parameter tuning, to trade system variance against step response

characteristics without compromising the system robustness. Again in a comparable

manner to the two previous designs.

Thefinal application was to the SA to PPP problem. The design was performed only

in the single sensitivity case as the design requirements could be met in this formation.

Again the design was comparable to the 2-Riccati and Riccati J-spectral factorisation

techniques. As the design is near optimal the dissipation parameter is demonstrated

to have little impact upon the time responses or the system robustness, similar to the

Riccati J-spectral factorisation again.
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Chapter 8

Non parametric J-spectral

factorisation using

Newton-Rhapson iterations

8.1 Introduction

Chapter 7 introduced a new method of designing H. type controllers for the block

formation using a parametric based J-spectral factorisation by a Newton-Rhapsoniter-

ation convergence. This was demonstrated in the linear case by a parametric polynomial

method on a simple mixedsensitivity design problem, and applications to the idle speed

and spark advance (SA) to peak pressure position (PPP) control problems of an spark

ignition (SI) internal combustion (IC) engine.

This J-spectral Newton-Rhapson iteration based method was further developed in

[91], of which was first proposed in [90], where the systemsare defined asaffine Nonlin-

ear Auto Regressive Moving Average eXogenous (NARMAX) maps,instead of parame-

terised transfer functions, using the identification techniques of Chapter3, to iteratively

converge on the chosen parameter set. The parametersare no longerrestricted to being

linear, therefore it can potentially handle affine nonlinear systems directly.

Also due to the method using affine mapsit is essentially data driven, so the order

of the controller produced is not governed by the order of the augmented forward

system. This then allows for controller order reduction as an integral part of the design

process, meaning that energy constraints are not compromised by any post design order

reduction methods.

Due to the formations potential ability to handle nonlinear dynamics this allows

for the possibility of nonlinear controllers operating on linear systems. This can be

achieved through designing a controller for a linear system and selecting nonlinear

weighting functions. This is a ‘thinly’ explored concept, however it has been shown in

a small number of sources to improve the control action over a linear controller when

applied to a linear system.

151
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This Chapter explains the concepts and the theory behind the technique. There

are also currently still a numberof issues with the technique, therefore the it cannot be

claimed to be fully resolved. However there arestill large avenues for development and

these are highlighted here. The Chapter also contains the first known application of

the technique to the low order problem of this thesis in the single and mixed sensitivity

cases. Due to the current issues with the technique designs could not be performed on

the idle speed and SA to PPP problems.

Thougha solution for the low order problem is gained, the solution is not as com-

parable as the linear only J-spectral factorisation methods to the 2-Riccati approach,

due to difficulties in obtaining good integral control.

8.2 Assumptions and notation

The identification based Newton-Rhapson iteration J-spectral factorisation requires

several assumptions in terms of the set up of the models.

8.2.1 Affine NARMAX maps

In this identification method of Newton-Rhapsoniteration J-spectral factorisation the

systemsare considered as potentially nonlinear affine maps of vectored sequences rather

that parameterised linear transfer functions. The system G¥z,(z) is seen as the vector-

valued sequences u,w,y,Z, where the convention is that the first two elements of the

sequence are considered as inputs. It is also considered that an input-output relation

is one in which the input sequences can take any value in the input space andis causal.

It is also assumed that the input-output relations are maps, that have zero bias so that

the image of zero is zero.

Let z = (z(t), z(t +1), 2(t+2),...) with t € Z and z(t) € R”. Denote z(t—k) = z~*,

and the finite number of arguments in descending time

(Zi, Yi, Wi, U1) = (21, Y1,W1, U1, 22, Y2, W2,U2,-. .) (8.1)

therefore the system Giiu(2) can be represented as

a Z a 4 a 4 Le fi, Wi, Uy
20 Oe To Wo (Ai, fis U1, th

8.2.2 Reverse time simulation

The identification based J-spectral factorisation relies upon data produced through

simulation. However part of this is generating data through the adjoint equivalents of

stable systems (Guz (—z) and Nw(-z)), which by their nature are anti stable. This

means any stable poles for the forward system become unstable in the adjoint system,

and usable data strings are difficult to generate.
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In a single input single output (SISO)sense the adjointis effectively the reverse time

equivalent of the forward system. If one considers Figure 8.1, the inputs and outputs

of forward stable system G(z) are u and y respectively. The adjoint system is then

G*(—z), with input y being the output from G(z), and the output from the adjoint

being z. A stable data string z can be produced by putting the reverse time data

yr ' through the forward system G(z), which will produce the reverse of the output

signal zr. Due to the forward system being stable the data produced will be stable

and therefore usable for identification. It can then be shown that the reverse time data

zr is the same as that that would be produced through G*(—z) with a suitable input

string andinitial conditions. Therefore

y = Glz)u (8.3)

z= G*(-z)y = G*(—z)G(z)u = |G?(z)| u (8.4)

zp = yrG(z) (8.5)

In a multiple input multiple output (MIMO)sense, in the form of Figure 8.2 where

  

 

    
  

 

| G2) >| G2)

he Ge) FH  
 

Figure 8.1: Reverse time SISO simulation

the forward system is a matrix

Wz _ Gi1(z) Gi2(z)Guy (2) = ae ah (8.6)

with the input wu and y, and with the outputs w and z. The adjoint is the reverse time

transpose of the system

ea a 1 (—z) G31 (-2)Guy ( =| «(=z) a3 (8.7)

Using the transpose of the forward system

ty! Gi1(z) Go3
Gi (z) = 8.8w= lanGa (8.8)

passing wr and zr through the system, up and 1p are produced which can be shown

to be the reverse time equivalents of u’ and y’ signals if they were produced through

the adjoint system. This technique has been covered in [88].
 

‘in the sequel R. shows a reverse time sequence
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SISO Example

A simple SISO system is performed to highlight the technique. If a system is defined

as

_ 1019+
(z) = Toe (8.9)

where its zero is at 0.1 and the pole at —0.2, both within the unit circle so the system

is minimum phase (MP) and stable. The adjoint equivalent of the system becomes

~-O0.1z2+1

> eet eaQ)

with its zero now at 10 and the pole now at —5, the system is non-minimum phase

(NMP) and unstable. Therefore any data gathered would be unstable and unusable for

identification.

Data set y is generated through passing a uniformly distributed noise string u

through G(z). Generated data y is then reversed in time and passed back thought

G(z), this produces the reverse time signal of the output z. Suitably selected initial

conditions are used in G*(—z), which the y data string is passed through to produce

z. The comparison of which with the reverse time simulation is shown in Figure 8.3 to

be identical (the Figure has a small degree of scaling to make the outputsvisible).

8.2.3 Stabilisation through signal appending

The identification method of J-spectral factorisation also relies upon the need to sta-

bilise an identified system during the factorisation, this is achieved through a method

of modifying the signal used in the identification. The technique of stabilisation using

output signal appending is covered thoroughly in [86]. This involves truncation of the

output data with zeros at the end of the signal to force the stability condition for the

data set used in the identification. A simple example is given here to demonstrate this

technique.
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Figure 8.3: Reverse time simulation data comparison

Example

Consider the system

_ O.9+ 1z7!ies 11
1+0.1271 (8.11)

G(z)

where y = G(z)u. This is stable in a forward causality with a pole at —0.1, but with

NMPcharacteristics with a zero at —1.111. So to perform an inverse identification

(changing the causality with y now the input and wu the output) would produce an

unstable transfer function G~!(z). However signal appending can be applied during

the process to produce a stable inverse system, with some obvious loss in the quality

of the fit to the data. The direct inverse through manipulation, being

_ 1111401111271-1

OM) = ant (8:12)

with a pole at —1.111. If the identification data set is created with 100 points and the

causality changed, appending 3% of the output u data can produce the stable system

cr _ 1,007 + 0.0664327!
stabilised(2) = —T+0.95032-1 (8.13)

with the pole now moved to —0.9503. The Bodeplots of the two inverse function can

be seen in Figure 8.4 with some decorrelation in the DC dynamics, with the pole/zero

maps in Figure 8.5.
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8.2.4 Fréchet derivatives

During the iteration adjoints of the system must be produced,if the maps are to be

nonlinearit is assumed that the systemsare Fréchet differentiable. This therefore limits

the formations to smooth nonlinearities. The Fréchet equivalent of the system G7; (z)

is shown as DG7jj(z), this is shown in [91].

8.3 Identification based J-spectral factorisation

The identification based J-spectral factorisation to implement the block formation of

Chapter 5 is the final of the J-spectral factorisation techniques featured in this thesis

and is a development from [91] of that first proposed in [90]. The Newton-Rhapson

iteration convergence method was validated in Chapter 7 on purely linear systems. This

identification based technique means the system parameters are potentially no longer

restricted to linear and can contain smooth nonlinear terms as they are found from

data sets which are considered as a series of nonparametric Jz maps.

It is recalled that the starting point in the block formation is the manipulation from

the augmented forward system tothefirst partial inverse G7(z) system. This system

may be NMP and non square, with the next aim being to produce the stable, MP,

invertible, right J-spectral factorisation Gule'(z), The full mixed sensitivity formation

of the first partial inverse is recalled as

P(z) 1

Gig (2) = Wale) Mae) (8.14)
W3(z) 0

which demonstrates the non square nature of most applications and the uninvertible

nature. The factorisation takes place on the left hand matrix, the desired square

factorised system is

Gul(z) Gio(z)
n~

Gor(z) Go2(z)

which is required to be stable and MP. Thereforelet Gu'?'(z) be a stable solution of

Gu?'(z) = (8.15)

  

the J-spectral factorisation

DG¥e(=z)Inunz Guy (2) = DG, "(=2) Inuns Gu? (z) (8.16)

for V(u,y) € Ig" x L¥ As with the linear parametric case a Newton-Rhapson iteration

schemeis set up where the parameters are updated via identification rather than linear

equations. New iteration maps are defined as Nw?(2) and Xw?"(2), where

Jit J yI*

DNF" (2) JnwneXty?(2) + DXB?" (-2) Inune Nay?(z) = 2DGUF"(2)Inynz Gus (2)
(8.17)
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where j is the numberof the iteration, the system Nw?(z) is initially parameterised

as a stable MP map, from which data is generated in combination with data from

Gu?" (—2) Irene Gry (2) to identify Me(2): The pseudo Newton-Rhapsoniteration is

then performed on the parameters, using the damping factor 0 < A <1

Negi (2) = (1 — ANG?(z) + AXW?(z) (8.18)
UYj+1

this is iteratively repeated until Nu(2) ee SF@) then Gu?(2) = Ne?(2).

8.3.1 Design method

Signal flows for this technique are shown in Figure 8.6 and are referred to here. The

design flow chart summary is shown in Figure 8.7, with the process itemised below

from forward plant augmentation to controller application. There are many possible

methodsof applying the identification technique, this is the current development of the      
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Figure 8.6: Identification J-spectral factorisation signal flow

e System setup

— . Identify the main system dynamics P(z)

2. If P(z) is unstable, stabilise with feedback

3. Augment the main system dynamics with the chosen system weighting func-

tions W1(z), We(z) and W3(z) to create Gi. (z)

4. Find thefirst partial inverse Gia 2); either through algebraic manipulation

or through modified causality identification
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e J-spectral factorisation data setup

1. Generate rich input data (u, y)

2. Determine data (w,z) though simulation of G7j(z)

3. Determine(w’, z’) through reverse-time simulation (w®, —z", u., y/.) € DG¥z" (z)

and setting (u’,y’) = (u/®, y/P)

e J-spectral factorisation iteration scheme

1. Parameterise Nit*(z) as stable and MP

2. Obtain data sets (ws, z) by simulation of Ne?(2)

3. Obtain data sets (u}, y,) through reverse time simulation of (wé*, —z?*,u',,., y,.) €

DNi,*"(2) and setting (w{,94) = (ui, yi)
4, Find u, = 2u’ — uj, and yh = 2y' — y}

5. Using data set (wy, —24, uh, y5), identify DxXwe (z), use signal appending

to make the system stable and MP

6. Perform the Newton-Rhapsoniteration from equation 8.18 to find Nee (z)

7. Repeat iteration process until Nw*(z) ro XW?" (z) then Gui2'(z) = Nal?(az)

e Final manipulation and tests

1. Invert the system Gui?! (z) to create the system GY,(z) (system #4 in

Figure 5.2(b)). This is achieved through algebraic manipulation.

2. Check the stability of GY_,(z) and of the transmission properties through

Te?(2) = Gu? (z)GY4_,(z) if not stable try different candidate.

3. Create central controller K7’(z) (system #5 in Figure 5.2(b)), through al-

gebraic manipulation from G77, (z).

4. Check the closed loop characteristics of the system, including stability and

dissipation.

5. If necessary change the system weighting functions and repeat the process.

8.4 Nonlinear control of linear systems

Most nonlinear controller design processes are capable of handling certain types of

nonlinear models explicitly, but a field that is explored to a lesser extent is the use of

nonlinear controllers on linear systems as a method of improving performance. This

was possibly first propositioned in [43] with the use of a describing function as part of

the design process to improveerror return rate at some distance from the steady state.
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Figure 8.7: Identification J-spectral factorisation design method flow chart
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The use of a squared term was also shown in [85] to improve the idle speed return

action in automotive control.

A more explicit and systematic use of nonlinear controllers is in [92], where H..

method has been used where the system is defined as linear and the controlled outputs

are nonlinear. The solution is then by two Hamilton-Jacobi equations, with the results

showing modest gains over an equivalent design with linear weighting functions.

The identification Newton-Rhapson iteration J-spectral factorisation technique of

this chapter can be formulated in the same way. The plant dynamics can be modelled

as a linear system with the system weighting functions chosen as nonlinear functions.

The potential is that this formation can provide a better control action than with using

a linear weighting function system only. The issue with this is choosing the nonlinear

weighting functions as no design guide exists for their selection.

8.5 ‘Technique limitations

The technique in its current state is very much in the development state and as such

is not a fully realised design method but has taken a large amount of research to get

to this state. The following are a number of issues with the technique that require

resolution.

8.5.1 Convergence issues and stabilisation

The pseudo Newton-Rhapson iteration convergenceis very sensitive to the initial con-

dition selection of the Ni7(z) matrix, these are currently selected arbitrarily. The

parametric Newton-Rhapsoniteration technique requires a search ofinitial conditions

to find a correct solution, however the size of the computation for the identification

approach makes this unrealisable at present but requires more investigation.

MPandstable solutions to the factorisation are not guaranteed due to the J-spectral

formation of the problem. This was also seen in the parametric Newton-Rhapson

iteration method. As such stabilisation by the signal appending method of section

8.2.3 is used to force the condition. As highlighted with the appending technique, if

the system has poles andzeros that are too far outside the unit stability circle, a stable

and MPsolution will generally be very decorrelated or impossible to generate.

Theuseof linear matrix inequalities (LMI) to perform theidentifications in combi-

nation with Lyapunovstability equations potentially offers solutions to these problems.

At present though this formation requires a high computational effort. The LMI’s of-

fer the possibility of solving a problem exactly, potentially eliminating computational

issues with the normal procedurefor casting ordinary least squares (OLS) identifica-

tions. A Lyapunovstability equation may also be enforced which is moresensitive for

producing stable and MP systems than the signal appending method.
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8.5.2 Integral control

Robust 7/4 controller designs cannot generally handle pure integral control, this is also

the case with the procedure here. The convergence between conflicting parameters in

the formulation exclude the use of strong integral control. This means that controllers

with good resistance to steady state error are difficult to generate, this is shown in

the later example. This may be due to identifying a signal with a pole/zero close to

the unit circle, which is therefore lightly damped and easily becomes unstable. The

stabilisation prevents some of this but brings the pole/zero too far into the unitcircle

and eliminates the integrator part of the control action.

8.6 Linear low order example

The first order example of previous chapters is now performed here with the identifi-

cation based Newton-Rhapson iteration technique in the single and mixedsensitivity

cases. This design is performedforillustration of the current state of the algorithm and

is the first known application of the technique. There howeverstill remain significant

issues to resolve, but this exercise highlights these points along with the potential of

the technique. The most important of the issues is the sensitivity of the convergence to

integral control. As the primary weighting function integrator nears a pure integrator,

solutions become at present impossible to achieve. Therefore they always possess a

steady state error. The solutions also tend to be numerically inaccurate, which poten-

tially can be solved with the use of LMI’s. These points mean the technique could not

be applied to the idle speed and SA to PPP problemsof the thesis.

8.6.1 Single sensitivity design

The primary weighting function cannot be defined in the same way as for the previous

linear designs (2-Riccati, discrete Riccati J-spectral and algebraic Newton-Rhapson

iteration), due to the sensitivity of the convergence to the integrator in the weighting

function. The primary weighting function is now defined as

_ 1.15 — 0.85271
Wi (z) thea a (8.19)

where as k; — 1 the weighting function becomes a pure integrator. Using this design

technique the maximum k; was reached at k; = 0.92, with the maximum permissible

scaling factor 7; = 0.4. These are some way short of the near-optimal levels achieved

in the other J-spectral designs due to the highlighted issues with the technique. Using
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this level of weighting function the forward augmented system becomes

0.8166  —0.1144 0.1847 0.393
Wi (z) —P(z)W,(z)

—0.0194 0.8985 —0.1669 0.4816
 

yz =
Cow (2) , en 0.1332 —0.3511| 046  —0.00759

~0.2708 —0.2996} 1  —0.0165
(8.20)

Thefirst partial inverse of the system Gun (z) is again created through algebraic ma-

nipulation again in packed state space formation as

 

0.7951 0 0.5 0
- Piz) 1] _ [A|B]_ 0 0.92 0 0.25

cuit) =| 0 Wi(z)| |D| | 05014 0 |0.0165 1 S21)
0 0.3328] 0 0.46

Arbitrary initial conditions for the J-spectral factorisation were set up as

xayte) = Syrte) = [SF] (8.22)
where

005 0 -025 0 0 O 0
1 0 O 0 0 0 0 0
005 0 0 oO 0 O 0

a-|9 9 05 0 0 0 0 0

0 0 O 0 005 O 0.25
0 0 O 0 1 0 0 0
O° O36 0 005 O 0
0 0 O 0 0 0 05 #0

0.5 O
0 O
0 O
0 O

B= 6 Os

0 O
0 O
0 =O

c=[ -04 002 0 0 O "|
0 0 0 0 0 -04 0 02

-0.4 0
b= 0 anal

These are seen as 4‘” orderinitial conditions. The augmented system is 2”¢ order, but

the higher order is required to help with the Newton-Rhapson iteration convergence.

This is caused by the numerical inaccuracy with the technique at present. Through the

identification based J-spectral factorisation the inner factorised system was found in
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38 iterations, with pseudo-Newton-Rhapson iteration factor \ = 0.15 and with 12.5%

zero signal appending in both channels to be

ey A|B

where

1.108 —0.07429 —0.2062 —0.6477

0.526 —0.1765  —0.1179 —0.03711

—0.3204 0.9229 —0.03727 0.1081

i —0.2809  —0.08009 0.9415 0.1103

| —0.5767 --—0.2554 —0.2029 0.8414

0.4092 0.3004 0.2227 0.5779

0.03959  —0.06197  -—0.1517 0.009925

—0.08574 —0.1359  —0.2122  —0.2907

0.1679 0.1544 0.2044 —0.4965

—0.01848 0.07245 0.1779  —0.3906

—0.1277 0.02099 0.1351 —0.518

—0.1799  —0.03091 0.1728  —0.6025

0.02115 0.02195 0.1859 —0.2574

0.4418 —0.2893 —0.03626 —0.8545

—0.3153 0.6579 0.1718 —0.4628

—0.003131 —0.3566 0.8813 0.5435

—0.1721 0.4148

—0.1746 —0.09676

—0.1885 —0.09164

ee —0.1691 —0.0805

~ |—0.1324 —0.09602

—0.1207 —0.02065

0.06147 0.01761

0.2174 0.03367

C= —0.3041 —0.1069 —0.2341 —0.017

“Onda: 0.1327 —0.4338 0.3043

—0.1754 0.11386 0.4605 0.565

—0.03724 0.125 —0.1794 0.08713

p= —0.002189 0.9395

~ —0.1182 0.3211

the inverse of the factorised system is created through manipulation as

x A|B
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where

0.9287 —0.2737 0.4127 —1.092

0.1745 -—0.4395 0.3847 —0.5006

—0.6957 0.6405 0.5084 —0.392

—0.6171 —0.3333 1.432 —0.3383

—0.8507 —0.4574 0.1727 0.4894

0.1813 0.124 0.5814 0.2585

0.158 0.02868 —0.3326 0.1727

0.3236 0.1813 —0.859 0.2844

0.2122  -—0.02137 0.4919 —0.5914

—0.07036 —0.04412 0.7268 —0.1746

—0.1813 —0.1064 0.7213 —0.2925

—0.2276 —0.1454 0.6979 —0.4012

—0.02243 —0.06374 0.6134 —0.07997

0.4146 —0.3754 0.3203 —0.733

—0.3001 0.7009  —0.01329 —0.529

0.04523 —0.201 0.241 0.3269

A=

—0.05663 1.457

—0.6119 1.489

—0.6469 1.607

B= —0.5786 1.442

—0.4883 1.129

—0.3736 1.029

0.1978 —0.5239

0.669 —1.852

1.832 1.441 -—3.012 2.641

0.328 0.1171 0.2422 0.02425

0.1934 0.7337 -—2.868 —0.9028

0.1871 —0.1193 —0.4968 —0.6035

|

pa [2911 -8.516
~ [1.071 —0.01985

with both Gu'?'(z) and Guy
w!2! (z) being stable and MP, Iuj/(z) is therefore stable and

the central controller is therefore internally stable. The final controller Aj?(z) is now

created through algebraic manipulation of Gk(2), to give

Ki’(z) = ale (8.25)
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where

—0.1707 0.1513 0.6903 0.2256

0.6886 0.01456 —0.05597 0.9071

0.1208 0.7435 —0.01613 0.9545

Ale 0.1473 0.04095 —0.09443 0.9085

0.06457 —0.001616 0.0994 0.08709

—0.07935 —0.008158 —0.008334 —0.04405

0.06219  —0.02147 0.06644 0.06965

—0.00375 —0.00468 0.002833 —0.001132

0.09142 0.2032 0.1489  —0.02018

—0.05967 0.03848 —0.4565 0.01291

—0.1862 —0.2925 —0.2288 —0.1502

—0.1871 0.2968 —0.3326 0.08115

—0.3316 0.3444 —0.4008 —0.5986

—0.8772  —0.03366 0.3884 0.1763

—0.02633 0.8645 0.1194 0.5318

0.0002128 —0.0019386 —0.09242 0.8407

—0.4993 —0.7372

0.1103 —0.8456

0.4786 0.09301

BE —0.4417  —1.59

—0.7579 0.2409

—0.1643 —0.2044

—0.6065 0.7594

—2.517 0.1567

om eon 0.06143  —0.08323 —0.328

—0.04195 —0.8852 0.5073  —0.2721

0.192  —0.1802 0.04489 0.9204

—0.1239 0.774 —0.7127 Thioe

p — [0.01853 0.9336
=|462 2.718

with the Bode magnitudeplot in Figure 8.8, with the four transmissions of the MIMO

system shown.

Closed loop Q tuning

The closed loop system characteristics are now checked with values for the dissipation

operator of —1 < @ < 1. The energy dissipation Bode magnitude plot with varying

levels of @ can be seen in Figure 8.9. This confirms that the design is suboptimal due to

the variety in the responses, meaning with improvements in the technique the amount
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Figure 8.8: Low ordersingle sensitivity identification J-spectral central controller Bode

magnitudeplot

of integral action and the 7level could be increased. This also shows the system to be

mostly dissipative. However when Q = 0.99 or Q = —0.99 at specific frequencies this

breaks the 0 dB barrier. This may be due to numerical inaccuracies in the technique.

The time response of the closed loop to a unit step disturbance is in Figure 8.10,

highlighting the lack of integral action with the controllers at all levels of Q possessing

a steady state error, ranging from 0.6336 to —0.6909. This is accompanied by a wide

range of control actions, with a maximum responseof 8.875 and a minimum of —1.297.

The variance to a 1000 sample +1 normally distributed noise source for the Q

operator range is shown in Figure 8.11. The control variance in terms of (u”) ranges

from 40.57 to 1.016, with the output variance in terms of (y”) in the range 2.422 to

0.3533. Both minimumsoccurring at approximately Q = 0.2. These values are some

what higher than those achieved with the parametric J-spectral techniques due to the

inability to maximise the 7; level or increase the integrator action.

The robustness margins are shownin Figure 8.12. The gain margin (GM)is in the

range 5.049 to 14 dB, with the delay margins (DM) 0.332 to 92.44 samples. This large

range again reflects the non optimal nature of the design.

8.6.2 Mixed sensitivity design

The demonstration is now expanded to the mixed sensitivity case. As before this

means the addition of the control weighting function to further restrict the control
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Figure 8.12: Low ordersingle sensitivity identification J-spectral robustness margins
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action demanded by the system. The maximum permissible integrator level in the

primary weighting function was found to be k; = 0.6. The forward augmented system

Gtw(z) with 7 = 0.6 and the control weighting function as

W2(z) = 2 (8.26)

where y2 = 0.6 in packed state space form is

0.8166  —0.1144 0.1847 0.393

 

Wi(z) —P(z)Wi(z) —0.0194 0.8985 —0.1669 0.4816
G¥2(z) = | 0 W2(z) | =| 0.1998 —0.5266] 0.69  —0.01138

1 —P(z) 0 0 0 0.6
0270809996 I —0.0165

(8.27)
the first partial inverse G7j(z) is then created through algebraic manipulation as

0.7951 0 0.5 0

 

Py 4A Ol .0.92 0 026
Gvz(z)=| 0 Wilze)| =| 05014 70 [0010 1 (8.28)

Wo(z) 0 0 6.4000 6 O69
0 0 06-0

Initial conditions for the J-spectral factorisation were then arbitrarily set up as

X¥=(2) = N¥?(2) = Lets] (8.29)

where

Gh 0 02710900 0
1 04-0 O20 0. G 0

0 02.0 (202-00 0
ao Ota 0) 20 8 0 0

0-0. U O229 005°: 0 0.25
020820 Oroll 02. 0 0
O02 =0 0210-05 0 0

0-052 0 Op 30-02-0508

05-10
62.7.0
07.0
0 O

aS 0-705.
0-5-9
(en)
0. 20

ca) —04°.0-0250°°0 0 4
OF 05-70 0105-04. 0.02
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As with the single sensitivity design these were set as 4” order to assist with the

convergence. Thefinal factorised system was producedin 40 iterations, with the pseudo-

Newton-Rhapsoniteration factor \ = 0.15 and 12.5% signal appendingin both channels

Gue'(z) = at (8.30)

—0.1759 —0.5064 0.4737 —0.6091

0.4604 0.5463 0.9834 —0.146

—0.02598 0.9208 0.0473 —0.7881

0.1761 0.2468 0.2886 0.1566

—0.04797 —0.09692 0.1492 0.2065

0.4592 0.01012 0.1496 —0.3189

—0.2081 —0.2893  -—0.1737 —0.176

—0.1326 —0.3743 —0.2557 0.1547

0.03404 0.1256 0.005586 0.316

—0.3743 0.1052 0.4283 —0.49

—0.1952 —0.1686 0.2326 —0.1663

—0.1157 0.1578 0.007042 —0.09796

0.1285  —1.121 —0.002616 0.08604

0.07651 0.5071 —1.24 —0.1821

—0.103 —0.4793 0.4819 —0.8679

0.1258 0.007593 0.03654 —0.1845

where

A=

—0.05728 0.05131

0.7565 —0.08059

0.3555 —0.05534

—0.3545 0.000988

—0.2401 —0.1078

0.2602 0.2883

—0.1605 —0.2869

—0.2387 0.264

B=

C= 0.1586 0.1815 0.1978 —0.4329

~ {0.1553 0.02229 0.1291 —0.08949

—0.05322 0.1289 0.08783 —0.125

0.08285 0.1832 —0.1894 0.1425

D= —0.4706 0.9931

~ {—0.8519 0.7062

The inverse of this system through manipulation is then

GY(2) = ate| (8.31)
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where

—0.1868 —0.509 0.4642 —0.6007

0.5323 0.4127 0.9834 0.1221

0.009927 0.863 0.05098 —0.6732

es 0.1469 0.3197 0.2963 0.007621

—0.05469 —0.01708 0.1772 0.03655

0.4458 —0.1245 0.08331  —0.02572

—0.1867  —0.1757 —0.11 —0.4262

—0.184  —0.3991 —0.3058 0.2218

0.02909 0.1131 0.0171 0.3077

—0.211 0.2428 0.08568 —0.1789

—0.1213 —0.1031 0.07711 —0.02595

—0.1982 0.09449 0.1793  —0.2562

0.05476 -—1.158 0.1487 —0.05774

0.1846 0.5399  —1.459 0.03163

—0.1876 —0.4945 0.6516 —1.037

0.1134 -—0.04678 0.06853 —0.2021

0.006347 0.06373

0.9064  —1.389

0.397  —0.6366

pe —0.4857 0.6844

—0.5089 0.5629

0.8359 —0.7672

—0.6965 0.5732

0.1095 0.2197

C= 0.0822 —0.2065 —0.02231 0.4222

—0.1207 —0.2807 —0.2097 0.636

0.2333 0.177 —0.4869 0.4472

0.1642 —0.04592 —0.3192 ae

fe ae han
1.659 —0.9162

Due to both Gu?(2) and Gy(z) being stable and MP, this means that Iv#(z) is

stable and MP,so the controller will be internally stable. The final central controller

is found through manipulation of GY(2) to be

A|B

C|D
Ki’ (z) = (8.32)
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where

0.5652 —0.4138 0.3574 0.04896

—0.1837 —0.2962 0.02735 0.2512

0.1508 —0.7646 —0.1951 0.0011

0.07986 —0.07728 —0.1205 0.6811

—0.03085 0.0002821 —0.05493 0.007969

0.00956 —0.03071  —0.0229 0.005912

—0.02421 0.02479 0.002512 —0.009118

0.01284 —0.007007 0.01746 —0.0047

—0.2559 0.2185 0.1256 0.5446

0.413 —0.2969 —0.2274 —0.5482

0.05008 —0.008981 0.133 0.2178

—0.7393 —0.02681 —0.2775 —0.3982

A=

0.8559 —0.2985 0.1118 0.5217

—0.176 —0.1683 0.5533 0.01106

0.00368 —0.3002  —0.6431 0.39

—0.004088 0.005712  —0.04974 0.8367

—0.4592 —0.5214

—0.02658 —0.08754

—0.08599 —0.2133

—0.2596 0.4197

1.009 —0.01271

—0.6194. —0.05017

—0.4325 0.1236

0.247 —1.055

B=

C= 0.04569 —0.03677 0.03465 —0.06804

~ {0.02415 0.0176 —0.009601 —0.05183

—0.3015 0.05119 0.04287 —0.2231

—0.164 —0.08251 —0.07167 —0.2858

D= oo 080|
—1.174 0.829

the Bode magnitude plot of which can be seen in Figure 8.13, showing the MIMO

transmissions in the system.

Closed loop @ tuning

This mixed sensitivity design is now also checked across the range of the dissipation

operator @. The energy dissipation characteristics are shownin Figure 8.14. This again

showsthe system to be mostly dissipative, with a few frequencies breaking through this

point due to numerical inaccuracies in the solutions.
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Figure 8.13: Low order mixed sensitivity identification J-spectral central controller
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Time response to a unit step input disturbance is shown in Figure 8.15. Again

not being an optimal or near optimal design, iterating the dissipation operator yields

varying time responses. This is also accompanied by demonstrating thelack ofintegral

action with steady state errors varying from —0.4468 to 0.38, with a maximumcontrol

action demand varying from 0.6548 to 1.723. This shows a great reduction in both

channels over the single sensitivity design.
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Figure 8.15: Low order mixedsensitivity identification J-spectral step disturbance time

response

The variance over 1000 samples to a +1 uniformly distributed noise disturbanceis

shown in Figure 8.16 for a range of static Q operator values. In the entire range this

again shows a reduction over thesingle sensitivity design, with the control channel in

terms of (u?) varying from 0.03913 to 0.5544, and the output channel in terms of (y?)

from 0.3342 to 0.4283, with the minimum values occurring at Q = 0.6.

The controlled system robustness margins are shown in Figure 8.17. In the gain

plot this shows a range of 10.96 to 35.35 dB and in the delay plot of 1.872 to 19.86

samples, also an improvement over the single sensitivity designs.

8.7 Conclusions

The nonparametric identification based J-spectral factorisation using Newton-Rhapson

iteration convergence has been introducedfor use in the block 7. controller formation.

This is an extension of the parametric method of the previous Chapter. Models are

defined as affine NARMAX maps, so the formation can potentially handle nonlinear
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systems and nonlinear weighting functions. The technique worksin a similar manner to

the parametric technique, though at each iteration data is generated from the updated

parameter system and a system identification is performed.

Due to the unstable nature of adjoint systems, reverse time simulations must be

used to generate usable simulation data. There are also no guarantees to generate

stable solutions, so signal appending needsto be used to force the condition.

There are currently convergence issues with the technique where solutions are dif-

ficult to achieve. Also generating a large degree ofintegral control is not possible. For

this, the primary weighting function must have a nearly unstable pole, during parame-

ter iteration this can become unstable in a small numberof iterations and the solution

becomesdivergent.

Due to the highlighted issues the formation could only be applied to the low order

problem. Thesolutions generated in the single and mixed sensitivity cases were some

way short of those generated by the other design processes of the thesis. Though

they show the methodreacts to alternative weighting functions and shows promise for

further developmentof the technique.
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Chapter 9

Design comparisons

9.1 Introduction

In Chapters 6, 7 and 8 three J-spectral factorisation methods were introduced for the

block 7{.. controller design procedure of Chapter 5. The discrete Riccati equation and

parametric Newton-Rhapson J-spectral techniques were performed on three example

problems; the first being a simple first order problem, the second the engine idle speed

control problem and the third a spark advance (SA) to peak pressure position (PPP)

control problem, both of the engine problemswereas identified in Chapter 3. The latter

non parametric J-spectral factorisation was performed only on the simple low order

problem, due to the relative immaturity of the technique, and current convergence

issues. These separate designs are now drawn together here and mostly compared

favourably with the standard 2-Riccati equation design technique of Chapter 4, which

is used as a benchmark design technique.

9.2 Linear low order example

The simple low order example that was introduced in Chapter 4, was intended as an

example to highlight the varying methods of this thesis. Assessments were made of

how they reacted to single and mixedsensitivity designs and, in the case of the block

formation techniques, how varying the Q operatoralters the final controller closed loop

characteristics.

The benchmark design in both single and mixed sensitivity cases was performed

using the 2-Riccati controller technique from the MATLAB Robust Control Toolbox.

This was followed by similar designs using the block H. techniques.

9.2.1 Single sensitivity

The first designs were single sensitivity, with the constraints that the return time must

be a quick as possible and to a zero steady state error value. Therefore the primary

179
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weighting function was chosen as

_ 1.15 — 0.85277
PA) eraeer

where the 2-Riccati, discrete J-spectral Riccati and the parametric Newton-Rhapson

J-spectral designs were performed where k; = 0.9999 and y, = 0.68, a near optimal

design. The identification design could only be performed at the maximums k; = 0.92

and y, = 0.4.

Thefirst three techniques show similar characteristics in terms of the time response

(control and output response) to a unit step disturbance, by the choice of the primary

weighting function, this can be seem in Figure 9.1. The block formations performed

best in terms of the time response when Q = 0 andthis suggests that the new Newton-

Rhapson iteration technique is working in an appreciable mannerto the establish linear

Riccati J-spectral factorisation technique. The identification Newton-Rhapsoniteration

approach demonstrates the lack of integral action with the steady state error to the

unit step disturbance, also in Figure 9.1, with the best response at Q = 0.
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Figure 9.1: Low order single sensitivity step disturbance time response comparison

The variance to a 1000 sample +1 uniformly distributed noise error for the output

was determined in the 2-Riccati design, in termsof (u?) for the control action and (y?)

for the output, to be 3.86 and 0.47 respectively. Two of the block formation designs

performed favourably to this, the Riccati J-spectral factorisation controller variance
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in the control channel could be reduced to as much as 0.2 or increased to 12 with Q

tuning. The corresponding output variances were from 0.37 to 0.62. Similarly with

@ tuning the parametric Newton-Rhapson iteration design could change the control

variance from 0.2 to 12 and the output variance from 0.37 to 0.62. The identification

J-spectral technique returned ranges of 1.016 to 40.57 for the control variance, with

the output variance in the range 0.3533 to 2.422, which are a margin higher than those

values achieved with the linear only techniques, the comparison can be seen in Figure

9.2.
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Figure 9.2: Low ordersingle sensitivity variance

The robustness wasalso similar for most of the designs. The 2-Riccati design set

a level of 11.4 dB for the gain margin (GM) and 6.021 discrete samples for the delay

margin (DM). The Riccati J-spectral factorisation GM ranged from 10 dB to 24 dB,

with the DMvarying from 1 to 7.5 discrete samples. The parametric Newton-Rhapson

iteration approach wasvery similar in terms of the GM,varying from 10 dB to 26 dB,

however the DM remained constant at 6 discrete samples. The identification technique

returned a GM range of 5.049 to 14 dB, with the DM 0.332 to 92.44 samples. A figure

of the GM and DM andhow they vary across the Q range is shownin Figure 9.3.

This simple single sensitivity design shows that the controller design techniques pro-

ducesimilar results in terms of the frequency response, time response and robustness.

However the block formations possess the ability to further tune the time response

through varying the @ parameter, at the same time the designs retain their levels of

robustness. The potential of the identification based approach is also demonstrated
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Figure 9.3: Low ordersingle sensitivity robustness margins comparison

but its current issues also highlighted.

9.2.2 Mixed sensitivity

Further constraints are now addedto the design, with the control weighting function

W.2(z) added to the design in the form

Wo(z) = 72

and designs were reperformed with this in place, at levels 7; = 0.68 and 72 = 0.6 for

the 2-Riccati, Riccati J-spectral and parametric Newton-Rhapson iteration J-spectral

techniques. Dueto already highlighted issues the identification based Newton-Rhapson

iteration J-spectral was performed at the limits k; = 0.9, 7, = 0.6 and y = 0.6.

Assessments of the design are performed in the same wayas for the single sensitivity

designs. Figure 9.4 shows the unit step disturbance time response comparison of the

techniques with again the 2-Riccati, Riccati J-spectral and parametric Newton-Rhapson

iteration J-spectral techniques showing very similar characteristics and they all show a

reduction in the control level usage, the latter two at Q = 0. Meaning theyall react in

a very similar manner to the demandsof the chosen system weighting functions. Due

to the identification based Newton-Rhapsoniteration technique not being able to use

a near pure integrator in the primary weighting function there is a steady state error

to the disturbance.

The variance to a 1000 sample uniformly distributed noise input for the 2-Riccati

controller in terms of (u?) and (y”) was 0.22 and 0.37 respectively. The Riccati J-
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Figure 9.4: Low order mixedsensitivity step disturbance time response comparison

spectral factorisation technique produced a range of variances for changes in Q, in the

control channel varying from 0.19 to 0.36, and in the output channel from 0.363 to 0.373.

The parametric Newton-Rhapson iteration design returned near identical results. The

identification Newton-Rhapsoniteration J-spectral factorisation has the control channel

varying from 0.03913 to 0.5544, and the output channel 0.3342 to 0.4283, this can be

seen in Figure 9.5.

The robustness margins for the three designs are compared in Figure 9.6. The 2-

Riccati design showed a GM of 19.2 dB with a DM of 6.08 discrete samples. Two of

the block design produced near identical margins, with the GM varying from 17.5 dB

to 25 dB, and the DM staying near constant at 6.1 discrete samples. The identification

based design shows a range for the GM of 10.96 to 35.35 dB and in the DMof1.872

to 19.86 samples.

As with the single sensitivity designs the block designs compare well with the bench-

mark 2-Riccati designs in all accounts, but have the advantage of the free Q tuning

parameter, which can be used to maximise the time response without compromising

the system robustness. The identification results is not as comparable, but does show

a solution is reached and the design reacts to the addition of the control weighting

function.
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9.3. Idle speed control

The idle speed control model was identified in Chapter 3, controller designs were per-

formedin single sensitivity and mixed sensitivity formations, using the 2-Riccati tech-

nique as the benchmark. This highlighted that physical constraints on the control

action could not be reached with a primary weighting function design alone. The block

Hoo J-spectral factorisation technique designs were therefore performed only in the

mixed sensitivity case. In the mixed sensitivity case these were applied to the engine,

and all designs compared favourably. The design constraints for the single sensitivity

design being

e Speed deviation of engine speed N, must remain in acceptable limits of |N| <

|Nmax| = 320 rpm

e Settling time of less than 3 seconds

where
_ 1.15 -— 0.8527!
~ 7—0.99992-1

with the addition of the control sensitivity the controller must be

Wy (z)

e |ABV| < ABVinaz = 30% to the largest disturbance

where

Wo(z) = 72

all the mixed sensitivity designs were performed with 7, = 0.2 and yo = 300.

9.3.1 Mixed sensitivity

As highlighted to make the control action physically realisable mixed sensitivity designs

were performed with a control weighting function in addition to the primary weighting

function. These designs were put througha series of simulation tests before application

to the engine. The techniques show very similar results for a 100 rpm step disturbance

test, with all three reacting to the control sensitivity and reducing the level of control

action in accordance with that applicable on the real engine system, with the parametric

Newton-Rhapson iteration methodusingslightly more control action with a subsequent

reduction in the response time.

To an 2000 sample +5.5 rpm uniformly distributed noise disturbance,similar to that

experienced naturally on the engine, the 2-Riccati controller produceda variance in the

control channel, in terms of (%*), of 0.021, a marked reduction on the single sensitivity

design, and an output variance,in terms of (rpm), of 10.46, a slight increase butstill in

design parameters. Two of the block designs also showed similar levels of performance,

with the Riccati J-spectral factorisation showing a controller variance of 0.021 to 0.97
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with a change in the Q level, and 10.27 to 11.54 in the output. The parametric Newton-

Rhapson iteration scheme showed almost identical ranges with a skew in the position

of the lower values in the Q range. This can be seen in Figure 9.8.

In terms of the robustness of the designs, the 2-Riccati method produced a GM of

7.02 dB and DM of 15 discrete samples, the DM being a large increase over the single

sensitivity design. The Riccati J-spectral factorisation technique over the range of Q

had a GM of 5.2 dB to 8.6 dB and a DM of 5.5 to 16 discrete samples. The parametric

Newton-Rhapsoniteration technique again showed similar levels of robustness with 5.2

dB to 8.6 dB GM,and 6 to 16 discrete samples DM, again with a skew for the peaks

in the Q range. The comparison across the @ parameter range can beseen in Figure

9.9. All the designs were now within the design specification and could be applied to

the engine.

9.3.2 Engine application

Controller designs were validated on the Ford Zetec 1.6 litre engine setup. The designs

were put through a series of repeatable tests to obtain an understandingof the robust-

ness of the closed loop andtheability to cope with predicted loads. With a target idle

speed of 900 rpm, the system was subject to static and dynamic loads equivalent to

those experienced in the idle speed regime.

The time responsefor the controllers applied to the engine when subject to a large

step load from the dynamometer can be seen in Figure 9.7. The 2-Riccati design again

shows the benchmark with a speed deviation of 133 rpm and a maximum control action

demand of 7% ABV. The quickest and slowest block controllers were selected from a set

of time responses, for all methods these were at Q = —0.5 and Q = 0.99 respectively.

In the Riccati J-spectral case the speed deviation ranged from 110 rpm to 160 rpm and

a maximumcontrol actions of 9% ABV to 10% ABV.A similar trend can be seen with

the parametric J-spectral factorisation with a speed deviation ranged from 95 rpm to

150 rpm and a maximum control actions of 7% ABV to 9% ABV. Both can be seen

to bracket the 2-Riccati solution results, meaning that the J-spectral techniques give

comparable results in the time response, but allow the user in this sub-optimal case a

final level of tuning once online.

In the variance case, the 2-Riccati controller subject to 1000 samples natural torque

variations displayed a controller variance in terms of (%?) of 0.025 and an output

variance in terms of (rpm?) of 10.16. The Riccati J-spectral factorisation showed with

the change of Q level a controller variance range of 0.023 to 0.31, and the output

variance of 7.86 to 16.5. The parametric Newton-Rhapson iteration method showed a

controller variance of 0.028 to 0.62 and an output variance of 9.7 to 24, seen in Figure

9.8. In the control action variance the trend gained from simulation correlates closely

but not precisely in terms of the gain to the trend from application on the engine.
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Figure 9.7: Idle speed step disturbance engine time response comparison

However it does show that the Q value can be used to alter the time response of this

parameter. A similar trend but not quite as clearly follows for the output variance.

In termsof the disturbance robustnessof the designs, the 2-Riccati method produced

a GMof 9.25 dB and DM of 18 discrete samples. The Riccati J-spectral factorisation

technique over the range of Q had a GM of 6.5 dB to 10 dB and a DM of4 to 22

discrete samples. The parametric Newton-Rhapson iteration technique again showed

similar levels of robustness with 6.9 dB to 10.6 dB GM,and4 to 21 discrete events of

DM. The comparison across the Q parameter range can be seen in Figure 9.9. Again

this can be seen to correlate between the values gained in simulation and those gained in

application. This therefore demonstrates that the time response can be tuned without

greatly affecting the systems robustness.

All the designs therefore show close similarity in the key tests in simulation and

when applied to the engine. In this sub-optimal block formation design the techniques

gives the designer an extra tuning parameter that can befine tuned once the controller

design work has been completed, this has been shown here to have an effect upon the

time responseof the controller, with minimal impact upon the robustness of the closed

loop system.

9.4 SA to PPP control

The SA to PPP design problem, is to control the angle of spark actuation before top

dead centre (BTDC) to generate a theoretically best PPP of 16° after top dead centre

(ATDC) that will produce maximum brake torque (MBT). The model wasidentified

as a series of Auto Regressive eXogenous (ARX) single input single output (SISO)
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models of first order proper transfer functions and with non minimum phase (NMP)

characteristics to account for the time delay of one sample, this is shown in Chapter3.

The design is performed using the 2-Riccati, and the block H,, J-spectral factorisation

techniques. These wereall performed in a single sensitivity design, with the primary

weighting function only, as the time response and robustness could be achieved bythis

means alone. However due to the nature of the plant the design performed was near

optimal, and unlike the idle speed problem this means that the tuning of Q hasless of

an affect on the overall outcome of the controller once online. The design requirement

is to maintain 16° PPP ATDC with minimal variance and a maximum +25° control

action on the SA BTDC.

9.4.1 Single sensitivity

The primary weighting function to achieve the design constraints was chosen as

_ t= 0.9271

~ 1—0.9999z-1

The function possesses a large degree of integral action to reduce the steady state error

Wy (z)

once the output is around the set point, as can be seen by the pole that is nearly on

the unit circle. Several tests were performed on the designs in simulation before they

were applied to the engine.

Thefirst test was a step to simulate a disturbance that caused a 10° change in the

PPP output with the controller required to return the PPPto the desired angle. The

simulations can be seen in Figure 9.10. This shows thatall of the controllers work in a

near identical manner, that they recover in 30 samples and that the system has almost

a 0 dB DCgain as the control action used is almost in proportion with the disturbance.

The design is however physically realisable for this size of disturbance.

The second test was for the variance of the control action and the output. The

2-Riccati controller produced a benchmark SA variance in terms of (07) of 0.2645 and

a PPP variancealso in termsof (07) of 3.87. The discrete Riccati controller, was then

tested for a range of Q values, and as mentioned dueto the near optimal nature of the

design this madelittle difference to the simulation variance. The mean SA variance was

0.295, with the mean PPP variance being 3.8, therefore comparing favourably to the

2-Riccati controller. The Newton-Rhapson parametric J-spectral factorisation design,

performed very similarly to the discrete Riccati design, with Q having minimal impact

upon the variance, again the variance for the SA had an average of 0.295, with the PPP

average of 3.86, very comparable to the two other designs. This can be seen in Figure

9.12.

The third check was that of the robustness margins of the system. The 2-Riccati

gave a benchmark of 22.86 dB GM and 15.44 samples DM. Again the discrete Riccati

possessed nearly uniform margins across the Q range with 25.87 dB GMand 15.23
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Figure 9.10: SA to PPP step response simulation

samples DM. The Newton-Rhapson iteration J-spectral produced a GM of 26 dB and

a DMof 15.2 samples. This can be seen in Figure 9.13.

Thereforein all of the offline tests the three design techniques perform in a remark-

ably similar manner to the applied weighting function, and they all produce designs

that are physically realisable and stable for the identified models.

9.4.2 Engine application

As with the idle design, the controllers were now applied to the engine. Similar tests

to those in simulation were performed to test the time response and the robustness of

the closed loop systems.

The time response to a change in the demand for the PPP can be seen in Figure

9.11 for all three controllers. This shows a change in demand from 16° ATDC to 20°

ATDC.Again the two J-spectral factorisation controllers are shown with Q = 0, due

to there being little variation on the controllers with a change in Q becauseof the near

optimal design. All three show very similar results, with the output achieved within

20 samples, and with little overshoot. It should be mentioned too that the controller

works to a 1° resolution so the steady state output performance is very precise under

this constraint.

The variance for the controllers over 1000 samples was then checked for the Q range

and compared to the 2-Riccati controller and simulation outputs, this can be seen in

Figure 9.12. The variance for the two J-spectral factorisation controllers shows only
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Figure 9.11: SA to PPP step response comparison

natural variation due to the resolution of the control action, with no trends, and fairly

well tracks the simulated and 2-Riccati results. This again shows the near optimality

of the designs and the accuracy of the modelling.

The final comparison is that of the margins of the applied systems. This can be

seen in Figure 9.13 for a range of @ values. This shows that all three designs have

slightly reduced GM to that achieved in simulation and slightly higher levels of DM,

that the J-spectral designs posses slightly more of both quantities than the 2-Riccati

controller, and again that the @ tuning has marginal effect. upon the robustness of the

system.

9.5 Conclusions

Three design examples run through the thesis for comparison purposes of the four

controller design techniques. The outcomes of the individual designs are compared in

this Chapter.

The low order problem was performedin single and mixedsensitivity formations for

all four of the techniques. The 2-Riccati equation, discrete Riccati J-spectral factorisa-

tion and parameteric Newton-Rhapsoniteration J-spectral factorisation all performed

in a similar manner, in both time responses and robustness. The latter two designs also

demonstrated the use of Q operator tuning to alter the time response without affecting
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the system robustness. Due toissues with the identification Newton-Rhapsoniteration

identification technique, the samelevel of performance could not be generated, though

it did react to the addition of a control weighting function in the design process and

demonstrates potential for the development of the process.

The idle speed problem was performed with only the 2-Riccati, discrete Riccati

J-spectral factorisation and parameteric Newton-Rhapson iteration J-spectral factori-

sation techniques, in a mixed sensitivity case. As the identification technique could

not generate the level of integral action required. The applied techniques performed

in a similar manner, in simulation and in application to the engine. The latter two

demonstrating the tuning capability of the Q operator in this sub optimal design, to

alter the time response without compromising system robustness.

SA to PPP control was performed by the three same techniques in a single sensi-

tivity formation. As with the previous two applications they demonstrated compara-

ble results. The J-spectral factorisation techniques demonstrating Q tuning function.

Though as the design is near optimal this function has little impact upon the perfor-

mance of the system.
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Chapter 10

Conclusions and suggestions for

future work

10.1 Conclusions

This thesis presents a systematic rapid prototyping method for the production of ro-

bust linear and potentially nonlinear controllers for automotive control problems. The

general methodology involves model production through system identification and the

design of controllers using various J-spectral factorisation methods that allow the free

choice of the Q parameter postdesign.

Currently the automotive industry predominantly uses linear ‘mapping’ techniques

for powertrain control applications. While this has proven successful in improving the

quality andreliability of automotive engine control, many additional energy recovery

systemsare now being routinely added to internal combustion engines and these systems

may not reach their full potential when controlled in this traditional manner. Therefore

smart but accessible design methods to reduces the cost and time of implementations

are a growing requirement.

Chapter 3 introduces the concept of producing models for controller design by sys-

tem identification. This involves using input output data from the actual system and

parameterising a known structure model by a least squares fit. This means that no

phenomenological modelling has to be performed, which is not only time consuming,

but due to the complexity of the engine system could produce misleading results. Ap-

plication of system identification methods mean required a priori knowledge of a system

is small, as the system is treated as a causal black box. However some knowledge of

the system is required to producereliable identification data. Care must be taken

in the selection of the input excitation signal to generate the correct frequency and

gain content. Additionally structure selection is very important to the outcome of the

identification, under parameterisation can lead to poor explanation of the data, where

over parameterisation can lead to a singular identification matrix. Manyselection algo-

rithms have been written for this, but the parsimonyrule of selecting the lowest possible

195
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order model is often the most prudent. Parameters chosen can belinear or nonlinear

time regressors of the recorded input output data. If the control methodology usedis

linear, a set of linear models can be produce across the operating range, this set can

then be used to generate an approximation of the system uncertainty that can be used

in a robust controller design.

The system identification methodology was demonstrated on two engine based sys-

tems, the first being the idle speed problem and the second the spark advance to peak

pressure position problem. Models were produced as linear model sets of restricted

ranges within the full operating ranges. Data for both model sets was generated from

the University of Liverpool dynamometer. The idle speed models were generated as

Auto Regressive Moving Average eXogenousstructures, which allow some modelling of

the noise disturbance dynamics. The spark advance to peak pressure position models

were identified as Auto Regressive eXogenousstructures as the system dynamics do not

necessitate a separate noise filter. Models were then successfully validated with unseen

data from the engine. These models were then used in subsequent robust controller

designs.

The controller design methodology of this thesis originated from an identification

based system of partial inverses method of producing H. nonlinear controllers from

[90]. The intention being to approximately invert the forward plant dynamics, aug-

mented by chosen weighting functions, to create the controller. Additional partial

inverses being required as a method to guarantee the internal stability of the nonlinear

system. However the solution to this is singular as the forward augmented system and

the first partial inverse contain elements that are zero and the matrix can be nonsquare

in a mixed sensitivity design case. The J-spectral factorisation is required to produce

a square invertible equivalent of the first partial inverse that retains the same (or near)

energy transmission properties. A J-spectral factorisation form is required as a num-

ber of the signal spaces become negative during the first partial inverse. This thesis

therefore presents the development steps to the identification based J-spectral factori-

sation technique. The system of partial inverses and the requirement for J-spectral

factorisation was covered in Chapter 5.

A widely recognised standard 71. design methodis the 2-Riccati equation method.

This is consequently used here as the benchmark design from which to assess the J-

spectral factorisation methodsof this thesis and was introduced in Chapter 4. This was

applied to the three design problemsofthis thesis, the theoretical low order problem in

single and mixedsensitivities, the idle speed problem as identified in single and mixed

sensitivities and the spark advance to peak pressure position problem,also as identified

in the single sensitivity case. These engine based problems were successfully applied to

the engine and all three designs provide the benchmark responses.

A further benchmark for J-spectral factorisation was required and thediscrete Ric-
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cati equation method of Kimura demonstrated a very close relative. This originated

from a chain scattering approach where the J-spectral factorisation is performed on a

altered causality system, similar to the system of partial inverses of this thesis. The

theory was introduced for this in Chapter 6, along with the algorithm. Bespoke soft-

ware for the implementation of which was written as part of the development process.

The algorithm was also applied to the three problems of this thesis. The low order

problem was applied in the single and mixed sensitivity cases and proved comparable

to the 2-Riccati solutions. Though with the addition of Q dissipation parameter tuning,

where the times response can be altered without affecting the closed loop robustness.

The idle speed problem was performed in the mixed sensitivity case (with an additional

control weighting function) as the design constraints could not be reached with a single

sensitivity design. This again proved comparable to the 2-Riccati solution but with the

benefit again of @ parameter tuning. This was shown to trade off the step response

against the variance of the system. The spark advance to peak pressure position control

was performedin thesingle sensitivity only case as the design requirements could be

met with this formation. This again being comparable to the 2-Riccati equation solu-

tion and being a near optimal design meaning the Q operator tuning hadlittle affect

upon the time response.

Dueto the identification method of J-spectral factorisation not being able to achieve

the desired result in a single block identification, a method of convergence was required.

The Newton-Rhapson method of convergence wasselected due to its ease of application

and transparency. This was first demonstrated on a linear parameteric only J-spectral

factorisation in Chapter 7. The iterative convergence is polynomialonlyso first requires

that the first partial inverse system is fixed with a common denominator and the

convergence is performed on the numerator only. The convergence to a set ofinitial

condition is not guaranteed, neither is it guaranteed that the solution will be minimum

phase. So a set of initial conditions requires searching and a candidate solution selecting

based upon the energy convergence of the postfactorised system to the prefactorised

system. Oncea satisfactory solution had beenselected, internal stability checks can be

madeandthefinal controller created. Bespoke software was written for this application

in MATLAB/Simulink.

The algorithm was demonstrated again on the three problemsof this thesis. The

low order problem was demonstrated in the single and mixed sensitivity cases and

proved comparable to the 2-Riccati solutions and the Riccati J-spectral factorisation

case, though with someloss of computational accuracy. Q dissipation parameter tuning

was again shown. The idle speed problem was demonstrated in the mixed sensitivity

case only due the system requirements. This proved comparable to the two former

controller design techniques, with Q parameter tuning used in application to the engine

to trade the step response characteristics against the variance. Thefinal spark advance
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to peak pressure position application was demonstrated in the single sensitivity only

case. Again favourable comparison to the two Riccati equation techniques were drawn,

with the Q tuningin this near optimal case demonstratinglittle variation in the system

outputs.

The culmination of the controller techniques was the application of the identification

based J-spectral factorisation using Newton-Rhapsoniterations from [91], as introduced

in Chapter 8. This technique represents the system as affine Nonlinear Auto Regressive

Moving Average eXogenous maps,so it can potentially handle nonlinear systems and

nonlinear weighting functions. The technique requires simulation of equivalent adjoint

system which by their nature are anti-stable, so a system of reverse time modelling is

used to generate usable data. Also a minimum phase solution is not guaranteed, so a

signal appending method is used to force a stable and minimum phase solution. The

current form of the algorithm thoughstill has convergence issues and integral action

to a usable level can not be added to the system. However there are large areas for

development remaining. The design algorithm to the solution was given.

Due to the convergence and integral action problems the technique was only applied

to the low order problem. This was performedin the single and mixed sensitivity cases,

but performance was some way short of the other J-spectral methods and the 2-Riccati

solution. It did however show response to the addition of a control weighting function

and the Q dissipation parameter tuning showed again how the time response could be

altered without affecting the robustness.

All of the designs were comparedfully in Chapter 9. Highlighting the similarity in

the solutions generated by the 2-Riccati approach, the Riccati J-spectral factorisation

approach and the parametric Newton-Rhapson J-spectral factorisation method. This

also highlighted the current issues with the identification based J-spectral factorisation

method.

10.2 Recommendations for future work

Significant scope still remains within the identification based J-spectral factorisation

technique for future development and refinement, with the key ideas highlighted here.

10.2.1 Initial condition selection

The current Newton-Rhapson iteration technique for the J-spectral factorisation is not

a global solution, in that any arbitrarily selected initial condition for the iteration is

not guaranteed to produce a convergent solution. A limitation with many Newton-

Rhapson iteration based techniques is that the initial starting point must be near the

sought local convergence point. This appears to be the case with the technique in its

current state. This was demonstrated with the algebraic Newton-Rhapson iteration
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J-spectral factorisation where a search of initial conditions was required to provide a

minimum phase solution with good energy convergence to the prefactorised system.

Applying a similar approach to the identification based approach was inconclusive due

to the increased computational effort of the technique and the extremesensitivity of

the solution to the initial conditions. Therefore it is felt a more systematic approachis

required for this investigation.

10.2.2. Nonlinear weighting functions

Theidentification based techniqueis not restricted to the use of linear parameters. The

technique allows nonlinear parameter use in the main system dynamics, but also the

possible user introduction of nonlinear parameters to the system weighting functions.

It has been mentioned that the use of a nonlinear controller on a linear system may

improve the performance of the ensuing closed loop system. It has also been shown

that using a nonlinear schedule function can increase the transient performance of

idle speed controllers. This area is further lacking in a systematic technique for the

selection of nonlinear weighting functions, but investigation may prove highly beneficial,

particularly with parameter freedom given in this technique.

10.2.3. Nonparametric and alternative identification techniques

The identification technique is essentially data driven, and parameterisation is used

due to the limitations of the ordinary least squares identification technique. However

the technique could be extended for use with non-parametric identification techniques.

This could be directly derived from collected experimental data, with no need of pa-

rameterisation, unless required for application requirements.

Large amounts of current research are applied to the use of neural network iden-

tification techniques. In a similar vane to the nonparametric technique this could be

applied to the J-spectral factorisation technique. These alternative identification meth-

ods may reduce or remove entirely some of the numerical inaccuracies that affect the

current technique with its multiple parameter based identifications.

10.2.4 Solution order reduction

Due to the identification technique being data driven and essentially not driven by

the order of the system, the order used for the controller identification could be a

reduction on that of the forward system augmented system. This would potentially

negate some of the problems of 7H. designs in that the controller is the same order of

higher than the augmented system. Reduced order controllers have the benefit of being

less computationally demanding and easier to implement, especially on commercial

powertrain control units where the order of the controller allowable may be second
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order, or in essence PID. This may have the negative effect of reducing the quality of

the fits produced by identification as the combined order of the forward system and the

chosen weighting functions may be many ordershigher, but this requires investigation.

10.2.5 Identification stabilisation and minimum phase characteristic

creation

During the identification based J-spectral technique,if a identification proved unstable

or non minimum phase the solution could be forced to become minimum phase and

stable by using the technique of appending theidentification signal with zeros. This

forces the identified system to become minimum phaseand stable. Howeverthis also

decorrelates the frequency response of the model and produces inaccuracies in the

solution. Investigation is required into techniques that could provide a similar degree

of stabilisation and minimum phase characteristic creation, with a reduction in the

associated frequency response decorrelation.

10.2.6 Dynamic and nonlinear @ tuning

The block formation robust control techniques allow free selection of the Q parameter

post-design. Although this was investigated in this thesis this was only performed with

a static Q, though if the norm of Q is less than unity this can take any form. So there

is future scope for the use of dynamic and possibly nonlinear functions to further tune

the time response of the controllers once online.

10.2.7 Extension to the multivariable case

The techniques of this thesis are all single input single output in formation, though

very few applications are of this form, especially in the internal combustion engines.

Wherethe various control loops can exhibit strongly cross coupled behaviour. Therefore

performing a multiple input multiple output design as a sequenceofsingle input single

output designs may be inadequate to guarantee stability and robustness of these cross

coupled processes. The block formation is also readily extendable to a multiple input

multiple output format. Indeed the 2-Riccati approach of the Robust Control Toolboxis

designed for this, so it seems prudent to extend the J-spectral factorisation techniques

to this formation. Therefore extending the benefits of the nonlinear control and Q

tuning to multivariable systems.
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Hoo control: General case

The following solution is taken from [127]. The augmented transfer function matrix is

(GB) w
compatible with the dimensions z(t) € R?!, y(t) € R??, w(t) € R™, u(t) « R™, and

the state x(t) € R”. The following assumptions are

taken in the form

 

1. (A, Bo) is stabilisable and (C2, A) is detectable

Qe Dyj2 = | and Do = [0 I]

3 |“ — jul Bo

Ci Die
| has full column rankforall w

4 4 aad jul B,

C2 Do
has full row rank for all w

The main result is stated in terms of the X, and Y, Riccati equations, and the

matrices F and L.
77Im, 0

Bes Dj.Die a 1 ol } where Drie = [Di Dy]

2a « _|Y¥ Lp, 0 — (Diu
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Yoo = aa; “4 - sips, A" [PaBi Cl
Age = Hie(igs) You == Bieldas)

dP ges | := —R-![D},C, + B*X~]
F,,
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Partition D, F,,, and Lj,, as
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Fico Eis. Foe5

F' | | lies Biiit Dia 0
ED taco 1i21. Ding. IF

lo no 
Admissable controller K(s) such that ||7i(G, K)||,, < 7 exists if

1. y > maz(@[Diii1, Diria), ¢(/Dti11 Dina)

2. Hy € dom(Ric) with X. = Ric(H») > 0

3. Joo € dom(|Ric) with Y., — HieJs.) = 0

Ay p(XYoo) 97

Then

K = Fi(Moo,Q)for Q such that ||Qlloo <7
where

 

Dy = —DyaDiy) (PL — DirDiy)Dia — Dirze

Dy € R™*™2 and Do, € R?2*P2 are any matrices satisfying

DyDi, = I -— Dyin (I — Diy,Dir)“!Dia,

D3, Do, = I - Diyo(7I — DinDiy1)Dire

and

Bo = Zoo(Bz + Li200)Di2

Cz = —Da1 (C2 + Fire)

By = —ZooLa. + BoDDu
Cy = Foo. + Dy, Dz}C2
A=A+BF+B,D3!C)

where

Zoe = (T- aPYeee



Appendix B

Discrete Riccati equation

J-spectral factorisation MATLAB

code

 

 

YJeasaesssssssssssseees5555=5==55===== == = =

% viccati_J_spectral_factorisation

% Program performs J-spectral factorisation using the DARE solver for the

% 2-block H-inf controller design formation

Z====C Ward 1/4/08=ssss=sssssssssss=ssssssssssssssssssSsssssssssssssssssss==

clear all;close all;clc;format compact

 
 

 
 

4----Plant dynamics----------------------=-=$=-===

ts=1; /% plant sample time

P_num=[1 -0.1]; % plant numerator

P_den=[1 0.5]; % plant denominator

P=tf (P_num,P_den,ts); % plant transfer function

47---Primary weighting--------------------------------------------------+--

gamma_W1=0.25; % primary weight gamma level

Wi_num=gamma_W1*[1.15 -0.85];  % primary weight numerator

Wi_den=[1 -0.99999] ; % primary weight denominator

Wi=tf(Wi_num,Wi_den,ts); % primary weight transfer function

4----Control weighting------------------enrsennan=

gamma_W2=400; % control weight gamma level

W2_num=gamma_W2* [1] ; % control weight numerator

W2_den=[1] ; % control weight denuminator

W2=tf (W2_num,W2_den,ts); % control weight transfer function

==sa=====soesseseess52eSeSeeeseeSeee525225252525=2===5===================
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4----first partial inverse-------------------9-9-9nnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnn

G_fpi=[P 1;0 W1;W2 0];G_fpi=minreal(G_fpi); % mimo fpi system formation

figure(’position’ ,[10,700,400,200]) ;

bodemag(G_fpi) ;hold on;grid on;title(’FPI bode’);

G_ss=ss(G_fpi) ;figure(1) ;bodemag(G_ss); % conversion to state space

[A,B,C,D,ts]=ssdata(G_ss);

NmmeoniOoelpeepee

jeo--~£1Pst pavieial 1106)eeeee

G_mini=C*(-eye(length(A) )-A)~(-1)*B+D;

AT=A?;

G_adj_mini=-B’ *AT* (-1) *(-eye(length(A) )-AT* (-1))*(-1) *AT* (-1) *C’+D?

-B’*AT*(-1)*C’;

4----j spectral factorisation to find E------------------------------------

J.3=[1 0°0;0 =1.0;0 07-11;

beta_0=G_adj_min1*J_3*G_min1;

beta=[beta_0(1,1);

beta_0(1,2);

beta_0(2,1);

beta_0(2,2)];

Ei_11=10; % factorisation propogation points

Ei_12=10;

Ei_21=0.5;

Ei_22=1;

for i=1:20

g=([Ei_11 0 -Ei=21.°0;

Fi_12 0 —Hi22205

0 Ei_11-0 =EiS21 5

0 Ei_12 0 -Ei_22];

h=inv(g) *beta;

Eh_11=h(1);Eh_11_save(i)=Eh_11;

Eh_12=h(2) ;Eh_12_save(i)=Eh_12;

Eh_21=h(3) ;Eh_21_save(i)=Eh_21;

Eh_22=h(4) ;Eh_22_save(i)=Eh_22;

beta_O_new=[(Eh_11*Ei_11)-(Eh_21*Ei_21) (Eh_11*Ei_12)-(Eh_21*Ei_22);
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(Eh_12*Ei_11)-(Eh_22*Ei_21) (Eh_12+*Ei_12)-(Eh_22*Ei_22)];

beta_O_1i_save(i)=beta_O_new(1,1);

beta_0_12_save(i)=beta_O_new(1,2);

beta_0_21_save(i)=beta_O_new(2,1);

beta_0_22_save(i)=beta_O_new(2,2);

Ei_11=(Ei_11+Eh_11)/2;

Ei_12=(Ei_12+Eh_12)/2;

Ei_21=(Ei_21+Eh_21)/2;

Ei_22=(Ei_22+Eh_22)/2;

end

E_m=[Eh_11 Eh_12;Eh_21 Eh_22];

f--------nnnnnnnee

figure(’ position’ , [430,700,400,200]);

plot (beta_0_11_save, ’+-’) ;hold on;grid on;

plot (beta_0_12_save,’g+-’);hold on;

plot (beta_0_21_save, ’r+-’);hold on;

plot (beta_0_22_save,’c+-’);hold on;

title(’Beta level per iteration’)

figure(’ position’ , [850,700,400,200]);

plot (Eh_11i_save,’+-’);hold on;grid on;

plot (Eh_12_save,’g+-’);hold on;

plot (Eh_21_save, ’r+-’) ;hold on;

plot (Eh_22_save,’c+-’);hold on;

title(’E components per iteration’)

hii aiieeaesssa es asaesssseeeeemeeeee

E=eye(size(A));

S=C’*J_3*D;

R=D’*J_3x*D;

Q=C’?*J_3*C;

[X,L,G]=dare(A,B,Q,R,S,E);

4----creation of F---------------n-nennnnnneee=

F=-((D?*J_3*D+B’? *X*B) ~-1)*(D?*J_3*C+B’ *X*A);

G_pi=ss(A,B,-F,[1 0;0 1],ts);

figure(’position’, [10,400,400, 200] ) ;bodemag(G_pi) ;hold on;grid on;

[G_pi_A,G_pi_B,G_pi_C,G_pi_D,ts]=ssdata(G_pi);
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G_pi_min1=G_pi_C*(-eye(length(G_pi_A))-G_pi_A)*(-1)*G_pi_B+G_pi_D;

M=G_pi_mini*E_m~-1;

M’?*(D’*J_3*D+B’ *X*B) *M

#---factorised system—------7-99nnnnnnnnnnnnnnnrnnnnnnnnn

Pi=ss(A,-B,M°-1*F,M*-1*eye(2) ,ts) ; bodemag (Pi);

[Pi_A,Pi_B,Pi_C,Pi_D,ts]=ssdata(Pi);

figure(’position’ , [430,400,400, 200] ) ;pzmap(G_pi);hold on;pzmap(Pi);hold on

sim fpi_energy_comparison % simulation of pre and post factorised systems

energy_original=(w_original.*2)-(zi_original.*2)-(z2_original.*2);

energy_new=(w_new.~2)-(z_new.~2);

figure(’position’ , [850,400,400,200]) ;plot (energy_original) ;hold on;grid on;

plot (energy_new, ’red’);hold on

legend(’Original energy’, ’Factorised energy’)

% integral energy sum

for i=1:length(w_original)

w_org=w_original(1:i);

w_org_square=w_org.~2;

w_sum=sum(w_org_square);

zl_org=21_origimel (171);

zi_org_square=z1l_org.”2;

zi_sum=sum(z1_org_square);

z2_org=z2_original(1:i);

z2_org_square=z2_org.~2;

z2_sum=sum(z2_org_square);

total=w_sum-z1i_sum-z2_sum;

energy_original_square(i)=total;

end

for i=1:length(w_new)

w_n=w_new(1:i);

wW_n_square=w_n.72;

w_sum=sum(w_n_square);

z_n=z_new(1:i);

Z_N_square=z_n.72;

z_sum=sum(z_n_square);

total=w_sum-z_sum;

energy_new_square(i)=total;

end
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figure(’ position’ , [850,400,400,200]) ;plot (energy_original_square) ;hold on;

grid on;plot(energy_new_square,’red’);hold on;

1 == a

#%----inverse system N------------------------------------------------------

N=inv (Pi) ;N=minreal (N)

figure(’position’, [10,100,400,200]) ;bodemag(N) ;hold on;grid on;

figure(’position’ , [430,100,400,200]) ;pzmap(N) ;hold on;

 

 

disp(’ paused’)

pause

close all

Vcrmae we -

4----K generation-----------------------nnnnnn==$$==

Ah_ss=Pi(1,1);

Bh_ss=Pi(1,2);

Ch_ss=Pi(2,1);

Dh_ss=Pi(2,2);

 
 

K_a=Ah_ss/Ch_ss;K_a=minreal (K_a);

K_b=Bh_ss-((Ah_ss*Dh_ss) /Ch_ss) ;K_b=minreal (K_b);

K_c=1/Ch_ss;K_c=minreal (K_c);

K_d=-Dh_ss/Ch_ss ;K_d=minreal (K_d);

figure(’position’ ,[10,700,400,200]);

bode (K_a);hold on;grid on

bode(K_b);hold on;

bode(K_c);hold on;

bode(K_d) ;hold on;

legend(’K_a’,’K_b’,’K_c’,’K_d’)

figure(’ position’ , [430,700,400, 200] )

bodemag(1/W1) ;hold on;grid on;legend(’1/W1’)

figure(’position’ , [850,700,400,200]);

bodemag(1/W2) ;hold on;grid on;legend(’1/W2’)

figure(’ position’, [10,400,400, 200]);

zero_db=tf(1,1,ts) ;bodemag(zero_db) ;hold on;grid on

legend(’0 dB’)
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figure(’Position’ , [430,400,400,200]) ;

figure(’position’ , [850,400,400,200]) ;

figure(’position’ , [10,100,400, 200]);

figure(’ position’ , [430,100,400,200]) ;

Q_iteration=1;

count_Q=1;

while Q_iteration==

Q=input(’Q level =’)

K=((Q+#K_b*K_c) /(1-(Q*K_a)) )+K_d;

K=minreal (K);

[Ka_ss,Kb_ss,Kc_ss,Kd_ss]=ssdata(K);

figure(1) ;bode(K) ;hold on

PS=1/(1+(K*P) ) ;PS=minreal (PS);

figure (2) ;bodemag(PS) ;hold on;

CS=K/(1+(K*P)) ;CS=minreal (CS);

figure (3) ;bodemag(CS) ;hold on;

disp_zi=W1/(1+(K*P)) ;disp_zi=minreal(disp_z1);

disp_z2=(K*W2) /(1+(K*P) ) ;disp_z2=minreal (disp_z2);

figure (4) ;bodemag(disp_z1) ;hold on;bodemag(disp_z2) ;hold on

G_a=[W1 W1i+*-P;0 W2;1 -P];

G_ss=ss(G_a);

w_z=l1ft (G_ss ,K);

[mag , phase ,w]=bode(w_z,{10°-2,1071});

magi=mag(1:1,1:end);

mag2=mag(2:2,1:end);

mag_total=sqrt((mag1.*2) + (mag2.*2));

20*10g10(mag1);

20*10g10(mag2);

mag_total=20*1log10(mag_total);

magi

mag2

figure(5) ;

if count_Q==

semilogx(w,mag_total,’b’);hold on;grid on;

title(’Total Dissipation’) ;



end
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xlabel(’Frequency (rad/sec)’);ylabel(’Magnitude (dB) ’)

elseif count_Q==2

semilogx(w,mag_total,’g’);hold on;grid on;

title(’Total Dissipation’) ;

xlabel(’Frequency (rad/sec)’);ylabel(’Magnitude (dB) ’)

elseif count_Q==3

semilogx(w,mag_total,’r’);hold on;grid on;

title(’Total Dissipation’);

xlabel(’Frequency (rad/sec)’);ylabel(’Magnitude (dB) ’)

end

[K_num,K_den]=tfdata(K);

K_num=cel12mat (K_num) ;K_den=cell2mat (K_den);

t_sim=5;sim cl_sys_ss;

t=0:ts:t_sim;

figure(6);

if count_Q==

subplot (2,1,1);plot(t,u_sim,’b’);hold on;grid on;

subplot (2,1,2);plot(t,y_sim,’b’);hold on;grid on;

elseif count_Q==2

subplot (2,1,1);plot(t,u_sim,’g’);hold on;grid on;

subplot (2,1,2);plot(t,y_sim,’g’);hold on;grid on;

elseif count_Q==

subplot (2,1,1);plot(t,u_sim,’r’);hold on;grid on;

subplot (2,1,2);plot(t,y_sim,’r’);hold on;grid on;

end

figure(7) ;OL=P*K;

nyquist (OL) ;hold on

figure (8);

margin(OL);hold on

Q_iteration=input(’Change Q value? y=1/n=0 ’)

count_Q=count_Q+1;
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Appendix C

Parametric J-spectral

factorisation with

Newton-Rhapson iterations

C.1 Newton iteration convergance

 

 

         

9011 Flay G12 Gli2 4021 Gioi 4022 Glo2

N, 1.0000 1.0000 2.0000 0.6000 1.0000 0.3000 1.0000 0.4000

X{ 0.0267 0.0070 0.0272 0.0097 —0.0180 0.4392 0.0070 0.4330

No 0.5134 0.5035 1.0136 0.3049 0.4910 0.3696 0.5035 0.4165

X92 0.1135 0.0471 0.1209 0.0529 —0.9412 1.6887 —0.9244 1.7387

N3 0.3134 0.2753 0.5673 0.1789 —0.2251 1.0292 —0.2105| 1.0776

X3 —0.2251 —0.3893 —0.2443 —0.4167 0.1986 —0.0516 0.0982 —0.0672

N4 0.0441 —0.0570} 0.1615 —0.1189 —0.0132 0.4888 —0.0561 0.5052
X4 —0.2451 0.4452 —0.2981 0.4189 0.8902 0.1137 1.0132 0.1563

Ns —0.1005 0.1941 —0.0683 0.1500 0.4385 0.3013 0.4785 0.3307

X5 —15.3377 —9.8734 —16.6966 —10.8604 3.4294 —5.9715|] 2.2925 —4.4331

Ne —7.7191 —4.8396 —8.3825 —5.3552 1.9340 —2.8351 1.3855 —2.0512

Xe —0.2203 0.3615 —0.1599 0.2739 0.8600 0.5758 0.9364 0.6357

N7 —3.9697 —2.2390 —4.2712 —2.5406 1.3970 —1.1297 1.1609 —0.7077

X7 —0.5691 0.5365 —0.4765 0.3662 1.5916 0.9609 1.7175 1.0869

Ng —2.2694 —0.8513 —2.3738 —1.0872 1.4943 —0.0844 1.4392 0.1896
Xg —1.6035 0.2250 —1.5555 —0.0742 2.4157 0.9758 2.5416 1.2405
Ng —1.9364 —0.3131 —1.9647 —0.5807 1.9550 0.4457 1.9904 0.7150
Xg —3.2047 —0.7128 —3.1911 —0.9638 3.1695 0.7013 3.1494 0.9519

Nio —2.5706 —0.5129 —2.5779 —0.7722 2.5622 0.5735 2.5699 0.8335

X19 —3.6204 —0.6969 —3.6114 —1.0505 3.6311 0.7673 3.6218 1.1200

Nj; —3.0955 —0.6049 —3.0947 —0.9114 3.0967 0.6704 3.0958 0.9767

X11 —2.9994 —0.5504 —3.0002 —0.8531 2.9982 0.6162 2.9990 0.9190

Nig —3.0474 —0.5776 —3.0474 —0.8822 3.0474 0.6433 3.0474 0.9479

X12 —3.0457 —0.5753 —3.0457 —0.8800 3.0457 0.6410 3.0457 0.9457

Nj3 —3.0465 —0.5765 —3.0465 —0.8811 3.0465 0.6421 3.0465 0.9468

X13 —3.0465 —0.5765 —3.0465 —0.8811 3.0465 0.6421 3.0465 0.9468
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C.2 MATLAB code

 

ffeeeeeeaeaeaasaaaeeseeeeasaaaaaeeesessseesessssssessssesssseeseeeeees=====

/ parametric_J_spectral_factorisation_2nd_order

jj---------------------------------aaaaaa

% program performs the parametric J-spectral factorisation using Newton

% iterations for the 2-block H-inf controller design formulation

h====C.Ward 4/4/08 === SSsssssssssssss

clear all;close all;clc;format compact

 

eSaysten, Paraneters.

% original numerator values

a0=1;a1=0.1;a2=0.01;

b0=1;b1=0.2;b2=0.02;

c0=0;c1=0;c2=0;

d0=1;d1=0.4;d2=0.04;

e0=1;e1=0.8;e2=0.1;

f£0=0;£1=0;£2=0;

% common denominator values

den_0=1;den_1=0.7;den_2=0.07;den_3=0.007;den_4=0.005;

% transfer functions

A_common=tf([a0 ai a2],[den_0 den_1 den_2],ts);

B_common=tf([bO bi b2],[den_O den_1 den_2],ts);

C_common=tf([cO c1 c2],[den_O0 den_1 den_2],ts);

D_common=tf([dO di d2],[den_0 den_1 den_2],ts);

E_common=tf([eO e1 e2],[den_O0 den_1 den_2],ts);

F_common=tf([f0 f1 £2],[den_O den_1 den_2],ts);

G_common=[A_common B_common;

C_common D_common;

E_common F_common];

tzero(G_common);

pole(G_common);

figure(’position’ , [10,750,400, 200] ) ;bodemag(G_common) ;hold on;grid on

{====== atees

% beta calcualtion

beta_2_star=[((a2*a0)-(c2*c0)-(e2*e0)) ((a2*b0)-(c2*d0)-(e2*f0));

((b2*a0) - (d2*c0)-(£2*e0)) ((b2*b0) -(d2*d0)-(£2*£0))];

beta_1_star=[((a1*a0)+(a2*a1)-(c1*c0)-(c2*c1)-(e1*e0) -(e2*e1) )

((al*b0) +(a2*b1)-(c1*d0)-(c2*d1)-(e1*£0)-(e2*f1));
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((b1*a0) + (b2*a1) -(d1*c0) -(d2*c1)-(£1*e0) -(£2*e1) )

((b1*b0) + (b2*b1) - (d1*d0)-(d2*d1)-(£1*£0)-(£2*f1))];

beta_0=[((a0*a0)+(al*a1)+(a2*a2)-(c0*c0)-(c1*c1)-(c2*c2)

-(e0*e0) -(e1*el)-(e2*e2) )

((a0*b0) + (al*b1)+(a2*b2) -(cO*d0)- (c1*d1) -(c2*d2)

-(e0*f£0)-(e1*£1)-(e2*f2));

((b0*a0) + (b1*al) + (b2*a2) - (d0*c0) - (d1*c1) -(d2*c2)

-(£0*e0) -(£1*e1) -(£2*e2))

((b0*b0) + (b1*b1) + (b2*b2) - (d0*d0) - (d1*d1) -(d2*d2)

- (£0*£0)-(£1*£1)-(£2*£2))];

beta_1=[((a0*a1l)+(a1*a2)-(c0*c1)-(c1*c2)-(e0*e1)-(e1*e2) )

((a0*b1)+(al*b2) -(cO*d1)-(c1*d2)-(e0*£1)-(e1*f2)) ;

((b0*a1)+(b1*a2) -(d0*c1)-(di*c2)-(£0*e1) -(£1*e2) )

((b0*b1) + (b1*b2) - (dO*d1) -(d1*d2)-(£0*f£1)-(£1*£2))];

beta_2=[((a0*a2)-(c0*c2)-(e0*e2)) ((a0*b2)-(c0*d2)-(e0*f2)) ;

((b0*a2) -(dO0*c2)-(£0*e2)) ((bO*b2)-(dO*d2)-(£0*f2))];

beta=[2*beta_2(1,1);

2*beta_2(1,2);

2*beta_2(2,1);

2*beta_2(2,2);

2*beta_1(1,1);

2*beta_1(1,2);

2*beta_1(2,1);

2*beta_1(2,2);

beta_0(1,1);

beta_0(1,2);

beta_0(2,1);

beta_0(2,2)];
4, === == = ===

% initial estimation

aQi=k;a1i=0.01;a2i=0.01;

b0i=0;b1i=0;b2i=0;

c0i=0;c1i=0;c2i=0;

d0i=d0i;d1i=0.8;d2i=0.1;

Ai=tf([a0i ali a2i],[den_O den_1 den_2],1);

Bi=tf([bOi bii b2i],[den_O den_1 den_2],1);

Ci=tf([cOi cli c2i],[den_O den_1 den_2] ,1);
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Di=tf([d0i d1i d2i],[den_O den_1 den_2],1);

Gi=[Ai Bi;Ci Di];

det_Gi=(Ai*Di)-(Bix*Ci);

trans_zeros_i=zero(det_Gi);

 

 

pole(Gi);

4====Newton iterations==== ===

for i=1:100

g=[a2i 0 adio 0 0 -¢2i-.0 -cOi 0

0 0;

b2i 0 0.220 =:.0 a0i -d2i 0 0 0

0 -c0i;

0 O bOi a2i 0 0 O 0 -d0i -c2i

0 0;

0 O O b2i 0 bOi O 0 0 -d2i

0 -d0i;

ali (aQita2i) ali oO 0 0 -cli (-cOi-c2i) -c1i 0

0 0;

bli b2i 0:20.) a0i ali -dli -d2i 0 0

-cOi =¢11;

O  b0i bli ali a2i 0-0 -d0i -dli -cli

-c2i 0;

0 O O biti (b0i+b2i) b1i 0 0 0 -dii

(-d0i-d2i) -d1i;

aOi ali a2i:0 <0 Ov =c01 =cli -c2i 0

0 0;

bOi bili b2i0o0 0 O -dOi -dli -d2i 0

0 0;

Oo 0 0 aQi ali a2i 0 0 0 -cOi

-cli =C21;

0 O O bOi bili b2i 0 0 0 -d0i

-d14, -d2i];

h=inv(g)*beta;

aOh=h(1) ;ath=h(2) ;a2h=h(3);

aOh_save(i)=a0h;aih_save(i)=alh;a2h_save(i)=a2h;

bOh=h (4) ;bih=h(5) ;b2h=h(6) ;

bOh_save(i)=b0h; bih_save(i)=bih;b2h_save(i)=b2h;

cOh=h(7) ;clh=h(8) ;c2h=h(9);
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cOh_save(i)=cOh;cih_save(i)=cih;c2h_save(i)=c2h;

dOh=h (10) ;dih=h(11) ;d2h=h(12);

dOh_save(i)=d0h;dih_save(i)=dih;d2h_save(i)=d2h;

beta_O_new=[((aOh*a0i)+(ath*ali)+(a2h*a2i)

—(cOh*c0i)-(cih*c1i)-(c2h*c2i))

((aOh*b0i)+(aih*b1i)+(a2h*b2i)

-(cOh*d0i)-(cih*d1i)-(c2h*d2i));

( (bOh*a0i)+(bih*ali)+(b2h*a2i)

-(dOh*c0i)-(dih*c1i)-(d2h*c2i))

((bOh*b0i) + (bih*b1i)+(b2h*b2i)

-(dOh*d0i)-(dih*d1i)-(d2h*d2i))];

beta_i_new=[((aOh*a1i)+(aih*a2i)-(cOh*c1i)-(cih*c2i))

((aOh*b1i)+(alh*b2i)-(cOh*d1i)-(c1lh*d2i)) ;

((bOh*ali)+(b1ih*a2i)-(dOh*c1i)-(dih*c2i))

((bOh*b1i)+(b1h*b2i)-(dOh*d1i)-(dih*d2i))];

beta_2_new=[((aOh*a2i)-(cOh*c2i)) ((aOh*b2i)-(cOh*d2i));

((bOh*a2i)-(dO0h*c2i)) ((bOh*b2i)-(dOh*d2i))];

beta_0_11_save(i)=beta_O_new(1,1);

beta_0_12_save(i)=beta_O_new(1,2);

beta_0_21_save(i)=beta_O_new(2,1);

beta_0_22_save(i)=beta_O_new(2,2);

beta_1_11_save(i)=beta_i_new(1,1);

beta_i_12_save(i)=beta_i_new(1,2);

beta_1_21_save(i)=beta_i_new(2,1);

beta_1_22_save(i)=beta_1_new(2,2);

beta_2_11_save(i)=beta_2_new(1,1);

beta_2_12_save(i)=beta_2_new(1,2);

beta_2_21_save(i)=beta_2_new(2,1);

beta_2_22_save(i)=beta_2_new(2,2);

a0i=(a0i+a0h) /2;al1i=(alitath)/2;a2i=(a2i+a2h) /2;
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bOi=

cOi=

d0i=

end
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(b0it+bOh) /2;b1i=(b1itbih) /2;b2i=(b2i+b2h) /2;

(cOit+cOh) /2;c1i=(clitcith) /2;c2i=(c2itc2h) /2;

(d0i+d0Oh) /2;d1i=(d1it+dih) /2;d2i=(d2i+d2h) /2;

figure(’position’ , [430,750,400, 200] )

plot (a0h_save,’+-blue’);hold on;grid on;

plot (alh_save,’*-blue’);hold on;

plot (a2h_save,’o-blue’);hold on;

plot (bOh_save,’+-green’) ;hold on;

plot (bih_save,’*-green’) ;hold on;

plot (b2h_save,’o-green’) ;hold on;

plot (cOh_save,’+-red’);hold on;

plot(cth_save,’*-red’) ;hold on;

plot(c2h_save,’o-red’);hold on;

plot (dOh_save, ’?+-black’) ;hold on;

plot (dih_save, ’*-black’) ;hold on;

plot (d2h_save, ’o-black’) ;hold on;

xlabel(’Design iteration’) ;ylabel(’Component gain’)

figure(’position’ , [850,750,400, 200] )

plot (beta_0_11_save,’+-’);hold on;grid on;

plot (beta_0_12_save,’+-green’) ;hold on;

plot (beta_0_21_save,’+-red’) ;hold on;

plot (beta_0_22_save,’+-black’);hold on;

plot (beta_1_11_save,’o-’);hold on;

plot (beta_1_12_save,’o-green’) ;hold on;

plot (beta_1_21_save,’o-red’);hold on;

plot (beta_1_22_save,’o-black’) ;hold on;

plot (beta_2_11_save,’*-’);hold on;

plot (beta_2_12_save,’*-green’);hold on; -

plot (beta_2_21_save,’*-red’) ;hold on;

plot (beta_2_22_save,’*-black’);hold on;

xlabel(’Design iteration’) ;ylabel(’Beta gain’)

Ah=tf([aOh ath a2h],[den_O den_1 den_2],ts);

Bh=tf([bOh bih b2h] , [den_O den_1i den_2],ts);
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Ch=tf([cOh cih c2h],[den_0 den_1 den_2],ts);

Dh=tf([dOh dih d2h],[den_O den_1 den_2],ts);

Gh=[Ah Bh;Ch Dh];
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